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WELCOME BACK EDITION

Friday, August 15, 2014

Welcome back
to a new campus
Completion of signiﬁcant renovations
ushers in new academic year
Kelley Kennedy

NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Women’s Quad
The three Women’s Quad buildings — McClintock,
Sims and Wade Hampton— were closed for the entirety of
the 2013-2014 school year for major renovations and have
recently reopened. The project demolished the buildings’
interiors down to their structural frames and converted
the original, traditional-style dormitories, which had hall
bathrooms, into suite-style rooms.
The Quad had been in immediate need of an overhaul,
as the buildings, which range from 53 to 73 years old, had
never received major renovations. The refurbishing also
addressed health and safety needs; during the 2012-2013
school year, 16 residents of Sims were moved out because
mold was growing in their rooms.
The newly remodeled Women’s Quad w ill house
600 students and is seeking LEED Gold Certification
recognizing environmentally conscious construction.
The remodeled ﬁ rst levels will also include community
lounges, classrooms and laundry rooms.

Russell House Leadership and Service Center
The former Campus Life Center is currently undergoing
renovations and will reopen at the start of the spring
semester as the new Leadership and Service Center.
Construction on the project began at the end of last
semester. The new facility will be larger, with more areas
for group discussion and general use and a great deal of
project-facilitating technology, including digital boards
and interactive screens.
Until the completion of the new center, the offices
displaced by the construction will be located in the Blatt
P.E. Center.

University SC Tower
Construction for the new on-campus student housing
project began in the spring. The facility is expected to
open in the fall of 2015.
T h e p r i v at e c o m p le x w i l l p r o v id e a p l a c e f o r
upperclassmen to live in west campus, behind the Carolina
Coliseum and near both the Greek Village and the Darla
Moore School of Business. The lobby entrance to the
building will be located on Assembly Street, while the
Pendleton side will feature over 700 parking spaces and
some retail stores.
A c c o r d i n g t o t h e C o l u m b i a Pl a n n i n g B o a r d s
Commission, the $60 million facility will include 318
housing units with one, two, three, four and ﬁve-bedroom
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renovations are completed in 2015.

Carolina Community Additions
Alumni Center

Jeremey Marshall Harkness / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Renovations were an obstacles for students during the spring semster, but most of it has been cmopletely finished.
WELCOME • Continued from 1
suites, and will house over 800 beds in total. The tower
will also feature 12 stories and 435,000 square feet, and
will provide many amenities including a theater, ﬁtness
center and rooftop pool.

School of Journalism
Throughout this school year, renovations to the
former home of the Arnold School of Public Health,
located in the former Health Sciences building near the
Horseshoe will continue as the 52-year-old building is
prepared to become the new home of USC’s journalism
school. Classes will be held in the 54,000-square-foot
building beginning August 2015.
The journalism school, one of the oldest in the
nation, was founded in 1923 and has been housed in the
Carolina Coliseum since 1969.
The new building will provide nearly double the
space for journalism school.

The Carolina Coliseum
Ongoing renovations to the Carolina Coliseum
will eventually convert the 45-year-old arena into a
practicing facility for the men’s and women’s basketball
teams. The refurbished facility will accommodate two
practice court areas; the rest of the space will be used
for classrooms and ofﬁces.
Due to the renovations, the facility will no longer
host graduations, concerts or events.
The project will be a step toward remedying USC’s
classroom and lab space shortage and will provide
the USC basketball teams with their own courts.
Currently, the men’s and women’s teams share a court
with the USC volleyball team.
The repurposing will also displace the colleges of
Hospitality, Retail and Sports Management and Mass
Communications and Information Studies. According
to The State, HRTM is set to inherit the building
that currently serves as the USC School of Law in
2019, after the law school moves into a new facility
in 2016. Mass Communications will move into the
former Health Sciences Building on Sumter Street after

The structural phase of the new Alumni Center
was completed in July, and ﬁ nal work on the building
is scheduled to end during the summer of 2015.
The facility, located in the Vista at the intersection
of Lincoln and Senate streets, will be the university’s
ﬁ rst permanent home for alumni. The three-level
Center will include several conference spaces, a
ballroom and a ballroom patio. The $26 million
project will be privately funded.
“We’re bringing this center to life for alums
by alu ms”, My Carol i na A lu m n i A ssociat ion
President Paula Harper Bethea said. “It is going
to be an absolutely beautiful recognition of the
commitment that our alums and our friends have to
this university.”
Un iver sit y Pre sident H a r r is Pa st ide s told
attendees that he felt the center would not only
fulﬁ ll a longtime need, but would provide a larger
and more versatile space for alumni than most
universities.
“Building a university is like building a puzzle— a
beautiful puzzle, and you’re always trying to identify
pieces that need improvement,” Pastides said. “We
had no alumni center, in the 213-year history of this
university. We’re ﬁ nally getting what we deserve.”

The Hub at Columbia
The new housing center called the “Hub at
Columbia” began accepting students for individual
leases this month.
The 21-stor y building once provided office
space for SCANA and has been vacant for about 5
years. According to a press release, the refurbished
facility now includes 258 housing units and 851
beds. All of the bedrooms are fully furnished.
The most unique aspect of the new housing
option will be the facility’s amenities, Hub ofﬁcials
told The State. The building’s amenity deck on
top of the neighboring city-owned Sumter Street
parking garage will include a swimming pool,
60-person hot t ub, sand volleyball court and
outdoor LED TV screen. The Hub also features
its own parking garage and has negotiated the use
of a portion of the Sumter Street garage with the
City of Columbia.
DG

Columbia residents raise money for man
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West Columbia residents, alongside Brookland-Cayce baseball players and the cheerleading team ran a 5k to raise money for Chad Shelton, diagnosed with Guillain-Barre.

Actions speak louder than words as people
race around Brookland-Cayce High School
Collyn Taylor

NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

As the runners armed with umbrellas and iPods
took the starting line for the challenge of running
3.1 miles around Brookland-Cayce High School, the
real challenge started eight months ago.
In January, South Carolina library specialist
Chad Shelton was diagnosed with Guillain-Barre
Syndrome, a disease in which the immune system
attacks the nervous system, and he was hospitalized
for six months..
After battling his disease for eight months, there
came a reprieve Saturday, Aug. 9 when his friends
held the Walk Chad Walk 5K.
The race was organized with the help of Brandy
Aull, whose daughter is on the cheerleading team
with Shelton’s daughter.
“He has the disease and their medical bills were
piling up,” Aull said. “He was in the hospital for six
months and I felt that if we could do something little

for them, she could use it. He wasn’t working so they
didn’t have income and we thought that any little
thing could help them.”
Members of the West Columbia community along
with former Brookland-Cayce baseball players and
the cheerleading team at the high school showed
up to support the Sheltons and raise money for the
family.
“West Columbia is a very close-knit community,”
Aull said. “People know each other. It’s big in the
community and they have a lot of friends that have
come out to support Chad.”
Shelton’s wife, Kit Shelton, said that if her husband
had been able to attend, he would have been humbled
at the outpouring of community support, including
that of his coworkers at South Carolina.
“Where he works, they’re great. His office at
USC [was] awesome; they send cards almost weekly,”
Shelton said. “There was just great support.”
After seven weeks of planning, the race started in
the rain and with cheers from the race organizers
and volunteers, the runners went off on the 3.1 mile
route.
Aull said that she is inspired by seeing how the
Sheltons have handled their situation, saying that

that motivated her to put on the 5K.
“Seeing how gracious Kit and Chad have been
through all of this, I don’t want anything from it
except from seeing them happy and help them out as
much as I can,” Aull said.
Shelton said that her husband should be up and
walking soon; however, they will need more therapy
and extra handicapable equipment around the house,
which is an extra cost.
The generosity from the committee members,
Shelton said, humbled her.
“Actions speak louder than words,” Shelton said.
“It’s amazing what they have done. It’s just warmed
my heart. I can’t even express how wonderful it is.”
Aull and Shelton both said that they were shocked
at how successfully Walk Chad Walk brought the
community together to support a family in need and
raise awareness for Guillain-Barre Syndrome.
“It brings the communit y together to work
together towards one mean, one family, one person,”
Aull said. “Hopefully we can do it in the future for
the people that need it.”
DG
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Project ID protects
property from theft
Online tracking combats
common college crime
Natalie Pita

NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Hannah Cleveland / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Students can register online to have their computers, bikes and mopeds engraved with serial codes that enable USC PD to locate and return stolen items.
Stolen property is one of the biggest
crime-related problems on any college
campus, and USC is no exception.
Luckily, the USC Police Department
has come up with many ways to prevent
students from becoming victims.
Project ID enables any student or
faculty or staff member to go online
and register their personal property,
as well as any property associated with
the university. Individuals who want
to go one step further and get their
propert y engraved with a number,
marking or anything else that would
enable USC PD to recognize their
item if it were to ever get stolen.
“It’s really important because every
year that’s probably the biggest crime

on campus, whether it be cell phones,
or iPads or laptops,” said Lieutenant
Gooding of USCPD. “Very important
for us, as law enforcement, is we don’t
have any kind of number, we don’t
have the serial number, so there’s
really no way we can retrieve it if it’s
ever found.”
Bikes and mopeds are a huge issue
right now, and Gooding urges students
to reg ister t hei r bi ke or moped
separately, as well as secure them with
proper locking devices and lock them
in the places designed for bikes and
mopeds.
When it comes to other property, it
is important for students to constantly
keep an eye on their belongings.

THE BIGGEST & NEWEST BACK TO SCHOOL

POSTER SALE

“Even if [students are] in the library
and they’re just walking to a different
computer or walking to the restroom,
they need to make sure they take all
their belongings with them because
they can be gone in a blink of an eye.”
Gooding said.
Whenever possible, students should
lock up their property. Gooding said
that many students don’t worry much
about t he possibilit y of someone
breaking into their dorm room on
campus.
“A lot of times what happens is
[students] have roommates and they
don’t lock their main door. They just
worry about locking their door to
their bedroom, and they need to make
sure they lock the main door as well
because most people have TVs or
property in the main room that they
don’t even think about.” Gooding
said.
USCPD also encourages students
a nd st af f to pu rcha se Sec u r it y
Tracking of Property (STOP) Tags

at the Russell House Information Desk
for $20 to put on some of their most
important belongings. These tags are
plates that are placed on the bottom of
laptops and iPads by USCPD and can’t
be removed.
“If there’s a possible thief, that’s
a good deterrent if they see that,”
Gooding said.
W hen it comes to other crimes,
the best strateg y is stay in groups
whenever possible. USCPD also offers
self-defense classes for all females,
and will speak to any group about
safety or any speciﬁc issue they may
be having an issue with. USCPD has
given personalized talks on computer
bullying and the effects of alcohol.
I n gener a l , G o o d i ng rem i nd s
students to abide by the Stand Up
Carolina rules by being there for
c l a s s m at e s a nd o t he r C a r ol i n a
students. If you ever see a crime or
anything suspicious occurring, call the
USC police immediately.
DG
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Pi Beta Phi rejoins USC Greek community
Sorority returns for first time since
relinquishing charter in 1985
Natalie Pita

NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Potential sororit y members on campus now
have a new option.
Pi Beta Phi is recolonizing on campus after
being invited to become a part of the USC Greek
community in February 2013.
“It is rare that Pi Phi has the opportunity to
return to a campus. W hen the chance to reestablish a Pi Phi chapter at South Carolina came
— a university where we have so much history —
we were overcome with excitement,” Alex Roark,
assistant director of extension for Pi Beta Phi, said
in an email. “We believe our fraternity and the
USC campus both beneﬁt from the recolonization
of our South Carolina Alpha Chapter.”
Pi Beta Phi has a 54-year history at USC. The
chapter joined campus for the ﬁ rst time in 1931,
but relinquished their charter in 1985. Roark
attributed this to low membership.
“T he chapter had st r uggled to ma i nt a i n
competitive on campus in the 1980s and realized
they were no longer providing a viable Pi Phi
experience,” Roark said. “It was a very difﬁcult
decision for the women to make, but there was
always hope one day Pi Phi would be able to
return to the University of South Carolina.”
The USC Sorority Council hosted an extension
conference a year and a half ago after deciding
they wanted a new organization to join them.
When they began organizing the committee, all
26 groups in the National Panhellenic Conference
were notiﬁed. Pi Beta Phi was one organization
that made the decision to pursue the opportunity.
“Our extension philosophy is to pursue campus
growth opportunities complementing Pi Beta
Phi’s academic, social and philanthropic mission,”
Roark said. “We look for growing institutions
with a solid reputation for developing the personal
and intellectual growth of its students.”

Three
chapters
g a v e

extensive presentations to the extension
committee, which was made up of women in
every current chapter at USC. National visitors
from Pi Beta Phi came to give the presentation on
what their sorority was about and why they would
be a great addition to USC.
“We think Pi Phi is a great ﬁt for USC. They
have a very strong national organization,” Kelly
Laynor, vice president of recruitment for the
Sororit y Council said. “W hen t heir visitors
came and gave their presentation, they really
emphasized things like philanthropy and service
and how they have alumni chapters nearby and
can really support their organization and help
them grow in our community and be successful.
Pi Beta Phi was one of two sororities that will
be joining the USC community based on the
decisions of the extension committee. A lpha
Xi Delta will be welcomed to campus in fall
2016, and Pi Beta Phi will host their colonizing
recruitment from September 19-21.
Pi Beta Phi is sending three resident leadership
development consultants that will live on campus
for the sorority’s entire ﬁ rst year. They will be in
charge of recruiting the charter class and guiding
them through their ﬁ rst year. Roark said this is
a very unique opportunity for potential sorority
women.
“Being a member of a charter class is something
very unique and special. We want to ﬁ nd women
who will be able to establish a strong foundation
and lead the chapter in the future,” Roark said. “Pi

Beta Phi has six core values: integrity, lifelong
commitment, honor and respect, philanthropic
service to others, personal and intellectual growth
and sincere friendship. We are looking for women
who embody these values and have the potential
to bring them to life on campus.”
According to Laynor, Pi Beta Phi will help
decrease the size of pledge classes, which have
recently included almost 200 members for some
sororities. She also said that this will add to the
sisterhood element of USC sororities as well as
bring more opportunities to students who go
through recruitment.
“The biggest thing it’s going to do is it’s going
to help us start to bring numbers down because we
tend to have such large chapters that the biggest
reason why we want to bring more chapters on
our campus is that our community is growing at
a large rate that we want to make sure that we’re
keeping our chapters at a reasonable size,” Laynor
said.
A lt hough Pi Beta Ph i does not cu rrent ly
have a house in Greek Village, it is deﬁ nitely a
possibility for the future. According to Laynor,
there is a possibility of building new houses in
Greek Village down the road and Pi Beta Phi is
interested in being one of those new additions.

@thegamecock
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dailygamecock.com
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Well-loved U101 professor shares tips for success

Jeremy Marshall Harkness / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

DeWeil was given the award for Outstanding Teaching in University 101 last year due to his commitment to establishing personal connections with students.

David DeWeil advises quality over
quantity in college involvement
Kelley Kennedy

NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Few people are better qualified to give advice
about maximizing the college experience than David
DeWeil. The well-loved professor and Associate
Principal of the Capstone Scholars Program won
the award for Outstanding Teaching in University
101 last year, and he makes it his mission to connect
students with university resources and to “provide a
class where the students feel like they belong”.
Drawing on his experiences heading U101 classes,
DeWeil shared his insight about how students —
both freshmen and upperclassmen — can make the
most of their time at USC.
First, DeWeil explained that while it is extremely
important to get involved, students should be
thoughtful and strategic when choosing how to
invest their time.
“I always tell students, pick one or two things
and do those things very well ... There’s so much
here at USC, so I tell them to be focused and to be
intentional about what they choose.”
Students should also be careful to avoid some of
the common mistakes that prevent students from
taking full advantage of the university, DeWeil said.
He stressed the importance of getting enough sleep

and encouraged students not to be too intimidated
to ask questions in class or to seek help when they
are struggling.
“Students don’t realize the extent of the support
system they have here at the university. There are so
many people here to help students succeed.”
Another mistake DeWeil cautioned against was the
failure to pursue opportunities that are intimidating
or seemingly far-fetched. He recalls choosing not
to attempt to join a prestigious organization due
to the belief that he was unqualiﬁed. It was only in
hindsight, he said, that he realized that he would
have been an excellent candidate.
“Sometimes getting plugged in requires you to
step out of your comfort zone and put yourself out
there. And that can be risky, at times, but it’s so
worth it.”
However, it is important that students be authentic
even as they challenge themselves. Many students,
DeWeil said, feel that they need to conform to the
standards of other people. He encouraged college
students to “feel the freedom to be themselves”.
“Don’t change who you are in order to be
accepted, because there are tons of people just like
you, as well as people that are different from you,
and that’s what makes college beautiful.”
DeWeil also encouraged st udents to forge
relationships with professors and to seek out a
mentor. As a University 101 professor, DeWeil has
served as a mentor to many students, but he says
he has a special connection to one in particular;

the two once met for coffee weekly and still stay in
touch. Such mentoring relationships, he said, can
provide students with a valuable source of advice and
support.
Finally, students should know that college ﬂies by,
DeWeil said. The professor attended Carolina as an
undergraduate, and recalls being shocked his senior
year at how quickly the experience passed.
“Don’t put things off, because before you know
it, you’ll be a senior and about to graduate!” DeWeil
said.
Still, DeWeil remains connected to Carolina
not only because of his position as a professor and
leader in the Capstone Scholars Program, but also
because he met the woman who would become his
wife within months of beginning his freshman year.
They went to USC’s Melton Observatory for their
ﬁrst date, he recalled.
“We’ve been married for 11 years, which is
incredible”.
For every Carolina student, there will be many
opportunities to establish lasting relationships and
to pursue lifelong goals this school year. By seeking
out new experiences and taking advantage of all that
the university has to offer, DeWeil said, students can
make their years at Carolina unforgettable.
“College is what you make of it. There’s so much
here at the university ... students just have to go for
it. Own your college experience, and if you do that,
you’ll end up loving it.”
DG

Move-in 2014 by the numbers

5000 31000
estimated students in the
freshman class

19 estimated sets of twins entering Carolina
as freshmen
1 estimated set of triplets
71 valedictorians in USC’s incoming
freshman class
113 estimated student-athletes in the
freshman class

45 28
states represented in
the freshman class

countries represented
in the freshman class

estimated students on USC’s
Columbia campus
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out-of-state freshmen hail from:
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entering South Carolina
Honors College this fall
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VA
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MD

Male
GA
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USC’s
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class

45% of
USC’s
freshman
class

Reflects a nationwide trend as more
young women enroll in college.
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Between the more than 300 registered student organizations on campus, there is no excuse for students not to get invovled outside school.

Students find activities outside classes
There is an activity for every type of
student on USC’s campus
Natalie Pita

NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

There’s something for everyone with
more than 300 registered organizations
on the USC campus.
Or if you can’t find exactly what you
want, you have a limitless amount of time
to change that. USC is registering new
student organizations on a weekly or
monthly basis.
“We let it happen ongoing throughout
t he yea r, so rea l ly a ny t i me t hat a
student is interested or ﬁ nds something
they may be passionate about or finds
something that doesn’t exist on campus,
they can come meet with our office,
meet with the Leadership and Service
Center to start the process to register a
new student organization,” said Allison
Toney, a leadership coach with the USC
Department of Student Life.
Toney describes the process of starting
a new organization as “fairly easy.” The
organization must write a Constitution,
and Student Life can provide samples
and explain requirements. Potent ial
organizations must also have 10 fulltime students sign a petition in support
starting it, a full-time faculty or staff
advisor and an explanation of why they’re
interested in starting a new organization.
The Leadership and Service Center
is more than happy to guide potential
st udent org a n izat ions t h rough t he
process.
“We’re always willing to meet with
folks to try to get stuff started if they see
that’s something’s missing on campus,
so we’re happy to help them start an
organization or if an organization once
existed on campus but is not currently
registered, helping them re-register it,”
Toney said. “We can go through all those
steps with students.”
Start of something new
USC has many well-established clubs
on campus, and fraternities and sororities
are some of t he oldest. Some of t he
oldest organizations at USC include the
Euphradian Society (1806), Chi Psi (1858)
and Phi Beta Kappa (1926).

But if you’re looking for something
a l it t le b it m o d e r n , S n ap s Mu s ic
Appreciation is one of the newest clubs
available. Andrew Ferguson, a secondyear business management and history
student, formed the organization halfway
through June 2014.
T he y ’v e h a d 24 m e e t i n g s s i n c e
becoming official, and club members
bring full albums that they want to share
with the rest of the members. According
to Ferguson, it’s a different concept for a
club.
“It’s just good people hanging out with
good music on,” Ferguson said. “I’ve
pitched this idea to somebody before and
the were just like ‘isn’t that what every
college student does, sit around in a room
with friends with music on?’ And yeah,
but we’re a little more music based.”
Ferguson went to a small private high
school, and, although he had plenty of
friends, he never found people who shared
the same passion for music.
“Something that I always wanted were
friends that I could share music with.”
Ferguson said. “I really just wanted to
ﬁnd people at USC that felt the same way
I did, had music that played a part in their
life that we can just share it with, and
that’s really where the idea came from.”
N ow t hat he has Snaps Music
Appreciation, he has found even more
of a connection on a music-level than he
expected.
“We’ve got a lot of different people
in the club. We’ve got people that never
thought they would be listening to Led
Zeppelin. We’ve got people who never
thought that they would be listening to
Arctic Monkeys, or James Brown, or jazz
even,” Ferguson said. “It’s an eclectic
mix.”
Snaps usually has a week-by-week
informal meeting, but they sometimes
host small events. They had a Christmas
party last year where they listened to
Elvis’ Christmas album, and they pulled
names out of hat for their end of the year
party to see who would get to play their
album.
This year, they plan on hosting a series
of blues nights. Before they begin playing
the music, they will share some blues
history, which Ferguson said is “far more

of an appreciation than it is an education.”
“By being ex posed to all of t hese
different things people will find that
they like different things,” Ferguson said.
“The more you love music the more you
love. I’ve found that to be true. Ever since
I came to USC, started talking to more
people, different people … there’s a lot
of good stuff out there. I never thought
I’d be listening to hip-hop and there’s a
kid in the club who’s got me listening to
Wu-Tang Clan.”
Ferg u s on s a id t h at Sn ap s Mu sic
Appreciation is a casual organization,
and members usually attend meetings
whenever it ﬁts their schedule. He’s found,
however, that many people stay for more
than just the music.
“The people that are in it really enjoy it,
not just for the music, but for the people
that are in it,” Ferguson said. “We have
eclectic tastes in music, but we also have
a wide range of people. If you look at
history, one of the few mediators between
different demographics or types of people
is music.”
St u d e nt s w h o a r e i nt e r e s t e d i n
becom i ng a pa r t of Snaps Music
Appreciation can check them out at the
st udent organization fair. They will
not be charging dues as of this point,
a nd Ferg u son prom ise s a “rela xed
atmosphere.”
Producing professionalism
According to Austin Dain, a fourth-year
management and marketing student and
president of the Entrepreneurship Club,
entrepreneurship can “be condensed
down to doing new things in new ways.”
The Ent repreneurship Club hosts
bi-weekly meets to help students with
bright ideas. Meetings usually consist of
guest speakers from local small businesses
or even business from outside of South
Carolina, as well as people from the
entrepreneurship community that run
businesses that aim to help make other
companies a reality.
“ T he E nt r e p r e ne u r s h ip C lub i s
ba sic a l ly a l l t he st udent s who a re
interested in having their own business,
creating their own business, or, more
broadly, or just the idea that ideas can
really revitalize and help a business grow,”
Dain said.
ORGANIZATIONS • 15

Welcome USC
Nursing Students!

Free Delivery!

803.799.6676 • Open 7 days a week

Keep up with events
and news from the
College of Nursing.
Scan in the QR code
a
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www.facebook.com/USCNursing
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USC Alumnus attends Comic-Con

Courtesy of Nicole Ciaramelli

Blake Garris interviewed celebrities and streamed panels at the event as part of his role as Entertainment Manager for Video and Content for Marvel Comics.

Courtesy of Comic-Con Int.

Garris met and chatted with celebrities such as
Benedict Cumberbatch at the convention.

Courtesy of Nicole Ciaramelli

Comic-Con is a popular event that showcases elements of pop culture from a variety of genres .

Former USC student is an
Entertainment Manager for Marvel
Natalie Pita

NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

W hen Bl a ke G a r r i s at tended USC a s a n
undergraduate political science student, he never
expected he would be producing video content
and written articles for Marvel Comics as their
Entertainment Manager for Video and Content.
Following his graduation, he was all ready to intern
with big name politicians in South Carolina his dad
had connections with. But this path just didn’t feel
right to him, and he found himself interning at
ETV, an educational television company, instead.
He began freelancing with online magazines,
and someone at Marvel contacted him about an
interview. He did freelance work for Marvel for
about seven years, and he has worked there full time
for two and a half years.
“I wasn’t as into the comics as I was as a kid, but
it was still Marvel has that really cool logo and I
flipped at the chance,” Garris said. “They had a
full-time opening a couple of years ago, and it ﬁt
with what I did so they brought me on.”
Garris spent his weekend from July 24 to July 27
working on Comic-Con International in San Diego,
California. He provided live streaming of the entire
event, from 9:30 a.m. to 7 p.m.
During the convention, he was interviewing
celebrities, showing tours of booths and streaming

panels and signings. Some of them any celebrities
he was able to talk to included Chris Hemsworth,
Robert Downey, Jr., Michael Douglas, Paul Rudd,
Buzz Aldrin, Mike Tyson and Stephen Moyer.
“You never have any down time, and you’re
working the whole time,” Garris said. “It takes a
couple of days to process. It’s definitely fun. It’s
exhausting. But it’s weird, you’re really sweaty
and tired, but you get kind of a rush when you’re
interviewing some of those stars.”
Talking to a sea of celebrities sounds fun, but it
also requires a lot of work. Garris’ coworkers make
the job manageable, and the opportunity to meet
so many people is his favorite part about working at
Marvel.
“It’s a lot of hours and a lot of time, and it could be
tough if you didn’t like the people that you worked
with,” Garris said. “But it’s cool to be a part of that
world now that the ﬁlms are doing so well.”
Another perk of the job is being able to hear the
Marvel news before anyone else. But that also means
he has to keep what he knows a secret.
“It’s hard not to leak some of the news I have that I
can’t tell. I have a lot of friends who are always seeing
the ﬁlms or some that are into comics, and I know
some things that I’m not allowed to tell and it’s really
tough because they always ask me and I can’t really
say anything.”
Although he didn’t go in the political science
direction he originally through he would take when
he graduated in 2006, Garris still learned a lot
during his time at USC.

“From the political science aspect, there were
some really great professors who were just fantastic,”
Garris said. “They would tell stories from working
in politics and it kind of helped me learn how they
interact with different types of people.”
Garris even returned to USC later, and graduated
with a master’s degree in media arts in 2011, which
had an even bigger effect on where he is today.
“USC in the master’s program was really great
because they gave me control. They just let me
create stuff with their equipment, and that’s always
the hardest thing to do,” Garris said. “The hardest
thing for me and a lot of people who want to create
videos is getting equipment and getting money to
rent out equipment, but at USC they were so cool
about ‘here’s a camera, do your thing.’ That was
really great, to just let me have full reign over the
creative process.”
For students who might want a career in media
arts, Garris says not to turn down an unexpected or
strange opportunity.
“No one wants to wake up at 7 a.m. to go film
Toddlers and Tiaras, but every little show I worked
on that was a national program helped me learn
something new each time and they were all different
experiences that I had to deal with different people,”
Garris said. “Now looking back on it, when strange
things arise when we’re ﬁlming something I think of
the advice I learned from all these other companies
and use it to help pick the ﬁlming up.”
DG
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USC student reflects on Miss SC Pageant
Rachel Tripp won Miss Hilton Head
Island, embraced opportunities to
network and promote charity

expected it to be a “scary, long week.” She never
expected that she would have more conﬁdence in
this pageant than she ever had in the past.
“It was an amazing experience, honestly. Going
into it I thought it was going to be so stressful, that

Natalie Pita

NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Even as Rachel Tripp made the decision to
participate in the 2014 Miss SC Pageant, she wasn’t
sure how she felt about it.
“I always thought that pageants were just makeup
and dresses and I kind of had a negative stereotype.
But now I realize that these pageants are a great
outlet for girls to become well-rounded young
women,” Tripp, a fourth-year broadcast journalism
student said. “I would really encourage people to be
a part of this organization even if you’re a ﬁrst-timer,
like me, or you just want to go and do it one time
because it deﬁnitely opened my eyes.”
Tripp was one of t hree USC st udents who
participated in the most recent Miss SC Pageant.
Tripp, Miss Hilton Head Island, and placed in the
top 15.
“I was really proud of that for being a ﬁrst timer
of this pageant beating some of the girls who had
been doing it for years and grew up doing pageants,”
Tripp said. “So I was very happy with myself and
very pleased.”
Tripp decided to take part in the pageant because
she had been encouraged to her entire life and
thought this year was the perfect time.
“People had urged me to do pageants my whole
entire life because I grew up singing and I have a
very musical family. So I’ve always been a performer,
and talent is the biggest portion of the score when
you’re doing the Miss America organization,” Tripp
said. “I finally gave in to doing it after so many
people urged me to. I thought ‘why not?’”
When Tripp won the Miss Hilton Head Island
pageant, her ﬁ rst competition, she was “shocked.”
Luckily, she had plenty of help before the statewide
pageant.
“I had a great support system and a great team
through the Miss Hilton Head Island organization.
Being a first time competitor they held my hand
every step of the way and coached me, making me
into this pageant girl I didn’t know much about,”
Tripp said. “Those people I now consider some of
my lifelong friends that I will treasure forever, and
I’ve really gotten some friendships.”
Taylor Kuykendall, Miss Colleton County Rice
Festival, and Amanda Bishop, Miss Walterboro, also
competed.
Even though Kuykendall, a fourth-year HRTM
student, followed in her pageant mother’s footsteps
and has been participating in pageants since age
three, she was nervous about coming into this
pageant.
This year was her ﬁ rst “Miss” pageant, and she

Courtesy of Becky Owens

Two other USC students, Taylor Kuykendall and
Amanda Bishop, also participated in the competition.
it was just going to be a week of rehearsing and
getting ready for a stressful night of the pageant, but
it wasn’t,” Kuykendall said. “It was actually probably
the least stressful pageant I’ve ever done. I’ve met so
many people and so many friends that I can have for
a lifetime.”
The girls competed in the preliminary pageants
in January and worked to prepare until the pageant
took place during the last week of June. They spent
the majority of their time raising money for the
Children’s Miracle Network, raising awareness for
their platform and showing South Carolina who
they are.
“I had to do all of those things along with being
a full-time student at USC with a normal course
load and all of my extracurricular activities that I
do here,” Tripp said. “It was just very stressful and it
was sometimes very hard to manage and balance my
time to get everything done.”
Tripp focused her time on Legacy of Hope:
Children Co-Survivors of Cancer. A child cosurvivor is a child who has a parent with cancer and

helps them fight their battle emotionally. When
Tripp was 13, her mother was diagnosed with breast
cancer, so this was a topic she could relate to.
“I was a child co-survivor and I know what it felt
like to have that parent going through cancer, so
I really wanted to help that speciﬁc group to help
them in ways that I wasn’t helped,” Tripp said.
Through working on her platform, Tripp because
certiﬁed to be a co-survivor counselor, meaning she
could lead a support group at a local hospital as long
as she had a physician or nurse with her as a mentor.
Kuykendall’s platform, A head of the Cur ve:
Scoliosis Awareness, was also an issue that was
close to her heart. Kuykendall was diagnosed with
scoliosis after a sports physical at 17, and it was the
ﬁrst time the spinal problem had ever been detected
in her.
“It was an experience that really I needed to
share about because I was to the point of scoliosis
where I was going to have surgery and never did.
Now I have a lot of back problems and I am always
having some type of pain in my back, and I wanted
to get the word out there,” Kuykendall said. “Early
detection will help children not go through the same
thing I’ve been through. And I deﬁnitely don’t want
children to go through that.”
The pageant itself consists of swimsuit, evening
gown, talent and on-stage question. An interview
during the preliminary round is also a big portion
of the score, but it is not part of the ﬁnal, televised
round.
For Kuykendall, the hardest part is on-stage
question.
“You have to keep up with politics and you have to
keep up with what’s going on in the world today. You
never know what the judges are going to ask you and
you never know what to expect,” Kuykendall said.
“You just have to think fast and think on your toes
and let them know that you know the answer.”
Bot h g irls ag ree t hat t he best par t of t he
Miss A merica organization is the net work ing
opportunities and friendships it gave them.
Kuykendall was actually competing against her
big, Bishop, in the sorority she had previously been
a part of.
“Going in there, it was just like we were just
really good friends and that nothing was going to
come between us, and throughout the week my
mind didn’t change at all,” Kuykendall said. “We
actually hung out every day, we talked almost every
single day, we got to dance [with] each other. It was
a blast being with her. There was no competition
whatsoever and getting to experience that with her,
and also getting to experience so many other things
with her throughout school, was awesome.”
Kuykendall said that if she could do it all again
with Bishop next to her, she would.
DG

Updates to expect for university software system
New Self Service Carolina
features to arrive soon
Kelley Kennedy

NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

T he end of la st seme ster
also marked the first full year since
t he i mple me nt at ion of B a n ner,
the software system that currently
facilitates many of USC’s processes,
including Self Service Carolina.
T h is su m mer, Un iversit y
Technology Services staff worked to
continue stabilizing and improving the
system.
“ We’ve upg r ade d a l mo s t
ever y piece of the infrastructure.
We’ve really spent [our time] since
May in preparation for this,” said Rita
Anderson, UTS Student Information
Systems program manager. “There are
a lot of things that we’ve done behindthe-scenes... We try not to change a
lot of the basic appearance of Banner
because it’s so new and we wanted
people to get used to it.”
A nderson said that updates
to Self Service have improved the
process of choosing meal plans by
tailoring listed options based on which
residence hall to which the user is
assigned. Another summer upgrade
addressed Banner’s past tendency to
run less effectively in different web
browsers.
“We have really tried to make
a lot of subtle changes,” A nderson
said, describing efforts to improve
the ease of navigation for users by
increasing the number of listed FAQ’s
and improving the clarity of printed
materials.

W hile some other changes
will not affect students directly, many
of them enable the university to serve
them better. For example, Anderson
said, one upgrade allowed the Student
Health Center to have access to better
emergency contact information.
Still more exciting, however,
are the updates and enhancements
expected this year.

If the degree audit system
passes ﬁ nal system testing, Marterer
said, the feature will become available
to undergraduates on Self Service in
Fall 2014 before Spring Advising.
“The tool also i ncludes
a ‘what if’ feature to help students
who are thinking of changing majors
determine how well coursework would
ﬁt into the new major,” Marterer said
in an email.

Personalized Self Service login

Leadership
opportunities

T h i s y e a r, Un i v e r s it y
Technology Services will be working
on Por t al, a project desig ned to
specialize the Self Service Carolina
log i n based on t he deg ree level,
university campus, and perhaps even
the academic college to which the user
belongs.
A c c o r d i n g t o u n i v e r s it y
r e g i s t r a r A a r o n M a r t e r e r, t h e
feature would display user-relevant
information right alongside the basic
Self Service transactions.
“The idea would be to have a
more personalized login experience so
that you’re presented the information
you care about and that’s relevant to
you... There’s an art to that, and the
degree to which we are able to do that
this year will be interesting, but that’s
deﬁnitely the direction we want to go
in,” Anderson said.
Tracking course requirements
A not her add it ion to Sel f
Service Carolina, DegreeWorks, will
serve as an online academic planning
tool that will help students see how
their completed courses ﬁt into degree
requirements.

Follow us

Distinction

The new DegreeWorks system
will also allow students to track their
progress toward earning USCConnect
Leadership Distinctions.
The “Graduat ion w it h
Leadership Distinction” pathways
recognize students with outstanding
extracurricular involvement in one
of the following areas: Community
Service, Global Learning, Professional
and Civic Engagement, and Research.
Marterer explained that UTS
will integrate USCConnect into both
the university’s master schedule and
DegreeWorks by f lagging courses
that, in addition to providing course
credit, serve as Leadership Distinction
options. The end result, he said, will
allow students to browse USCConnect
opportunities and to view Leadership
Distinction options alongside degree
requirements.
“We are currently conﬁguring
Degree Works so that if a student opts
into that [Leadership Distinction]
pathway, they can track that pathway
into the degree audit along with the
courses that they are taking in their
degree program,” said Marterer.
D e g r e eWo r k s i s a l r e a d y

available to advisors, Marterer said,
and will hopefully become available to
students within this academic year.
C onven ient a nd p ap er-s a v i n g
e-forms
UTS will begin converting
ma ny paper-based for m s i nto
electronic forms that will be available
to students via Self Service Carolina.
The ﬁ rst e-form to become available
to students will be a new electronic
graduation application, which will be
piloted in Fall 2014 and is expected to
launch in Spring 2015.
“A d d i t i o n a l s e l f - s e r v i c e
electronic forms for st udents are
scheduled to be developed during the
2014-2015 year,” Marterer said in an
email.
Student input
Un iver sit y of f ic ia l s a re
working to assemble a committee of
students with a faculty advisor to both
communicate enhancement requests
and submit system issues for t he
Banner system.
“What we would like to see
is a place where people can easily
submit... what you’re wishing for and
what your problems are at the same
time,” Marterer said.
According to Marterer, the
committee, which will likely begin
meeting early this fall, will allow
students to give feedback and will
“help steer t he way t he end user
experience goes.”
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Signature events
Saturday, August 16

monday, August 18

thursday, August 21

First Night Carolina

FiRst Year
Reading Experience
Student Media Showcase
Opportunity knocks
part-time job fair
omsa welcome back
celebration
Bustle at the Russell

First Day of Class
Carolinacard Connect
6th annual "i survived
the first day of class"
cookout

Tuesday, August 19

service saturday
The Main Event
connect2cola fest

Sunday, August 17

Convocation
Cooperpalooza
What's the big deal
about sweEt tea?

FIND MORE

EVENTS

ONLINE
Follow @UofSCWelcome
for all of your first week
events! #UofSC #UofSC18
#UofSCWelcome

ALL FREE WITH CAROLINACARD!

Get Connected Fair
community picnic
get rec'd at strom
wednesday, August 20

friday, August 22

Carolina After Dark
SATURday, August 23

Sunday, August 24

meet the greeks

aaas cookout
hypnotist

www.sa.sc.edu/welcome

@UofSCWelcome
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Saturday, August 16
Parking Project

Residence Hall Association
Saturday, August 16
8 a.m. – 4 p.m.
Residence Halls

Fr o m 8 a . m . – 4 p . m . , t h e
Residence Hall Association and
its coalition of student leaders at
USC help coordinate the ﬂow of
campus trafﬁc on move in day.
Current Students can ﬁnd more
information and sign up at
www.housing.sc.edu/rha/

USCPD on Greene

USC Division of
Law Enforcement and Safety
Saturday, August 16
8 a.m. – 3 p.m.

We’ll be present on Greene
Street to answer any of your
questions! We’ll also have a few
safety guides and also provide
bicycle and property registration.
Come on over and see us!

Student Health
Services on
Greene Street for
Move-In Day

PSA Open House

Stop by, grab a snack. and
meet the campus ministry staff
of the Presbyterian Student
Association!

First Night
Carolina
Student Life
Saturday, Aug. 16
Greene Street in front of RH

Meet at the Russell House
for First Night C arolina!
You are cordially invited to
a celebration for first-year
students. Remember casual
dress. If you are a student
with a disability who needs
accommodations for this
event, please contact the
Office of Student Disability
Services at 803-777-6142.

Sunday, August 17

Saturday, August 16
9 a.m. – 5 p.m.
Greene Street

Breakfast
and Worship

The Family Roost
– Information for
New and Returning
Gamecocks
Student Life/Parents
Programs
Saturday, August 16
10 a.m. – 3 p.m.
Greene Street

Welcome to the Carolina family!
Students, parents and family
members are invited to stop
by this information tent for all
things USC and Columbia! Take
a break from moving in to learn
more about life at the University
of South Carolina. Parents can
pick up information from the
Office of Parents Programs,
and students and families can
talk with representatives from the
Department of Student Life about
the many ways to get involved
on campus. Campus maps and
information about the city of
Columbia also will be available.
Enjoy great music while cooling
off with water, soft drinks and the
popular misting fan!

Student
Government
Welcome Back
Student Government
Saturday, August 16
11 a.m. – 2 p.m.
Greene Street

Get ready for a great year!
Here to support you, Student
Government is celebrating the
start of the Fall semester. If you
would like to make an impact on
our University community and
gain valuable leadership skills,
stop by the Student Government
tent on Greene Street!

Carolina Dining
and CarolinaCard
Information
Saturday, August 16
11 a.m. – 2 p.m.
Russell House 1st Floor Desk

If you have any questions about
meal plans and other amenities,
please come by! We’ll have
answers for you!

Parents Meetings
University Housing

Saturday, August 16
1 – 6 p.m.
Residence Hall Classroom

Come and meet the staff in
the Residence Halls to discuss
the common issues parents
experience when their student
c ome “ H ome to Carolina.”
Check for ﬂyers in the residence
halls for times and locations.

Methodist Student Network

Saturday, August 16
2 – 6 p.m.
Presbyterian Student Center
1702 Greene Street

Student Health Services

C ome see Student H ealth
Services on Greene Street on
Move In Day! Find out more and
ask questions about medical,
mental health, prevention and
advocacy services on campus.
Staff will be giving out bottled
water, Sno-cones, T-shirts and
other items.

Methodist
Student Network
Welcome Dinner

Presbyterian Student
Association

Our ﬁrst Sunday gathering will
have a shor t devotion time
followed by dinner. Worship
is at the hear t of the MSN
faith community. Worship is
come-as-you-are, upbeat and
spirited. Each week’s worship
time is ﬁlled by a delicious free
meal. All, regardless of religious
background, are welcome.

COOPER
palooza
University Libraries
Sunday, August 17
6 – 8 p.m.
Thomas Cooper Library

Food , Fun , Facts . Come
to the library to enjoy free
food, games, giveaways and
just enough learning to help
you get started.

Gamecocks
FREEcycle

Carolina Recycling/
Sustainable Carolina

Presbyterian Student
Association

Sunday, August 17
6 – 8 p.m.
Front of Thomas Cooper Library
(during CooperPALOOZA)

Sunday, August 17
9:15 – 11 a.m.
Presbyterian Student Center
1702 Greene Street

Join the Presbyterian Student
Association for breakfast at the
student center before heading
over to worship at Shandon
Presbyterian Church.

Breakfast
on Davis Field

First College Ministry
Sunday, August 17
9:30 – 10:10 a.m.
Davis Field

Wake up for church! We’ll be
serving coffee and donuts next
to the Russell House to start
your morning off right. Then we
will hop on the shuttle and head
to the church.

FREEcycling is the act of gifting
reusable goods with the aim of
diverting them from landfills.
We collect a lot of perfectly
reusable gently used or even
new items on campus during
o f f i c e m ove s a n d s t u d e nt
move-out. These items used to
be destined for the landﬁll, but
at the Gamecocks FREEcycle
eve n t , n e w a n d r e t u r n i n g
students can get some of the
supplies they need to succeed
here at Carolina and save their
precious pennies for late night
cram session snacks.

Service Leadership
Institute
Leadership and Service
Center
Sunday, August 17
6 – 9 p.m.
Russell House 203

New Student
Welcome

College of Engineering and
Computing
Sunday, August 17
12:30 – 2:30 p.m.
Swearingen Engineering Center

The College of Engineering and
Computing is excited to warmly
welcome our new undergrad,
grad and transfer students!
Our Welcome program is held
prior to the University’s New
Student Convocation. This is
an opportunity for our students
and their families to meet the
D ean, fac ult y and c ur rent
students. Dean will welcome
families with last names A – L
at 12:30 p.m.; and families with
last names M – Z at 1:30 p.m.
All in Amoco Hall.

New Student
Convocation

Service Leadership Institute
is an interactive and fun 3
1/2 day program designed
to provide oppor tunities for
exposure to opportunities on
campus and in the community.
Participants meet other firstyear students, discuss and
explore their leadership skills
and social issues, participate
in a service project, and learn
about involvement opportunities
at USC and in the Columbia
community.

Evensong
& Bible Study

C.S. Lewis Student Center
Sunday, August 17
6:30 – 11 p.m.
C.S. Lewis Student Center

Join us for worship and bible
stu dy in t he t r adit i o n t hat
fostered the faith of C. S. Lewis.
Free pizza, too! Across from
Capstone.

Continuing Education
and Conferences

Divergent (2014)

Sunday, August 17
4 – 5:30 p.m.
Carolina Coliseum

Carolina After Dark

Convocation is the coming
together of the members of
a group. Our Convocation
marks a new beginning,
a special time for faculty,
new students and families.
Convocation opens with an
academic procession, led by
the president of the Student
Government Association
carrying the mace.
Followed by the recipient
of 2014 Michael J. Mungo
Distinguished Professor
the Year; the Provost of the
University; representatives
of the University’s
schools and colleges; the
University’s vice presidents;
the secretary of the Board of
Trustees; and the President
of the University.

ALL FREE WITH CAROLINACARD!

Sunday, August 17
6 – 7:30 p.m.
Campus Ministry Center
728 Pickens Street

Sunday, August 17
7 p.m.
Russell House Theater

In a world divided by factions
based on virtues, Tris learns
she’s Divergent and won’t fit
in. When she discovers a plot
to destroy Divergents, Tris and
the mysterious Four must ﬁnd
out what makes Divergents
dangerous before it’s too late.
Come watch for FREE with your
CarolinaCard!

On-Campus
Worship

Christ’s Student Church
at Carolina (Church of
Christ)
Sunday, August 17
7 – 8:30 p.m.
Russell House 303

The ﬁrst of our weekly Sunday
night On - Campus Worship
devotionals of the new school
year. A time of fellowship,
singing, communion, the
Word and prayer. CSCC is
your Church of Christ student
ministry on the USC campus.

What’s
The Big Deal
About
Sweet Tea?
Student Success Center
and Carolina Productions
Sunday, August 17
7:30 – 9:30 p.m.
Russell House Ballroom

Back by popular demand,
this event gives new outof-state students a primer
o n th e S o uth , S o uth e rn
culture and all the tips ,
resources and information
they, like all students, need
to be successful socially and
academically. Students learn
about programs specially
designed for out-of-state
students, and, as an added
bonus, they will get to taste
favorite Southern foods.
NEW THIS YEAR: Join us for
an introduction to Southern
culture AND shag dancing!

Sunday Worship
& Supper

experience in writing,
photography, design, sales,
marketing, broadcast and so
much more!

Love Your
University
Trivia Contest

S t o p a t t h e “ L o v e Yo u r
University ” tent on Greene
Street anytime from 12 to 2 p.m.
for a chance to win Gamecock
game apparel or a gift card to
the USC Bookstore! Be sure
to brush up on your USC trivia
first. Lots of free stuff from
Shandon College Ministry! We
love this campus and we know
you do too!

Baptist Collegiate Ministry
Monday, August 18
12 – 3 p.m.
Greene Street

First Year
Reading
Experience
Continuing Education
and Conferences
Monday, August 18
8 a.m. – 12 p.m.
Carolina Coliseum
and various campus locations

The 21st Annual First-Year
Reading Experience will be
Monday, August 18, 2014,
in the Carolina Coliseum.
During summer orientation,
students are provided
with a copy of The Circle
by D ave Eg g e r s , w h i c h
includes a reader’s guide.
All first-year students will
gather at the Carolina
Coliseum at 8:30 a.m. and
Dr. Helen Doerpinghaus,
Vice Provost and Dean of
Undergraduate Studies, will
provide welcoming remarks.
This year’s keynote speaker
is the author of The Circle,
Dave Eggers . Following
the speaker, students will
participate in small group
discussions of the text.

Student
Media
Showcase
Student Media
Monday, August 18
12 – 2 p.m.
Russell House Patio

Come check out the four
areas of Student Media. We
are The Daily Gamecock
n ews p a p e r, G a r n et a n d
Black magazine, SGT V
and WUSC. Meet current
students and learn how
you can get involved! Get

South Caroliniana Library

Carolina Baptist Collegiate
Ministry (BCM) will be advertising
their organization, as well as
events occurring throughout the
week. They will have prizes to
give away, as well as Sno-cones!
Stop by for more information
about BCM! They will also be
on Greene St. on Tuesday and
Wednesday as well!

Greene Street Party
Monday, August 18
12 – 3 p.m.
Greene Street

We’d love for you to come hang
out with us on Greene Street.
We’ll be playing games and
handing out prizes, and we
would love to meet you! We’ll
also be on Greene Street on
8/19 and 8/20 from 11 a.m. – 2
p.m. on both days!

Intramural Sports
Marketing
Intramural Sports
Monday, August 18
12 – 2 p.m.
Greene Street

Stop by our table for a cool
drink; tr y out your hand at
cornhole & maybe win a prize;
sign up to be an intramural
ofﬁcial & learn all about what we
have to offer this fall! We’ll also
be on Greene Street on 8/19,
8/20, 8/21, and on the Russell
House Patio on 8/22! Stop by!

Athletics
Department

University of South Carolina
Athletics

Monday, August 18
2 – 3:15 p.m.
South Caroliniana Library,
on the Horseshoe

Carolina’s history is anything
but boring! Meet University
Archivist Elizabeth Cassidy
West in front of the South
Caroliniana Library for a lively
tour of the historic Horseshoe
that highlights good, bad and
naked moments in two centuries
of student life. We’ll also have
tours on 8/19 and 8/20 from
9:30 – 10:45 a.m.!

How Do I Get A
Student Football
Ticket?
Student Ticketing

Monday, August 18
3 – 4 p.m.
Russell House Theater

This event will answer any ﬁnal
questions students have about
the student ticketing process as
it relates to obtaining football,
men’s and women’s basketball
and baseball tickets. A step-bystep tutorial of how to request
a football ticket will be covered,
as well as how to maneuver
through the Student Account
Manager site.

Ultimate Frisbee
Navigators

Monday, August 18
3:30 – 5 p.m.
Davis Field I

C ome join us for Ultimate
Frisbee! We’ll be playing on
Tuesday and Wednesday as
well! Same time, same location!

Volleyball Cookout
First College Ministry

Monday, August 18
12 – 4:30 p.m.
Russell House 1st Floor Desk

The University of South
Carolina Athletics Department
welcomes you to visit our table
located at the Russell House
1st Floor Desk on August 1820th. We will be giving away
fall sports posters and other
giveaway items! Please stop by!

Commuter
Snack N’ Chat

Off-Campus Student
Services

Monday, August 18
4:30 – 7:30 p.m.
Blatt Triangular Plaza

Stop by for dinner and play
some volleyball. Of course,
everything is FREE!

OMSA
Welcome
Back
Celebration
Office of Multicultural
Student Affairs

Monday, August 18
12:30 – 2:30 p.m.
Off-Campus Student Lounge
(West Wing)

Monday, August 18
5 – 7 p.m.
Russell House Ballroom

J o i n O f f - C a m p u s S t u d e nt
Services for an informal lunch
as we welcome freshmen and
transfer commuter students to
campus. We will discuss how to
be successful as a commuter
student and how to actively stay
engaged with the university
even while living off-campus.
Food, giveaways and a panel
of current commuter students
will be offered!

Greene Street
Party!

Join the Office of
Multicultural Student Affairs
(O M SA) as we welcome
incoming and returning
students by hosting the
OMSA Welcome Back Party.
C o m e m e et th e n ewe s t
members of our community
and celebrate the wonderful
diversity University of South
Carolina has to offer.

Blatt Block Party

Shandon College Ministry

Midtown College

Monday, August 18
5:30 – 7:30 p.m.
Blatt Field

Monday, August 18
1 – 3 p.m.
Greene Street

We’ll be hosting a party right in
front of the Russell House! Come
play lawn games, meet other
students and win free prizes!

www.sa.sc.edu/welcome

Opportunity Knocks is the
j o b f a i r th at e m p l oye r s
attend to recruit students for
work-study and non-workstudy part-time positions.
The positions are located
both on and off campus. For
more information about the
services that are provided
at the Career Center, visit
www.sc.edu/career.

The Good, the Bad,
the Naked of
USC History

BCM Informational

Sunday, August 17
7:30 – 9:30 p.m.
Campus Ministry Center
728 Pickens Street
(near Greene Street)

Monday, August 18

Monday, August 18
1 – 4 p.m.
Russell House Ballroom

Monday, August 18
12 – 3 p.m.
Greene Street

Midtown College

Lutheran Campus Ministry is
YOUR Church on campus! We
gather weekly at the Campus
Ministry Center at 728 Pickens
Street (near Greene Street)
for worship and fellowship! A
supper follows worship in the
Fellowship Hall - home-made
l a s a g n a b y P a s t o r Fr a n k
Anderson. Come meet others
from the Lutheran tradition
on campus, as well as those
who are seeking a Church on
campus!

USC Career Center

Shandon College Ministry

Lutheran Campus Ministry

Opportunity
Knocks
Part-Time
Job Fair

Join us for a Welcome Week
Cookout! FREE hamburgers
and hot dogs, games, friends,
and more at Blatt Field. ALL

@UofSCWelcome
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are welcome! Bring your old
friends and come and make
some new ones - we can’t wait
to meet you!

Walmart Run
and Pizza

Wednesday, August 20th, same
time and location!

Gamecocks
FREEcycle

Move-in week translates to “I
need to get...” Come join us
for some free pizza, mingling
with new friends and making
a Walmart run (transportation
provided) to get ready for class.

Marshmallows
& Monopoly

C.S. Lewis Student Center
Monday, August 18
7 – 11 p.m.
C.S. Lewis Student Center

Join us for Monopoly and other
board games, as well as roasted
marshmallows and ‘smores.
Across from Capstone.

Bustle
@ the Russell
Russell House
University Union
Monday, August 18
9 p.m. – 12 a.m.
Entire Russell House

Come one come all! The
Russell House is THE place to
BE to make friends and get
connected at Carolina! Enjoy
free activities, music, food,
DJ Dance party and prizes
throughout the night. Find
out how the Russell House
U n i ve r s it y U n i o n i s th e
place for you to begin your
involvement as a Gamecock.
Don’t forget your Carolina
Card. Follow us on Twitter
@RussellHouseUU!

Garnet & Bags
– Cornhole
Tournament

Ofﬁce of Student Conduct
& Substance Abuse
Prevention and Education
Monday, August 18
9 p.m. – 12 a.m.
At Bustle @ the Russell

Are you up to the challenge?
Join the O f f ic e of Student
Conduct and Substance
Abuse Prevention & Education
Office to play famed tailgate
game, cornhole, in our minitournament during Bustle at
the Russell. Enter to win gift
cards from area businesses
and bragging rights as winners
of our Garnet & Bags cornhole
competition!

Glow Bowl

Carolina Recycling/
Sustainable Carolina
Tuesday, August 19
11 a.m. – 2 p.m.
Greene Street

FREEcycling is the act of gifting
reusable goods with the aim of
diverting them from landfills.
We collect a lot of perfectly
reusable gently used or even
new items on campus during
o f f i c e m ove s a n d s t u d e nt
move-out. These items used to
be destined for the landﬁll, but
at the Gamecocks FREEcycle!
eve n t , n e w a n d r e t u r n i n g
students can get some of the
supplies they need to succeed
here at Carolina and save their
precious pennies for late night
cram session snacks. Check us
out on Thursday as well!

Social Justice
on Campus

Need something fun to do and
want to make some new friends!
Come by the BCM and play
some glow bowl. What is glow
bowl? A great game of glow
in the dark bowling! We will
have a great time meeting new
people and have a little friendly
competition.

Tuesday, August 19
Rita’s Ice Giveaway
First College Ministry
Tuesday, August 19
11 a.m. – 2 p.m.
Greene Street

Stop by and cool off with some
FREE Italian ice.

Navigators
Info Table
Navigators

Tuesday, August 19
11 a.m. – 2 p.m.
Greene Street
and Pickens Street

A re you pas si onate ab out
creating a more compassionate
inclusive world? Would you
like to l e ar n h ow to m ake
your world a bet ter place?
Come learn about the various
opportunities for social justice
work at Carolina in this fun and
casual conversation.

Cookies
and a Show

C.S. Lewis Student Center
Tuesday, August 19
4 – 6 p.m.
C.S. Lewis Student Center

Join us for high tea and
fellowship. Across from
Capstone.

How Do I Get A
Student Football
Ticket?

This event will answer any ﬁnal
questions students have about
the student ticketing process as
it relates to obtaining football,
men’s and women’s basketball,
and baseball tickets. A step by
step tutorial of how to request
a football ticket will be covered
as well as how to maneuver
through the Student Account
Manager site.

Get Rec’d

Carolina Service Council

Campus Recreation

Tuesday, August 19
4 – 5 p.m.
Russell House Theater

Escape the heat and come
watch a documentary made
by one of your fellow USC
s t u d e nt s! L e a r n a l l a b o u t
homelessness in Columbia and
how you can make an impact in
your community while enjoying
some FR EE and delic ious
Insomnia Cookies!

Get
CONNECTed
Fair
USC Connect
Tuesday, August 19
4 – 6 p.m.
Russell House Ballroom

Fa c u l t y a n d s t a f f f r o m
throughout USC share
info on how students
c a n co n n e c t with g re at
ex p e r i e n ce s with i n a n d
b eyo n d t h e c l a s s r o o m .
Includes info on Graduate
with Leadership Distinction.
Food, fun and prizes!

Office of Multicultural
Student Affairs
Tuesday, August 19
4 – 6 p.m.
Russell House Patio

Dodgeball
Tournament

Shandon College Ministry
Tuesday, August 19
7 – 9 p.m.
Strom Gym #4

A super intense Dodgeball
Tournament at the Storm (gym
#4). Winner will not only earn
great prizes, but championship
bragging rights until next year!

Sit and Spin
at the Top!
Carolina Dining

Tuesday, August 19
7 – 9 p.m.
Top of Carolina
18th ﬂoor of Capstone

Come “Sit and Spin” at the
Top of Carolina, the Carolina’s
only revolving restaurant, for
Carolina Dining’s very ﬁrst elite
event of the semester. Enjoy
an all-you-care-to-eat brunch
buf fet for dinner (including
omelet bar action station), live
DJ, neon lights and more! Be
sure to save your meal swipe
for this wonderful experience!

Ice Cream Social

Methodist Student Network
Tuesday, August 19
9 – 10 p.m.
Campus Ministry Center
728 Pickens Street

Cool off from the heat, mix and
mingle with new friends and
current students and staff at
MSN while building your own
ice cream sundae. Prizes will
be given for creative sundaes.

wednesday, August 20

Join Campus Recreation for
our 2014 Get Rec’d event!
Visit the Strom Thurmond
Wellness and Fitness Center
to discover all the programs
and services we have to
offer here at Carolina. We
will be providing activities,
contests, and giveaways
involving Intramural Sports,
Group Exercise, Fitness, and
Outdoor Recreation. We will
also have a Sport Club Fair
for you to meet officers and
sign up to participate.

Pre-Professional Advising

Lutheran Campus
Ministry Welcome
(Back) Cook Out!

Lutheran Campus Ministry
Tuesday, August 19
6 – 8 p.m.
Campus Ministry Center
728 Pickens Street
(near Greene Street)

Crosstraining

LG B T P r o g r a m s , i n t h e
Of fice of Multicultural
Student Affairs, is eager
to welcome all new and
returning students! Join
u s fo r th e co m m U N I T Y
Picnic and learn about our
commitments to building
an inclusive Carolina for
ever yone! Join us on
the Russell H ouse Patio
for delicious eats, the
opportunity to meet
representatives of LGBTQfocused campus and
community organizations,
and more! Pick up some
free swag, meet our team of
LGBT Peer Advocates and
learn about the more than
700 trained Safe Zone Allies
on campus ready to support
you in your collegiate
journey.

dangerous before it’s too late.
Come watch for FREE with your
CarolinaCard!

Tuesday, August 19
6 – 8 p.m.
Strom Thurmond Wellness
and Fitness Center

Join us for a cook out to
we l c o m e n ew s t u d e nt s to
campus and to welcome back
those who have been a part of
Lutheran Campus Ministry at
USC. Share a meal and some
fellowship as you are introduced
to the ministry and programs of
LCM... we are YOUR Church on
campus!

CommUNITY
Picnic

ALL FREE WITH CAROLINACARD!

High Tea

Tuesday, August 19
4 – 6 p.m.
Russell House Theater

Tuesday, August 19
3 – 4 p.m.
Russell House 302

Come meet the Navigators
and ﬁ nd out what we’re doing
this year. We’d love to meet
you! We’ll also be here on

We are helping freshmen and
other students locate their
classes. Don’t want to be lost on
the ﬁrst day of classes? Meet us
at the BCM building at 4! Tours
will leave from the BCM building
every 30 minutes!

Student Ticketing

Ofﬁce of Multicultural
Student Affairs

Baptist Collegiate Ministry
(BCM)
Monday, August 18
8 – 10 p.m.
BCM Building
819 Main Street

Baptist Collegiate Ministry
(BCM)
Tuesday, August 19
4 – 6 p.m.
BCM Building
819 Main Street

Methodist Student Network
Monday, August 18
6 – 7:30 p.m.
Campus Ministry Center
728 Pickens Street

Class Tours

Baptist Collegiate Ministry
Tuesday, August 19
6:45 – 9 p.m.
BCM building
819 Main Street

What is BCM? Crosstraining?
Come by our ﬁrst Crosstraining
(meeting) of the semester
and find out what the Baptist
Collegiate Ministry is all about
and meet some pretty awesome
people! BCM will provide free
food starting at 6:45! You don’t
want to miss out!!

Divergent (2014)
Carolina After Dark

Pre-Med Freshmen
Orientation
Wednesday, August 20
9 – 11 a.m.
Darla Moore School
of Business Room 123

Welcoming all entering Pre-med
Freshmen and transfer students
i n t e r e s t e d i n P r e - M e d by
introducing them to our ofﬁce,
Pre - Professional Advising,
giving them handouts and other
information to let them know the
services we offer all incoming
freshmen in regard to their
chosen ﬁeld of Pre-Med. It is a
great introduction and speakers
and advisers will be available to
talk with the students personally
too.

PJs and Pancakes
Carolina Dining

Wednesday, August 20
9:30 – 10:30 a.m.
Various Dining Location:
Capstone, Honors Dorm,
Bates House

Join Carolina Dining and
General Mills as we team up
to make your last leisurely
morning a fun one! Join us for
a pancake breakfast along with
a PJ contest, cereal trivia and
more! This year’s theme is to
GO BIG! So our 5th annual
celebration will extend from one
location to three locations! Be
sure to save your meal swipe
for our epic breakfast!

InterVarsity Info
Table
InterVarsity
Christian Fellowship
Wednesday, August 20
11 a.m. – 2 p.m.
Greene Street

Come out and meet InterVarsity
Christian Fellowship as take a
spiritual survey of the campus!

Make a Difference
Teach High School
Secondary Education

Tuesday, August 19
7 p.m.
Russell House Theater

In a world divided by factions
based on virtues, Tris learns
she’s Divergent and won’t fit
in. When she discovers a plot
to destroy Divergents, Tris and
the mysterious Four must ﬁnd
out what makes Divergents

Wednesday, August 20
1 – 2 p.m.
Russell House 305

who want to become high school
English, mathematics, science
(biology, chemistry, or physics),
or social studies teachers. Join
us for information!

Work Study:
Job Seeing
and Keeping

Student Leadership in
the Workplace
Wednesday, August 20
2 – 2:30 p.m.
Russell House 203

Were you granted work study
as part of your financial aid
p a c k a g e a n d n o w y o u ’r e
wondering how to find a part
time job on campus? Come
learn how to intentionally look
for the best job for you and
navigate the system.

Reality 101:
What to Expect
as a Student
in the School
of Journalism
and Mass
Communications

Wednesday, August 20
3 – 5 p.m.
Legare College, Ste. 321

I f yo u a r e a U S C s t u d e nt
interested in studying abroad,
just returning from studying
abroad, or you are an
international student “studying
abroad” at USC, join the Study
Abroad Office at our annual
Welcome Back Bash & Ice
Cream Social. Celebrate the
new school year with us on the
ﬁrst ﬂoor of Legare College!

AAAS
Welcome
Back Cookout
Wednesday, August 20
5 – 8 p.m.
Greene Street

Wednesday, August 20
2 – 3 p.m.
3020D Carolina Coliseum

Reality is setting in!!! Your
ﬁ rst college class is less than
24 hours away! What should
you expect as a student in
the School of Journalism
and Mass Communications?
This interactive session with
two SJMC faculty members
will give you a head start on
being a success in the School
of Journalism and Mass
Communications. Don’t miss
it... the clock is ticking!

Pre-Law Freshmen
Orientation

What better way to spend
the last day of summer than
with AAAS at our annual
welcome back cookout?!
Come out to Greene Street
and enjoy free food, great
m u si c , a n d eve n b et te r
people! Not to mention, you
can check off #90 on your
USC Bucket List!

Risk Night

C.S. Lewis Student Center
Wednesday, August 20
5 – 11 p.m.
C.S. Lewis Student Center

Join us for Risk and other board
games, and stay for supper.
Across from Capstone.

Freshman Interest
Meeting and
Ice Cream Social

Pre-Professional Advising
Wednesday, August 20
2 – 3:30 p.m.
Callcott Room 011

Navigators

Welcoming to all entering PreLaw Freshmen and transfer
students interested in Pre Law by introducing them to
our office, Pre-Professional
A d v i s i n g . We w i l l p r ov i d e
handouts and basic information
to let them get to know our
of f ice and the ser vices we
provide for students who have
chosen Pre-Law. An Adviser
will be available for questions.

Student Veteran’s
Association
Cornhole
Tournament

Wednesday, August 20
6:30 – 8 p.m.
Russell House 315

Are you a freshman? Check out
who we are, meet tons of great
people and eat ice cream!

Divergent (2014)
Carolina After Dark

Wednesday, August 20
7 p.m.
Russell House Theater

In a world divided by factions
based on virtues, Tris learns
she’s Divergent and won’t fit
in. When she discovers a plot
to destroy Divergents, Tris and
the mysterious Four must ﬁnd
out what makes Divergents
dangerous before it’s too late.
Come watch for FREE with your
CarolinaCard!

Student Veteran’s
Association

Wednesday, August 20
2 – 4 p.m.
Russell House Patio

T h e S t u d e nt Vete r a n’s
Association at USC is hosting
a Cornhole tournament for
all students, especially new
veterans at USC. There will
be info about the SVA, fellow
veterans to answer questions
about student veteran life
at USC and C or nhole! We
will be ser ving cookies and
refreshments! Come out and
hang out with the SVA, learn
about our events and join our
email list!

Multicultural
Assistance Peer
Program: Let
M.A.P.P. be your
Guide!

International Dinner
Methodist Student Network
Wednesday, August 20
7 – 8 p.m.
Campus Ministry Center
728 Pickens Street

USC is an international
community and MSN has
students from many countries.
Come and sample the
wonderful diversity USC and
MSN have to offer. Enjoy free
food from a variety of cultures
and countries. Let your palate
be treated and tantalized.

New Student
Pizza Party
Newman Club

Ofﬁce of Multicultural
Student Affairs

Wednesday, August 20
2 – 4 p.m.
Russell House Ballroom A

An annual welcome for
incoming, ﬁrst-year multicultural
students, the MAPP kick-off
gives these students the
oppor tunity to meet one
another, to meet the leaders
of multicultural student
organizations, and to interact
with members of the faculty and
administration.

www.sa.sc.edu/welcome

Study Abroad Ofﬁce

Association of
African American Students

School of Journalism
and Mass Communications

Are you thinking of becoming
a high school teacher? USC
Columbia offers a unique 5th
year Secondar y Education
Teacher Preparation Program
– a Master’s degree program –
for our undergraduate students

Welcome Back
Bash

Wednesday, August 20
7 – 8 p.m.
St. Thomas More Catholic
Church
1610 Greene Street
Columbia, SC 29201

Join the Newman Club, the
Catholic student organization
at USC, as we welcome all new
students and share in fun, food
and games!

Freshman Mixer
First College Ministry
Wednesday, August 20
7 – 9:30 p.m.
BCM building
819 Main Street

@UofSCWelcome
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Making friends can be stressful,
especially when you’re the new
kid on campus. So, let us take
some of that weight off your
shoulders by doing the hard
work for you. The Freshman
M i xe r i s an eve nt c atere d
exclusively to freshmen.
Ev e r y t h i n g y o u w a n t w i l l
b e t h e r e: FO O D, M U S I C ,
DANCING AND FREE STUFF!

be destined for the landﬁll, but
at the Gamecocks FREEcycle!
eve n t , n e w a n d r e t u r n i n g
students can get some of the
supplies they need to succeed
here at Carolina and save their
precious pennies for late night
cram session snacks.

Are you a sophomore, junior, or
senior? Check out who we are
and meet tons of great people!

Gamecock
Athletics Giveaway!

Thursday, August 21
8 – 9:30 p.m.
Russell House Ballroom A

Welcome Back
Club
Young Life

Athletics

Hypnotist
Carolina Productions
Wednesday, August 20
7 & 10 p.m.
Russell House Ballroom

An extraordinary hypnotist
performs a fast-paced, highenergy show that keeps
audiences on the edge of
their seats from start to
finish. With a mix of comedy
and the unknown , you’ll
leave laughing and possibly
scratching your head. *TWO
SHOWS*

Brinner @ BCM
and Walmart Run
Baptist College Ministry
(BCM)
Wednesday, August 20
8 – 11 p.m.
BCM building
819 Main Street

BCM is providing breakfast for
dinner for incoming freshmen
and new students! Come
and get some delicious food
and spend some time with
some great people! This is an
awesome way to make new
friends. Afterwards, rides will be
provided to transport students
to Walmart to purchase any last
minute items needed for their
ﬁrst day of classes!

Thursday, August 21
First Day
of Class
First Day of Class
Coffee
Midtown College

Thursday, August 21
7:45 – 10:30 a.m.
Davis Field and
Pickens Street Bridge

Need a ﬁrst day of class boost?
We’d love the chance to serve
you some free coffee. Look out
for us around campus as you
make your way to class.

Calendar
Launch Party

Carolina Productions
Thursday, August 21
10 a.m. – 2 p.m.
Greene Street Middle

C aro lina Pro duc t i o ns, t he
campus’ source for campus
entertainment has an exciting
lineup for the fall semester to
announce! Come by Greene
Street to pick up your copy of
the Carolina Productions fall
calendar and learn more about
what the organization has to
offer!

Christ’s
Student Church
at Carolina
Outreach Table

Christ’s Student Church
at Carolina
Thursday, August 21
10 a.m. – 3 p.m.
Russell House 1st Floor Desk

CSCC invites you to get
information of our organization
and our involvement on campus!

Gamecocks
FREEcycle

Carolina Recycling/
Sustainable Carolina
Thursday, August 21
11am-2pm
Greene St.
FREEcycling is the act of gifting
reusable goods with the aim of
diverting them from landfills.
We collect a lot of perfectly
reusable gently used or even
new items on campus during
o f f i c e m ove s a n d s t u d e nt
move-out. These items used to

Thursday, August 21
11 a.m. – 2 p.m.
Greene Street

The University of South
Carolina Athletics Department
welcomes you to visit our table
located on Greene Street on
August 21 from 11am-2pm. We
will be giving away fall sports
posters and other giveaway
items!

Come and see all that Young
Life in Columbia at USC has
to offer! Be a part of the BEST
community at USC. Interested
in leading high school or middle
school students? Check out
this awesome ministry at a fun
Welcome Back Club!

Pajama Jam!

Association of African
American Students (AAAS)
Thursday, August 21
8 – 11 p.m.
Russell House Ballroom C

CarolinaCard
Connect
CarolinaCard Office
Thursday, August 21
11 a.m. – 2 p.m.
Davis Field

Students are encouraged to
join the CarolinaCard office
on Davis Field on Thursday,
August 21st from 11 a.m. to
2 p.m. to learn more about
the various venues to use
their CarolinaCard! Join us
for lots of free stuff, music
and games!

Find Your Classes

Just because classes have
started, doesn’t mean the fun
has to end. The Association
of African American Students
invites you to the second annual
Pajama Jam! This dance party
is complete with great music,
free food, drinks, and prizes!
BYO P! ( B r i n g yo u r o w n
pajamas).

Taize Evening
Prayer

Lutheran Campus Ministry
Thursday, August 21
9 – 9:30 p.m.
Campus Ministry Center
728 Pickens Street
(near Greene Street)

Zeta Sigma Chi

Thursday, August 21
12 – 2 p.m.
Greene Street

T h e l a di e s of Z et a S i g m a
Chi welcome you to USC by
helping you ﬁnd your classes.
Bring your schedule and some
friends and we’ll help you ﬁnd
out where you need to go.

Taize Evening Prayer is 30
minutes of song and silent
medit ation in the tradition
of the Taize Communit y in
France (www.taize.fr). Taize
is an ecumenical community
dedicated to peace and
reconciliation among
the dif ferent churches in
Christianity. All are welcome!

FRIday, August 22

Work Study:
Job Seeing
and Keeping

Christ’s Student
Church at Carolina
Outreach Table

Student Leadership in
the Workplace

Christ’s Student Church
at Carolina

Thursday, August 21
4 – 4:30 p.m.
Russell House 203

Were you granted work study
as part of your financial aid
p a c k a g e a n d n o w y o u ’r e
wondering how to find a part
time job on campus? Come
learn how to intentionally look
for the best job for you and
navigate the system.

Friday, August 22
10 a.m. – 3 p.m.
Russell House 1st Floor Desk

CSCC invites you to get
information of our organization
and our involvement on campus!

Faith Fair/Charity
Challenge
Carolina Chaplains

6th Annual
“I Survived
the 1st Day
of Classes”
Cookout

Friday, August 22
11 a.m. – 2 p.m.
Greene Street

See what different faith groups
w e h ave o n c a m p u s , a n d
also help us support different
charities around the city and
the world.

Carolina Dining
Thursday, August 21
5:30 – 7:30 p.m.
Bates Diner (Bates House)

Gamecock
Athletics Giveaway!

Come unwind from your 1st
day of classes with Carolina
Dining, new friends and
good food! For one meal
swipe you can enjoy this
all-you-care-to-eat cookout.
Get your free “I Survived”
t- s h i r t to t h e f i r s t 3 0 0
people through the door. Be
sure to save your meal swipe
for our classic cookout!

C.S. Lewis
Book Club

Friday, August 22
5:30 – 8 p.m.
Russell House Patio

Join us as we begin Lewis’s
classic work, The Abolition of
Man. No homework necessary.
Dessert & Coffee. Across from
Capstone.

Thursday, August 21
7:30 – 9 p.m.
Russell House 315

ALL FREE WITH CAROLINACARD!

The University of South Carolina
Athletics Department welcomes
you to visit our table located on
the RH Patio on August 22 from
11am-2pm. We will be giving
away fall sports posters and
other giveaway items!

Shandon College Ministry

Thursday, August 21
7 – 8 p.m.
C.S. Lewis Student Center

Navigators

Friday, August 22
11 a.m. – 2 p.m.
Russell House Patio

Palmetto
Patio Party

C.S. Lewis Student Center

Upperclassman
Interest Meeting

Athletics

Learn about all things
CAROLINA and SOUTHERN.
Dance the night away at Russell
House on the patio and learn
to Shag. If you don’t know how
to dance just grab a student
instructor. Students can learn
how to tie a bow tie and ﬁnd out
where to buy the best game day
gear, dresses and accessories.
Stop by the buffet to sample a
variety of grits - with shrimp,
cheese, and other toppings.
Cool off with sweet tea and
lemonade!

House Party!

Baptist Collegiate Ministry
(BCM)
Friday, August 22
7 – 10 p.m.
819 Main Street
Columbia, SC 29201

It’s a HOUSE PARTY!! There
will be FREE food, dancing,
games, and some pretty
awesome people! Come by,
meet some new friends, and
celebrate finishing your first
week of classes!

USC
Game Night!
Carolina After Dark
Friday, August 22
9 p.m. – 1 a.m.
Russell House Ballroom

Take a break, relax and meet
new people over a fun and
f r i e n d l y n i g h t of b o a rd
games, arcade games and
more! The event is free to
USC students, just bring
your CarolinaCard. We will
have tons of free food and
prizes too!

Midnight Pancakes
Methodist Student Network
Friday, August 22
11 p.m. – 12 a.m.
Campus Ministry Center
728 Pickens Street

A l a te n i g ht f r e e p a n c a ke
breakfast for hungry students
needing to refuel! Join us!

Saturday, August 23
Service
Saturday

this event is to showcase
restaurants, museums,
boutiques, galleries, theaters
and other businesses along
Main Street, Columbia, SC.
Additionally, students would
be welcomed to Columbia
by c i t y l e a d e r s h i p a n d
given an introduction to
the culture and community
that surrounds them. We’ll
depart from the in the front
of the Russell House and
head over to Main Street.

Lake Party

First College Ministry
Saturday, August 23
11 a.m. – 4 p.m.
Lake Murray

Come par ty with us on the
lake! There will be food, water
sports, games and swimming.
It’s all free! We will provide
transportation for those who
need it.

Sigma Soak Off 2
Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity, Inc.

Join us for a half day of
se r vice to kick of f your
year at C arolina! USC
Columbia students, faculty,
a n d s t af f a re invite d to
participate in our signature
monthly ser vice days .
R e g i s te r a t w w w. s a . s c .
edu/communityservice/
servicesat, pick your site
d u r i n g s i g n u p s o n th e
morning of the event, and
s e r v e ! We p r o v i d e t h e
t r a n s p o r t a t i o n t o yo u r
s e r v i c e s i te a n d l u n c h .
Ser ving in the Columbia
community has never been
easier or more FUN!

FOLKFabulous
McKissick Museum

Saturday, August 23
10 a.m. – 4 p.m.
McKissick Museum Front Plaza

McKissick Museum presents
the 2nd Annual FOLKFabulous
festival on Saturday, August 23,
2014, from 10:00 a.m. – 4:00
p.m. in front of the Museum on
USC’s historic horseshoe. This
year, FOLKFabulous features
Native American musicians,
artisans, and community leaders
from more than five different
Southeastern tribes sharing their
cultural traditions. Participating
ar tists include Keith Brown
demonstrating Catawba pottery,
Tuscarora music by the Deer
Clan Singers, and Cherokee
stor yteller and stonecar ver
Freeman Owle. FOLKFabulous
is free and open to the public.

The Main
Event:
Main Street
Freshmen
Welcome
Student Government
Saturday, August 24
11 a.m. – 3 p.m.
Main Street

The Main Event is an event
part of the annual Carolina
Welcome Week to welcome
first-year students to the
university. The purpose of

National Pan-Hellenic
Council
Sunday, August 24
5:30 – 8 p.m.
Russell House Patio

Meet the Greeks is a
showcase of USC’s National
Pan-Hellenic Council
O rga nizations . This will
be a great opportunity for
students to come and learn
about what our fraternities /
sororities have to offer, and
get to know some of our
student leaders.

MSN Worship
and Dinner

Methodist Student Network
Sunday, August 24
6 – 7 p.m.
Campus Ministry Center
728 Pickens Street

Worship is at the heart of the
MSN faith community. Worship
is come-as-you-are, upbeat and
spirited. Each week’s worship
time is ﬁlled by a delicious free
meal. All, regardless of religious
background, are welcome.

Saturday, August 23
3 – 6 p.m.
Strom Wellness
and Fitness Center

Are you ready to dive in to the
2014-2015 school year? Start
the year off with a splash at the
Sigma Soak Off 2! This event,
sponsored by the Kappa Iota
Chapter of Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity, will feature free
food, music, blue sno-cones,
contests, sand volleyball and
fun in the outdoor area of the
Strom Wellness and Fitness
Center. Bring your bathing suit
and be ready to have a blast!
Don’t forget to tweet us with
the hashtag #SigmaSoakOff2
on Twitter and Instagram. All
students welcome; Carolina
Card required for entry.

Leadership Service Center
Saturday, August 23
8 – 11 a.m.
Russell House Patio

Meet the
Greeks

International
Student CCFI
Welcome Dinner
International Student
Services

Sunday, August 24
6 – 8 p.m.
Russell House Ballroom

International Student Services
and the C olumbia C ounc il
for Internationals invite
International Students and
friends of Internationals to a
welcome dinner. This will be
an opportunity for the Columbia
Community to welcome new
students from around the world
and to make connections.

Connect2Cola
Fest
Welcome Back
Carolina After Dark/
Cookout

WUSC/
Off-Campus Student
Services

Newman Club
Sunday, August 24
6 – 8 p.m.
St. Thomas More
Catholic Church
1610 Greene Street
Columbia, SC 29201

Saturday, August 23
4 - 8 p.m.
Greene Street

Like music? Like free stuff?
The inaugural Connect2Cola
Fest will be an outdoor
co n ce r t co m b i n e d with
a lo c al ve n d o r f air. Th e
concert portion will include
5 bands from the Midlands
and a regional headliner, the
band REPTAR from Athens,
GA. In addition to the music,
local businesses from
around the USC campus will
set up booths along Greene
Street to introduce students
to their services and give
away great freebies! Come
on out for a great nice of
chill music, fantastic weather
and learn a little more about
what Columbia has to offer
to students at USC.

Evensong
& Bible Study

C.S. Lewis Student Center
Sunday, August 24
6:30 – 11 p.m.
C.S. Lewis Student Center

Join us for worship and Bible
Study in the tradition that
fostered the faith of C. S. Lewis.
Free pizza, too! Across from
Capstone.

On-Campus
Worship

Christ’s Student Church at
Carolina (Church of Christ)

Sunday, August 24

Sunday, August 24
7 – 8:30 p.m.
Russell House 303

Sunday Mass
Newman Club

Sunday, August 24
9 & 11 a.m., 5 & 7 p.m.
St. Thomas More
Catholic Church
1610 Greene Street
Columbia, SC 29201

A time of worship and meeting
new friends. CSCC is your
Church of Christ student ministry
on the USC campus.

What better way to start the
school year off than by beginning
it with mass? Join us as we
celebrate our faith on Saturdays
at 4:30 p.m. and Sundays at
9 a.m., 11 a.m., 5 p.m., and 7
p.m. (student mass).

Breakfast
on Davis Field

First College Ministry
Sunday, August 24
9:30 – 10:10 a.m.
Davis Field

Wake up for church! We’ll be
serving coffee and donuts next
to the Russell House to start
your morning off right. Then we
will hop on the shuttle and head
to the church.

www.sa.sc.edu/welcome

Join the Newman Club as we
welcome everyone back and
celebrate the beginning of a
new school year! We’ll have
food, music, and...corn hole!

Follow
@UofSCWelcome
for all of your
first week events!
#UofSC
#UofSC18
#UofSCWelcome

@UofSCWelcome
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Greek Life adds extra layer to expenses
Incremental costs might
not seem obvious at first
Davis Klabo

NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

N obody has ever acc u sed t he
Greek system at USC of being too
spartan. With most fraternities and
sororities operating in a sphere of
relative comfort, maintained only
in part by organizational fees that
can (but don’t always) exceed $1,000
per year, some st udent s tend to
believe that Greek Life is a haven
for the wealthy and mostly barred to
everyone else.
Of course, joining Greek Life is
generally one of the more expensive
decisions t hat a nyone ca n make
on campus, but the Greek system
itself isn’t nearly as costly as many
students believe it to be.
Housing rates for the Greek system
tend to fall in the middle to upper
$2,000s per semester, according to
the Ofﬁce of Fraternity and Sorority
Life, with fraternity housing being
in general more expensive than the
feminine counterpart.
Meal plans also seem to slightly
favor t he Greek s. A st a ndard
fraternity meal plan costs between
$1,300 and $1,700 per semester and
is mandatory, according to the Ofﬁce
of Fraternity and Sorority Life. A
sorority meal plan is somewhat less
expensive, wit h only t hree plans
exceeding $1,600. A University meal
plan, on the other hand, can cost

ﬁ rst semester due to driving costs
or ot her ex penses, Stewar t was
adamant t hat such pract ices are
being stopped.
“I ca n’t 10 0 percent say t hat
they’re completely gone,” Stewart
sa id, “but I def i n itely t h i n k
they’ve been signiﬁcantly reduced.
Since parents are now generally
monitoring how much their k ids
spend while away, and with national
organizations being strictly opposed
to them, they’re deﬁ nitely not as big
as they used to be. If a parent sees
that their kid has spent money on
gas five times this month, they’re
probably going to be suspicious or
upset.”
Overall, Stewart said, the Greek
system was well wort h t he cost,
w it h net work i ng a nd p er son a l
development being cited as two of
the key tenets that provide success
for Greek alumni.
But bet ween t he monet ar y
Olivia Barthel / THE DAILY GAMECOCK c o n s i d e r a t i o n s a n d t h e t i m e
Students in fraternities and sororities pay thousands of extra dollars a year to participate. constraints that result in, according
to Stewart, some organ izat ions
taking upwards of two hours a day
between $1,310, for a 10 meal plan, could be signiﬁcant.
“Each fraternit y handles these from hopeful initiates during their
to $1,601 for a 16+ plan, according to
things differently,” Stewart said. ﬁ rst semester, some students remain
Carolina Dining Services.
But for some students, the biggest “There can be a lot of costs between unconvinced.
“It seems like it could be f un,
concer n w it h Greek Life is t he things like formals and mountain
incremental costs that come with weekends, but a lot of frats pay for but it’s just too much t ime a nd
alongside membership in a fraternity these themselves from the member money for me to be interested,” ﬁ rst
year biochemistr y student Emily
dues. Any other cost is up to you.”
or sorority.
As to the rumors that are often Hattaway said. “The positives just
A nd rew Stewa r t , fou r t h-yea r
ﬁ nance student, Sigma Chi brother f loated about f ratern it y pledges don’t really outweigh the negatives
a nd President of t he Frater n it y being forced to spend large amounts for me.”
Council, admitted that these costs of additional money during their
DG

ORGANIZATIONS • Continued from 7
If this sounds like you, the Entrepreneurship
Club is hoping to give you a new approach to
what they’ve done in the past. Instead of limiting
themselves to lect ure-like meetings, they are
working to create more of a community.
Members will be able to pitch their own ideas
during meetings, club members will be encouraged
to participate in discussions about how to make
hypothetical businesses or even real businesses
better and part icipants will work toget her in
creativity-spurring activities created to help them
think of new ideas or new ways to approach their
old ideas.
T h e E nt r e p r e n e u r s h ip C l u b i s w o r k i n g
on starting its own venture. One of their most
promising ideas is to create a Monopoly Board
for USC. They would sell spaces to different
organizations on campus in order to generate
money for charity and raise funds for the club.
“We want to feel like we’re actually creating
something and making something happen,” Dain
said. “Hopefully we’ll get a product to sell and
something of that nature to really get people that
experience and the understanding of what it’s like
to create something from nothing.”
The Entrepreneurship Club is looking towards
general members, rather than just the executive
board and administrators, to submit their own
thoughts on this project and future endeavors.
Dain described the organization as a relaxed
community that still focuses on and learns about a
very important subject.
“Entrepreneurship is a super important concept.
It’s something that people are rapidly realizing in
today’s business world,” Dain said. “It’s a driving
factor of innovation in successful businesses, just
new thoughts and really generating and trying out
and measuring the effects of trying things different
ways.”
Students who are interested in joining can visit
the club’s newly launched website at www.eclubsc.
com.
Serving up service
If selecting a student organization is less about
you and more about others, Student United Way
may be the way to go. Student United Way is a
community service organization affiliated with

United Way of t he M idlands t hat focuses on
homelessness, health care, and education.
“We focus the most on homelessness just because
it’s a pretty evident problem and it’s actually a
ha nds- on problem t hat we ca n help ma ke a
difference, rather than health care and education
that are a lot more difficult to get big groups
involved in,” said Megan LaTorre, president of
Student United Way and a third-year exercise
science student.
One of the club’s main projects is volunteering
at Transitions, a homeless shelter in downtown
Columbia, at least once a month. Students help by
serving food during lunch and dinner, and then
cleaning up afterwards.
They also participate in Homelessness Awareness
Week . Du r i ng t h is week , t hey usually ra ise
awareness about the issue through panels of people
who have a lot to do with homelessness from the
business aspect as well as a few homeless people.
Another event they are a part of is United Way
Day of Action, which has a focus that vacillates
between homelessness and education each year. In
the past, they have volunteered at children’s homes
for the event.
Every fall, Student United Way hosts an event
called Mocktail in the Capstone Ballroom. They
partner with the Young Leaders Society, which
is composed of young professionals involved in
nonproﬁt organizations. Anyone from the public
can come to the event to enjoy sodas, appetizers
and conversations with individuals involved in
nonproﬁt work.
According to LaTorre, student members will
beneﬁt in many ways, but the most rewarding part
is the wider effect.
“W hat we do benefits others, it benefits the
communit y. It’s really rewarding to be a part
of this organization. Everything we do is very
gratifying and you can see it helping others on
a first-hand basis,” LaTorre said. “We’re a fairly
small organization, so everyone matters … you’re
not getting swallowed up, you’re not just another
member.”
Anyone interested in joining Student United Way
should look for them at the service organization
fair.
Sports and swords

Study Abroad Fair
THURSDAY
September

4

th

10 a.m. – 3 p.m.
Russell House Ballroom
Join us to learn how you
can study, intern, research
or volunteer abroad.
studyabroad.sc.edu/fair • studyabroad@sc.edu • 803.777.7557 • Legare College 321

Daniel Johnson, president of the Fencing Club,
hopes that participants “learn a little about sport
fencing and hopefully learn some kind of lessons
that they can take on to life in general.”
“[Fencing Club] is a sport club at USC that is
dedicated to promoting interest in fencing itself
as an athletic event and also a discipline that you
can take away to day-to-day life,” said Johnson, a
fourth-year psychology student.
The Fencing Club is hoping for a recordbreaking year. They’ve been in contact with the
South Carolina Fencing Division Chair, Susan
Hazel, about trying to raise USC’s fencing proﬁ le
within the state and the southeast as whole.
In order to do this, they hope to host a fencing
tournament at USC this spring. They have also
been bringing experts to hold clinics at USC about
recreating, running tournaments, maintaining
equipment and more.
Johnson believes there are many reasons students
might be interested in joining the Fencing Club.
“It’s a great ice breaker in conversation,” Johnson
said. “ You ment ion sword f ight ing suddenly
everyone’s looking at you like ‘is this real?’”
The Fencing Club is registered as a sport club
at USC, and Johnson believes it’s a great way for
people to get in or stay in shape.
“Besides being really interesting to talk about
when you get into it, it’s really a phenomenal
workout,” Johnson said. “There’s really no better
way to exercise than when someone’s chasing you
around with a weapon in hand. It’s very cardiooriented, but also builds a lot of core strength and
leg strength as well.”
Johnson has also made many friends both on and
off campus from being a part of the Fencing Club.
“The fencing community around here is actually
very tight-knit. I’ve made friends from Southern
Flor ida, just meet i ng t hem once, a nd we’ve
maintained pretty good friendships over the years.”
Interested students can go to a Fencing Club
prac t ice, wh ich t a ke place on Monday s a nd
Wednesdays from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the Strom
Thurmond Fitness and Wellness Center. The
USC Fencing Club is geared toward attracting
people who are new to fencing and then keeping
them interested.
DG
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Free Delivery to your house or apartment
Same Day Delivery Available
902 Harden St. (5 pts across from Chick-fil-a)
803-605-9999
carolinamattressonline.com

We can help with:

CAROLINA CARD
ACCEPTED HERE
SWEAT is a unique,
progressive indoor
cycling studio that
gives you a
full-body workout,
all on the bike. The
result is a
calorie-torching,
body-toning
workout that feels
more like a party.
No membership is
necessary. You can
pay by the class or
buy a pack of
classes.

Change your mind. Change your body.
Just SWEAT.

EWS

GSRC
Honors College

Thomas
Cooper
Library

Sumter St.

PSC

1125 Lady Street
(803) 764-7984
www.sweatbyjsf.com

CLS

Technical support
Internet, email & mobile setup
Computer performance issues
Software installation

Main St.

A16

McBryde

Blossom St.

University
Technology
Services

Blossom St.
Garage
South Quad

1244 Blossom St.

Come by the iCARE Center at 1244 Blossom
Street - on the corner of Blossom and Sumter on Move-In Weekend. We’ll be glad to help you
get connected to the university network!
We will be open Aug. 16, 2014 from 10 a.m. -5 p.m.
Our regular hours are Monday-Friday, 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
uts.sc.edu • servicedesk@sc.edu
Service Desk: 803.777.1800

uofsctech

uofsctech
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While you were out...

Organizational changes accompany renovations
Center connects students
with opportunities
Kelley Kennedy

NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

The space that was once the Campus
Life Center on the 2nd floor of the
Russell House is now well into the
process of being transformed into the
new Leadership and Service Center.
Construction is scheduled to continue
until January 2015, when the hub of
student activities will open its doors.
The project is par t of a larger
renewal of leadership and community
ser vice initiatives on campus that
began with organizational changes
last yea r. Leadersh ip Prog ra m s,
C om mu n it y S er v ic e P r og r a m s ,
Women i n L e ader sh ip, St udent
Leadership in the Workplace, and
student organizations are now a part of
a larger department called Leadership
and Service.
“One of the goals is to have internal
collaboration among those branches.
The staff under that umbrella are cross
training so that the programs can be
more integrated,” said Kelly Wuest,
the Leadership and Service Center
Director.
The new space will be larger and
more open than the Campus Life
Center, with wide bay windows on the
north face of the Russell House and an
expanded glass doorfront designed to
welcome students and to showcase the
work being done inside.
“It’s not just a space for students
that are coming to have something to
work on. Students can just come in to
ask questions,” said Kim McMahon,
Director of Campus Life and the
Russell House University Union.
McMahon said that the expansion
of the glass front was also designed to
increase the visibility of leadership and
service opportunities for new students
or visitors on campus tours. The front
of the space will no longer be curved,
but will extend into the area that once
held mailboxes and a vending machine.

Jeremy Marshall Harkness / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

New Leadership and Service Center to provide space for collaboration and one-on-one help navigating student activities.
The renovations will also include an
expansion into an abandoned stairwell
that was previously being used as a
storage room. This area will become
an amphitheater with wood stadium
seating that will serve as a conference
room and meeting area.
The center will also feature userfriendly and paper-saving technology.
There will be five seminar rooms
w he r e s t u d e nt s c a n ho s t s m a l l
pre sent at ion s a nd Sk y pe w it h
students or professionals across the
globe. Digital boards and interactive
screens will form a technology wall
for promoting activities and planning
projects. The center w ill also be
equipped with charging stations for
laptops and phones, and there will

be laptops and tablets available for
student use.
The furniture inside the Center will
be mobile, and several multipurpose
areas will make the center a functional
and adaptable space for students to
engage
Envision 8:30 in the morning to
8 or 9 at night. Business function
in the past has been from 8:30 to 5.
Student gov ofﬁcers and comm service
ambassadors had access, now we
anticipate having extended hours with
stafﬁng so all students
Also, instead of working in private
staff offices, LSC Staff will work in
cubicle desk stations where students
will be able to interact with them more
directly.

Jeremy Marshall Harkness / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

High-tech center will feature interactive digital boards, charging sttions, and laptops and tablets available for student use.

“It’s all very exciting. I think this is
a pretty pivotal moment on campus.
We’re really starting to highlight the
importance of leadership”, said Wuest.
McMahon said that the Leadership
and Service Center will continue to
head sponsored programs, but will
also become more open to student-led
initiatives than ever. Staff indicated
that the central purpose of the new
space is to encourage all students to
increase their involvement beyond the
classroom.
“USC students are so bright, but
we’re so achievement focused. There’s
only one student body president every
year. We want students to know they
don’t need a title to make a difference,”
said McMahon.
T he of f ic e s d i s pl ac e d b y t he
construction are currently operating
out of t he Blat t PE Center. The
L e ader sh ip a nd Ser v ic e C ent er
is located in Blatt Room 217, while
Student Government has temporarily
relocated to the 201 Suite.
Students looking to get involved
next year should begin by looking up
the Leadership and Service if they
want to get involved and don’t know
how to start. Or a senior who has done
everything but don’t know how to
connect the dots, make their service
really work for them professionally.
“We want to help students make the
most of their time here.”
This initiative is all part of our focus
on all students having a leadership
experience. It’s also built in context
with USC Connect. This is that goto place to get started. Our goal is
that students know that how they get
started is to come to the leadership
and service center.
DG

Tuition increase defers hopes for freeze
Over the summer, Board of Trustees
voted to raise tuition 3.2 percent
Kelley Kennedy

NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

The University of South Carolina Board of
Trustees approved a 3.2 percent tuition increase
Friday.
The hike will raise in-state tuition by $171
per semester to $5,579 and out-of-state tuition
by $456 per semester to $14,720. The Board also
approved housing and meal plan rate increases of
about 3.8 percent.
According to Universit y of South Carolina
President Harris Past ides, t he t u it ion h ike
roughly corresponds to the overall inf lation
rate of higher education and is similar to the
university’s previous increases in the recent past.
This year, university administrators lobbied
South Carolina lawmakers to provide the money
necessar y to ach ieve a zero percent t u it ion
increase.
“We have taken the lead with respect to what
we call tuition timeout. We didn’t make it this
year, and I was very disappointed by that and so
were our students,” Pastides said.
School leadership proposed a $10.1 million
increase in state funding and requested money to
cover state-mandated rises in employee wages and

health insurance costs.
“You can’t keep tuition at zero percent and
keep operating a great university. There has to
be a state-appropriated increase to be able to keep
up with unfunded mandates and to keep up with
inﬂation,” Pastides said.
The percentage of t he universit y’s budget
covered by st ate f u nd i ng has dw i nd led
signiﬁcantly within the past 15 years. According
to Leslie Brunelli, associate vice president for
Business and Finance, tuition and fees now cover
47.5 percent of the university’s budget, while state
appropriations cover only 10.8 percent. Those
numbers contrast significantly with the 19992000 school year, when tuition and fees covered
25 percent and the state covered 39 percent.
Ultimately, the declines in state funding have
shifted the university’s source of income from
state appropriations to students, said Brunelli.
The transferal has been met with criticism from
administrators.
“Public universities are public goods, and we’ve
lost sight of that, “ said Mary Anne Fitzpatrick,
dean of the college of arts and sciences.
This year, the university faced more ﬁ nancial
challenges due to new, unfunded state mandates,
the most expensive being a two percent salary
increase for all university fees. The state denied
funding for the mandated implementation of the
Affordable Care Act, which will expand health
care benefits for adjunct professors and some

part-time faculty and staff.
“A s t he propor t ion of st ate f u nd i ng ha s
dwindled down to 10 percent or less for us, we
have to wonder whether they ought to be able
to regulate us on everything we do. Other states
have begun to have more regulatory freedom, and
we would ask for that as well,” Pastides said.
According to Pastides, maintaining affordability
will continue to be a priority for university leaders.
Administration plans to strengthen collaboration
with local business leaders and with other South
Carolina public institutions to gain support for
future efforts to ease the burden on students.
“Important things rarely get done in one year.
Many of the initiatives that we’ve been successful
with in the past relative to state funding have
taken two or even three years, so we’re down, but
we’re not out,” Pastides said.
Pastides encouraged students to get involved in
efforts to attain more state support. Reaching out
to lawmakers online takes mere minutes and adds
momentum to administration’s ongoing push to
minimize tuition increases in the future, he said.
“It’s not always like a big protest with placards
— it can be an email to their elected official.
Instead of being seen as potentially victimized
by the lower state funding, students can become
ac t i vely eng aged i n t he bat t le for h igher
education,” Pastides said.
DG
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Star’s suicide sparks dialogue
ISSUE
Robin Williams’ suicide belies
the phenomenon’s prevalence.
OUR STANCE
When it comes to mental health,
USC has the tools to help.
Chances are, you didn’t know
Robin Williams.
Ye s , h e w a s a n a c t o r a n d
comedian with an unparalleled
range of impressions and a face
that demanded sympathy, but very
few can say that they knew the
man.
So, why is it that this man’s
suicide has affected so many on
such a deeply personal level?
Even the reaction to the death of
princess Diana in the early ‘90s
seems to pale in comparison.
Perhaps it is because, for many
of us, he was a character who we
grew up around: a recognizable,
ever-present figure, who, when
given the right script, could work
real magic on the screen.
Again, everyone who
intentionally chooses death over
life has his or her own reasons.
W hat is unquestionable is that
such a public and well-covered
suicide case has a “contagion”
effect, which makes others more
likely to take their own lives.
And, now that more people die
in the U.S. by suicide than by car
accidents, this media explosion
could have very real effects on the
lives of those vulnerable to suicidal
thoughts.
For this reason, it is important to
focus on the death as neither noble
nor something necessarily worthy
of condemnation.

Trying to decry or justify the
rea son W i l l ia m s’ com m it ted
suicide is outside what we can
judge. No matter how well one
might have thought one knew him,
his reasons were his own.
However, there is a larger issue
inevitably brought up by Williams’
death: depression. Depression,
c l i n ic a l l y d i a g no s e d or not ,
affects many and can be especially
harmf ul to the young. It is all
around us, even if it is not easy to
recognize.

“USC has the
professional tools to help,
but talking to an RM or
someone you know well
(or who might need help
themselves) is a decision
with everything to gain
and nothing to lose.”
At a col lege ca mpus, t he
choices students make are more
or less their own. They must bear
responsibility for their actions.
That k i nd of f reedom ca n be
overwhelming, especially for those
experiencing it for the ﬁ rst time.
Mak ing the wrong choices, in
retrospect, can leave one layered in
guilt and self-reproach.
In the light of such a public
s u ic ide , a nd t he t u mu lt uou s
changes that new freedoms and
regrets may bring for those at
USC, it is important to remember
the resources the school has to
help.
Just some of the resources consist

of: 10 free personal counseling
sessions offered by the Student
Health Center and free support
groups for a number of different
psychological subjects.
Resident mentors also receive
t ra i n i ng to help dea l w it h
psychological issues students may
have. If you need someone to talk
to and aren’t interested in setting
up an appoint ment, t his is an
alternative option.
Additionally, the Behavioral
I nter vent ion Team (composed
of member s f rom Un iver sit y
Housing, USC police and Student
Health Services) can be called in
should there be emergency issues
related to mental health.
A n old joke, from the classic
graphic novel Watchmen, tells
the story of a man who goes to
the doctor with a severe case of
depression. He says to his doctor
that there seems to be no hope, and
that the future is impenetrable and
uncertain.
The doctor replies that there is a
famous clown in town tonight, by
the name of Pagliacci. Seeing him
will surely cure his depression and
make him happy.
T h e m a n b e g i n s t o c r y.
“Doctor,” he says. “I am Pagliacci.”
In t he wake of such a highprofile death, it is important to
reach out to others if you feel you
need to. It may not be immediately
obvious when someone might need
a friendly face.
USC has the professional tools
to help, but talking to a R M or
someone you know well (or who
might need help themselves) is a
decision with everything to gain
and nothing to lose.

Editor reflects on summer experience
Time working on paper
creates lifelong lessons
W hen t he last issue of The
Renaissance left my hands during
lunch at Dutch Fork High School,
I received a sobering reminder
that my two year tenure as Editorin-Chief was over.
My adventures had me nearly
blow n out of a deer stand
during football games, climbing
impossible heights to get t hat
“perfect” shot and it had given me
the opportunity to meet some of
the most brilliant people I never
would have met any where else.
Once again, I am met with that
same reminder that my time as
Editor-in-Chief has come and
gone, and it probably won’t really
hit me until after this column goes
to print. I started the summer
feeling completely in control. I
mea n why shou ld n’t I? I had
already tamed my last publication,
and provided a foundation that
is still being built upon today,
what couldn’t this hardened editor
tackle next?
I don’t t h i n k I h ave f a l len

on my face as many times as I
have t his summer. The Daily
Gamecock has taught me lessons
that nothing prior could have
ever prepared me for. I often felt
myself amazed that there was a
paper going to be printed on my
drives back home,
bet ween all t he
chaos of planning
a n i s s ue a nd t he
sheer amount
of frustration
w rest ling w it h
I n D e s ig n t r y i n g
to get the pages to
ex por t cor rec t ly.
Richard
N o amount of
Lipkin
Editor-in-Chief
preparation could
ever prepare anyone
f or de a l i n g w it h
t he public blow-back f rom an
inﬂammatory editorial; or having
to gat her t he cou rage to tel l
someone that they weren’t allowed
to write for the paper any longer.
It’s strange to think that my
time at USC would have been so
different if I hadn’t read an email a
year ago reminding me of a Daily
Gamecock interest meet ing. I
wou ld have never got ten t he

chance to be in the presence of
some of the most hardworking,
funny, exciting and clever people
on campus.
I urge you to find your niche,
a place that you feel comfortable,
a place where you can challenge
yourself and experience something
t hat a classroom cou ld never
prepare you for. When I finally
walk across the stage and accept
my diploma, I won’t remember
all the missed assignments, the
late nights studying for a grade
def i n i ng f i nal or put t i ng t he
ﬁ nishing touches on a project due
the next day.
I will remember all the times
sitting around in the newsroom
laughing with my friends, nearly
ripping the hair off of my head
as we frantically tr y and make
deadline, or t he t imes t r y ing
to stuff our cars with as many
staff members as possible so we
could make a late-night run to
Cook-Out after ﬁ nishing a special
edition of the paper. Even if you
don’t become a part of our family,
I hope that you ﬁ nd a place that
deﬁ nes your experience at USC,
because that is what has made all

include t he aut hor’s name,
yea r i n school a nd a rea of
study.
We a l s o i nv it e s t ude nt
l e a d e r s a n d U S C f a c u lt y
memb er s t o s ubm it g ue s t
columns. Columnists should
keep subm issions to about
50 0 w o r d s i n l e n g t h a n d
include the author’s name and
position.
The ed itor reser ves t he
right to edit and condense
submissions for lengt h and
clarity, or not publish at all.
A ll subm issions become
t he propert y of The Daily
Gamecock and must conform
to the legal standards of USC
Student Media.

Pastides offers
college advice
Whatever path students
choose, USC is here to help
It’s a pleasure to reconnect with our returning
students and to welcome the class of 2018 to
their new home. As we begin to blend as a
Carolina family, it’s a great time to recommit to
our inspiring Carolinian Creed. I particularly
like the section which states, “The community
of scholars at the University of South Carolina is
dedicated to personal and academic excellence.
Choosing to join our community obligates each
member to a code of civilized behavior.” I am
delighted that each of you decided to join our
community and to embrace our creed.
The Universit y of Sout h Carolina has
a championship attitude — we bring it to
everything we do! That’s why you are attending
the only university in the state that holds the
Carnegie top-tier designation for very high
research. Our Honors College continues to hold
the No. 1 spot in the nation, and Carolina’s No.
1 ranked undergraduate international business
program and international MBA program are
globally recognized. In fact, we have more than
47 nationally ranked programs of study. These
are the rankings that will open doors for those
who are willing to work hard.
Research tells us that the ﬁ rst six weeks on
campus set the tone for the future. Many of you
will be learning how to balance new freedoms
with new responsibilities. I have three solid
suggestions that will get you off on the right
foot. First, stay physically active. Take advantage
of our exceptional wellness and ﬁtness centers
as activity bolsters creativity. Second, take
advantage of the many healthy food choices that
are readily available on campus. And third, get
some sleep. Sleep deprivation is a common cause
of mental fatigue, emotional duress and even
compromised immunity. If you’ll commit to
exercise, healthy foods and a good night’s sleep,
you can be at your best.
USC Health Services has much to offer our
students, faculty and staff. I encourage each of
you to visit their web site at http://www.sa.sc.
edu/shs/ where you will ﬁ nd everything from
information about immunization, to counseling
for depression, to 24/7 resources in the event of
sexual harassment or assault. During University
101 classes, freshmen will be discussing the
responsible use of alcohol and also examining
the dangers and consequences of risky behavior
and poor judgment that could result in selfdestructive behavior or behavior endangering
others. As Gamecocks, we have an obligation to
stand up and speak out when we see a member
of our Carolina family engaging in dangerous or
inappropriate behaviors.
Our best defense, however, may be found in
participating in programs like USC Connect,
where students are engaged in meaningful
service learning, international experiences,
internships, undergraduate research, leadership
and more. While, ultimately, you are responsible
for your own actions, we are here to do whatever
we can to help you make wise and appropriate
choices so that you will thrive during your
Carolina years. I look forward to a strong,
productive and happy year as each of you sets
high goals for personal and academic excellence.
Again, welcome home.
— Harris Pastides, USC President
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Study skills essential to college life
Note-taking, time
management useful
The beginning of a new school
year means many things: seeing
your friends and meet ing new
ones, contemplating the very real
possibility of melting on your way
to class and looking forward to a
fresh start.
It also means it’s time to hit the
books, which is easier said than
done sometimes.
Whether it’s a lack of motivation,
or you’re unsure how to process so
much information effectively, it can
seem simpler just to assure yourself
you’ll remember everything from
lecture and not bothering studying
at all.
Studying is a skill, and like any
other skill, you need tips to get
started.
Good notes are the strongest
f ou nd at io n f o r a p r o d u c t i v e
studying session. We’re all prone
to daydreams and short attention
spans, especially in classes that we
don’t ﬁnd particularly exciting.

But notes are a n impor ta nt
tool you can use to refresh your
memor y a nd rec a l l wh at t he
professor taught you in lecture.
There are things in notes that may
have slipped your mind when you
think back, and it can be useful to
go over all of it again.
It helps to stay organized and
keep all your notes for one class in
the same notebook or
binder.
If your professor
w r it e s s omet h i n g
on t he boa rd, it
needs to be in your
notes. Go back and
highlight these terms
and other vocabulary
Brianne
word s so you c a n
Garbutt
focus on them when
Fourth-year
you’re studying later.
journalism
student
W hen you get
home after classes,
just take some t ime to rev iew
your notes from lecture that day.
It stays fresher in your mind that
way, and repetition is a good tool
for memorization. It’s especially
i mp or t a nt t o lo ok o v e r ne w
vocabulary words.

Make use of your textbooks. The
money we spend on them could
probably f inance a small, ver y
efﬁcient army, so we might as well
take advantage of them.
Even if your professor doesn’t
give out quizzes about the readings,
it’s a good idea to keep up with
them anyway. Take notes on the
section you have to read for the
next class, so you’re prepared and
understand the material better.
If you start to feel like your
brain is being overloaded with
information, take a break. Get up
and take a walk, go get a snack,
or take a nap. In fact, taking a nap
after you study is the best way
to remember information, since
your brain forms memories easier
during sleep.
A new school year offers a wealth
of opportunities, including the
opportunity to improve. Whether
it’s your first year, your last, or
somewhere in the middle, know
that as a Gamecock, you’re only a
step away from excellence.

Language of torture shames U.S.
Euphemistic
terminology shirks
responsibility
The golden rule of scummy
politics is this: if you’re going to
do something to screw over vast
swathes of the American populace,
you had better make sure that they
have no idea what you’re doing or
how you’re doing it.
If your particular crime has a
precise and well-k nown name,
like, say, voter intimidation, make
sure that you have your pocket
media wizards handy. Have them
come up with a new spin: perhaps
“modiﬁed community outreach”
or “demographic blitzing.”
And if your crime happens to
be torture, you had better find
something appropriately anodyne
very quickly.
W hich is exact ly what
happened, af ter September
11 t u r n e d t h e N e w Yo r k
skyline corpse-black and made
t he “si mu lated d row n i ng”
of su spec ted i nd iv idua ls not
just permissible but positively
necessary. (More on this in a bit.)
What did the government and
compliant press call this disregard
for t he E ight h a mend ment ?
“En ha nced i nter rogat ion
techniques.” Say that out loud.
It has a beautiful sort of melodic
flow. Eight syllables that have a
deﬁnite start (en-hanced,) rise (intero-ga-tion) and resounding fall
(tech-niques.) It’s also so vague
and mushy that the process could
describe anything from bribing
prisoners with candy to blasting
“Barney” music at them day and

night unt il t hey go mad wit h
purple-dinosaur anxiety terror.
(But at least it’s better than
“tor-ture” right? Such an ugly
word.)
I’m get t i ng to t he poi nt , I
promise, but bear with me for a
second. How we choose to deﬁ ne
our actions is just as important
as the actions themselves. If we
opt out for the more wobbly and
imprecise phrases like “enhanced
interrogation,” then we lose the
gravity an act of torture entails.
We lose our responsibility in
the ever-widening loopholes we
stretch for ourselves, which, in the
long view of history, will become
nothing more than nooses-inwaiting for our own necks.
There is no
other word for
waterboarding than
“tort ure.” A nyone
who h a s seen t he
video of journalist
Ch ristopher
Hitchens subjected
to the process will
Benjamin know how weak that
Crawford
catchphrase is when
Second-year
compared to t he
English and
Russian student
brute reality.
As one watches his
body convulse and struggle for
breath, the popular description
of waterboarding as “simulated
drowning” seems as far away as
those press wizards who came up
with that fatuous term.
A s H it c he n s w r ot e i n h i s
Vanity Fair piece on the incident:
“[Simulated drow ning] is not
the case. You feel that you are
d row n i ng because you are
drowning — or, rather, being

drowned.”
Now, 13 years after 9/11, our
elected commander-in-chief has
called what our government did
“torture.” Obama acknowledges
that “we did some things that
were cont rar y to our values,”
w h ic h , t hou g h v a g ue , i s a n
important statement on where
A mer ic a n v a lue s s hou ld b e .
However, he warns us against
being “sa nct imon ious” about
doing things thought necessary in
a more dangerous time.
If we desert our values, even
once, in a time of desperation
and danger, we are more than
capable of doing it again, using
t he “e x t reme t i me s /e x t reme
measures” expediency. Holding
one’s values close to one’s chest
only means anything if one is
willing to do what they demand
even in the most troubling times.
Otherwise, values are nothing but
useless driftwood to be used in
the event of a catastrophe, easily
discarded once relative safety is
found.
I won’t go into the arguments
that torture is ineffective, and
yields as much junk data as good
data. (Hitchens himself, while
under the process, understood
that one would say anything to
stop the water from streaming
into your nose and mouth.)
The point here is this: if words
are to hold any meaning, they
have to ref lect some semblance
of the truth. When we say, “we
tortured them” we have to be able
to recognize what that means, and
what that says about our society
and ourselves.

Kardashian app promotes kindness
Despite flighty appearance,
game teaches real lessons
Unless you’ve been living under
a rock, or unless you’re blissfully
unaware of that particular strain of
celebrity in which the person is only
famous for being “famous,” you
are aware of who Kim Kardashian
is. Though possessing little to no
actual talent, Kim has a net worth
of $65 million.
I’m ashamed to say that I’ve
contributed to that inordinate
amount of cash by playing the Kim
Kardashian Hollywood App.
I n my defense, t his game is
weirdly, illogically addicting. I
downloaded it on the advice of a
friend, and I was sure I would play
it for a day or two before deleting it.
That was two weeks ago.
The storyline is fairly basic: you
start out working at a boutique,
w it h a ma nager who look s
perpetually angry. You’re about to
close up the store when Kardashian
stops you and asks if she can go in
and buy something. When you say
yes, she’s so grateful that she invites
you to a photo shoot, because that’s
how famous people say thank you.
From there, Kardashian sets you
up with a manager, who is comically

out of touch with technology but is
nonetheless good at his job. The
rest of the game is spent trying
to elevate your status from the
“E List,” where you begin, to the
coveted “A List.”
You play by using up energy to
complete certain basic actions, like
posing for a photo or waiting for
the background to change. You can
also earn money within the game,
which you can use
to buy clothes, shoes
and other accessories.
If you r u n out
of energ y, t here’s
always the option to
use actual, real life
money to buy some,
but t hank f ully I
Brianne
haven’t sunk that low
Garbutt
yet.
Fourth-year
It ’s ea s y to
journalism
dismiss
this game as
student
nothing more than
PR for Kardashian, because that’s
essentially what it is. Still, over the
past couple of weeks playing this
game, I’ve surprisingly learned
something.
In the game, there’s another
celebrit y, Willow Pape, whose
pleasant personality traits have
apparently been surgically removed.
From your ﬁrst conversation with
her, she’s — to put it lightly — very

rude.
But no one seems to take her
very seriously. In the game, your
character consistently beats her out
for jobs and media attention.
Being nice gets you further than
being like Willow Pape, although
I will admit to throwing a drink in
her face when the game gave me
the option and enjoying it. For the
most part, though, ignoring her
and not dragging her name through
the mud means that you get more
fans.
A lt hough t he circumstances
i n t he game are obv iously
melodramatic, it’s still a good lesson
to take into the real world.
Pe o p l e a r e g o i n g t o t r e at
you badly, for reasons only they
understand and sometimes for no
reason at all. And while it might be
satisfying to retaliate — i.e., with
a drink in their face — it’s even
better, especially in the long run,
to act like they don’t phase you. It
makes you look more mature, and
eventually, they’ll get bored.
It’s entirely possible that I’m just
trying to make myself feel better
about wasting time playing this
game, but maybe w isdom can
be gleaned from even the most
unexpected sources.

John Sawvell / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Ebola vaccines:
who gets them?
“Special treatment” for white health
workers incurs controversy
The Onion, a news satire organization, used
to be more prescient before it went exclusively
to web, but every now and again they can still
come up with something both piercing and
hilarious.
For instance: when “Experts: Ebola Vaccine
At Least 50 White People Away.” Punchy, no?
That mock headline happens to echo a
very real sentiment many people have when it
comes to the Ebola outbreak in West Africa.
The disease, highly communicable through
ﬂuids and almost always fatal, is on a rampage
though Liberia, Guinea, Sierra Leone and
N igeria, cou nt ries not k now n for t heir
comprehensive health coverage.
Exacerbating the issue is the reluctance of
the local populations to trust western health
care conventions. Reports of ambulances
being run out of villages because they are
believed to spread disease are not unheard of.
Remember, this is Northern Nigeria which,
alongside parts of tribal Pakistan and new-age
suburban American parents, is one of the
few places that has refused to accept polio
vaccine, keeping the disease alive
to ravage and cripple children for
years to come.
Despite t hat large base of
reluctance, the question remains:
why are the only people being
t reated for Ebola wh ite and
A merican? Large pockets of
Benjamin negative sentiment shouldn’t
disqualif y people f rom lifeCrawford
saving cures.
Second-year
English and
The answers aren’t as obvious
Russian student
a s you m ight ex pec t . Fi r st ,
ZMapp, the drug that was given
to the two infected Americans, hasn’t even
completed safety tests on animals, let alone
humans.
Prominent AIDS researcher Dr. Salim S.
Abdool Karim, quoted by The New York
Times, said that, had the vaccine been sent
overseas, t he prevailing headline would
have been: “’Africans used as guinea pigs for
American drug company’s medicine.’”
Second, t here isn’t nea rly enough of
the drug, and producing it is a long and
complicated process. It might be months until
a substantial amount can be produced, and
even then the crisis might have spread farther
than that meager amount can help.
While certain pharmaceutical companies,
l i k e N e wL i n k G e net ic s , h a s r e c e i ve d
government resources to speed up testing, it
could be a very long time until the drug can
become mass-produced.
Third, the two infected people (now at
Emory University in Georgia) were working
for Samaritan’s Purse, a Christian NGO with
ties to the company producing the drug, which
asked for ZMapp when they heard that two of
their employees were in danger.
All in all, the looming practical problems
involved with producing and delivering the
drugs make a quick and easy (let alone safe)
cure almost impractical at this stage of the
disease.
A nd yet, the fear of “Guinea pig” st yle
headlines shouldn’t for an instant stop the
delivery of life-saving drugs. The stockpiles
of ZMapp and similar drugs, however small,
should be immediately sent over to those
areas in which outbreaks are smaller and more
manageable. If it means saving lives, bad press
is the last thing health officials should be
worrying about.
T he W HO's a n nou nc e ment t h at
experimental treatments are OK to send
over to the affected areas is a very important
development. However, if western dr ug
companies are too slow to act, it won't matter
in the slightest.
As with the AIDS plague, drug companies
and the FDA bureaucracy are notoriously slow
when putting out drugs, especially when the
enterprise is thought to be unproﬁtable.
A nd, bec au se Ebola, a s a d isea se, is
st ill “somewhere else” in t he A merican
consciousness, it is unlikely that public support
will speed up the process.
But the biggest problem with epidemics is
their annoying tendency to spread quickly.
Unless somebody puts enough ef fort to
stopping its spread now, that “somewhere
else” disease might very well get a little more
familiar.
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USC Incubator graduates
7 local businesses
Seven startup companies that received guidance
t h r o u g h t he US C C ol u m b i a Te c h nolo g y
I ncubator g raduated f rom t he organ izat ion
Thu rsday, of f icially becom ing independent
members of the Columbia business community.
The startups launched Thursday included:
Advanced Care Management, which helps local
families maximize opportunities available in
the health care system; the Weathers Group,
a business consulting firm; Midlands Biofuels,
which produces clean biof uel w it h rec ycled
vegetable oil; Transfer Point, a biotechnology
c o mp a ny t h at d i s t r ibut e s n at u r a l d ie t a r y
supplements; Varna International, a music event
ma nagement compa ny; A&Q N a no, wh ich
develops biosensing, bioimaging and labeling
agents for science and medicine; and IMCS, or
Integrated Micro-Chromatography Systems, a
biotechnology ﬁ rm that makes products for the
health care industry.
The USC Columbia Technolog y Incubator
is a nonprofit organization sponsored by the
Universit y of South Carolina and the Cit y of
Columbia, along with other local governments.
The incubator is partnered with USC’s Office
of Economic Engagement and, according to its
own website, has created hundreds of jobs in the
Columbia area. It is currently helping nearly 50
startups work to build their businesses.

—Kelley Kennedy, News Editor

Ferguson police respond
forcefully to protests
Wednesday marked the fourth night of tension
in Ferguson, Missouri as the protests following the
shooting of an unarmed black teenager by a white
police ofﬁcer continue, according to The Guardian.
Police efforts to contain the unrest have escalated,
causing national controversy as images of the small
town’s tear gas-clouded streets circulate.
There are conf licting accounts of 18-year-old
Michael Brown’s death Saturday; the officer claims
that Brown attacked him and struggled for his weapon,
while a witness and friend of Brown claims that the
ofﬁcer initiated the assault after ordering the two off the
street. Details of the ofﬁcer’s account remain unclear,
and ofﬁcials told reporters that the investigation could
take weeks to complete. Despite media pressure, the
police force has refused to release the name of the
ofﬁcer, citing fears for his safety.
The protests have been inﬂuenced by longstanding
racial tensions in the town, which are fueled in part
by the demographics of the Ferguson police force.
According to the Associated Press, while two-thirds of
the town’s population of 21,000 is black, all but 3 of the
police force’s 53 ofﬁcers are white. Many demonstrators
felt they had been subjected to discriminatory police
practices, including years of racially disproportionate
trafﬁc stops.
Police have responded forcefully to the protests; The
Guardian described the force has “heavily armed” and
“militarized.” On Wednesday night, police ﬁred rubber
bullets and tear gas into crowds after two glass bottles
were thrown at law enforcement during an otherwise
peaceful demonstration. Police snipers also trained
weapons on protestors for hours. Most demonstrators,
The Guardian reported, protested with their hands
raised.
After police clearing the town center arrested two
reporters, including one from the Washington post,
and a camera crew from Al-Jazeera America reported
that they were shot by rubber bullets, media outlets and
some Missouri politicians have criticized the “militant
aggression” of the force, saying that efforts to maintain
order must not encroach on the right to peaceably
assemble.
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Pastides receives pay
supplement increase

Robin Williams’ suicide
saddens nation

The University of South Carolina Board of
Trustees voted Friday to recommend a $108,800
increase in university president Harris Pastides’
supplement from the USC Foundations. The
supplement is privately funded and does not draw
from state tax or tuition dollars.
According to W IS, Pastides’ supplement is
comparable to those offered to presidents at other
public institutions and signiﬁes only a fraction
of the money given to the school by the private
USC Foundations. In 2013, the foundations gave
over $9 million in individual scholarships and $20
million to offset academic expenses.
Pastides is now entering his seventh year in
office, making him the fourth longest serving
president in t he SEC. The Board noted t he
achievements reached during his tenure, including
the creation of the Palmetto College online
degree program, t he growt h in t he size and
quality of the university system’s student body
and the On Your Time initiative designed to
facilitate graduation in less than four years by
adjusting the universit y’s academic calendar.
Board members also considered Pastides’ dual
role as both president of the university system and
president of the Columbia campus.
The increase will raise the supplement amount
to $503,800, which is paid in addition to the
state salary of $286,200. Pastides will be eligible
for additional $100,000 retention bonuses in
both 2015 and 2016 if he retains his position as
university president.

Comedian and Oscar-winning actor Robin Williams
was found dead at the age of 63 on Monday, according
to CN N. According to law enforcement officials,
Williams apparently committed suicide.
Ofﬁcials reported that Williams hanged himself in
his home in Northern California. Williams’ publicist,
Mara Buxbaum, told reporters that the actor had
recently been suffering from severe depression.
Williams became a household name in the 1970’s
with his role as the extraterrestrial Mork in “Mork
& Mindy,” and has been heralded ever since for both
his comedic genius and his heartwarming dramatic
performances. He has played memorable starring roles
in many films over the past four decades, including
“Aladdin,” “Dead Poets Society,” “Mrs. Doubtfire,”
“Good Will Hunting” and “Jumanji.” This winter,
Williams will appear in theaters as Teddy Roosevelt in
Night at the Museum: Secret of the Tomb.
CNN also reported that Williams contributed to
over 50 charities and causes. He had participated in
fundraising drives and events for St. Jude’s Children’s
Hospital consistently since 2004 and served on the
board of the Christopher & Dana Reeve Foundation,
which raises money for spinal cord injury research,
for four years. Williams was also involved with the
United Service Organizations (USO), which provides
morale-boosting performances to U.S. troops, for 12
years, travelling to 13 countries with the organization.
While his death shocked millions, the tragedy has
called national attention to the fact that depression
manifests itself in a variet y of ways and is an
increasingly pressing national issue. According to NBC
News, Williams’ suicide helped make public a “silent
epidemic;” in the United States, suicide deaths now
outnumber deaths by automobile accident.

SEC Network launched
Experimental Ebola
Thursday night
drugs sent to West Africa
According to CNN, the World Health Organization
approved the use of experimental drugs in West Africa
for the treatment of the Ebola virus. International
governments and pharmaceutical companies are now
scrambling to provide treatment as the death toll rises.
The WHO issued the sanction Tuesday after a
group of ethicists met to discuss whether the unproven
medications should be issued despite the uncertainty
regarding their effectiveness or potential side effects.
The organization’s decision was swayed by the severity
of the outbreak.
The WHO estimates that the virus has infected
1,848 and killed 1,013, making this the deadliest Ebola
outbreak in history.
After the WHO issued its decision, the Canadian
government announced Tuesday that the nation will
donate between 800 and 1,000 doses of an experimental
Ebola vaccine called VSV-EBOV, a Canadian-made
product that has shown promise in animal testing.
Sample doses of another experimental drug, ZMapp,
are on the way to Liberia to treat local doctors who
contracted the virus.
ZMapp was also used earlier this month to treat
two infected American missionary workers who had
been evacuated, causing some controversy in light of
the escalating tolls in Africa. The payment source for
the workers’ treatment is not yet clear. The treatment
appears to have saved the missionaries’ lives. However,
Miguel Pajares, a Spanish priest who also received the
drug, died Tuesday morning.
Mapp Biopharmaceutical, which produces ZMapp,
has told reporters that its supply is nearly exhausted.
Though several experimental Ebola treatments
have been created, none have been through the trials
necessary to assure safety and none are currently
available in an unlimited supply. WHO’s assistant
director-general, Dr. Marie-Paule Kieny, told CN N,
“The fact that there is no drug for Ebola is a market
failure. This is typically a disease of poor people in
poor countries where there is no market.”

The Sout heaster n Conference and ESPN
launched the SEC Network, a new multiplatform
national television channel, at 5 p.m. on Thursday.
T he net work i s ow ned a nd op er at ed by
ESPN and feat ures content licensed by t he
SEC , prov id i ng a new out let to del iver a n
unprecedented amount of SEC content. Selected
events will be exclusively available on the channel,
and SEC TV, which previously aired SEC football
and basketball games on local channels, will be
discontinued.
T he ne w c h a n ne l w i l l b e a v a i l ab le v i a
cable or satell ite telev ision. Fa ns may v isit
GetSECNet work.com to alert their cable or
satellite distributors if they are interested in
receiving the network.
The SEC Network will televise around 45 SEC
football games, 100 men’s basketball games, 60
women’s basketball games, and 75 baseball games,
along with other events from across the SEC’s 21
sports.
According to AL.com, programming will also
include studio shows with original content such as
an “SEC in 60” recap show, a segment featuring
analysis f rom SEC coaches, “SEC Rew ind”
features on past games, and the “SEC Storied”
documentary series.
Both current ESPN commentators and newly
signed analysts will appear on the network. ESPN
veteran Joe Tessitore will host the pregame show
“SEC Nation” and Tim Tebow will serve as one
of the show’s football analysts. Brent Musberger,
Jesse Palmer, Greg McElroy, Marcus Spears, Paul
Finebaum, Maria Taylor, Booger McFarland,
Mat t St inchcomb, Tony Barnhart and Dari
Nowkhah will also be featured on the channel.
The network has an accompanying live digital
platform. Each member campus will have the
ability to produce and deliver local content on the
SEC Network’s digital outlets and potentially on
the television channel itself.

The blotter comes from police reports released by the USC Division of Law Enforcement
and Safety and doesn’t include crimes reported by city or county law enforcement.

JULY 31 TO AUG. 12
8 Larceny
3 Drugs/narcotics
2 Trespassing
1 Counterfeiting
1 Assault
1 Drunkeness
1 Vandalism
1 Disorderly conduct
1 Traffic/DUI

— A n of f icer was
dispatched to t he
Women’s Quadrangle
on Aug. 1 in reference
to a ﬁght. The man that
called in t he incident
reported that a ﬁght had
occurred between two
temporar y employees
hired to help with the
renovat ions to t he
Women’s Q u ad. T he
t wo men had become
engaged in a verbal
altercat ion, wh ich
escalated into one man
striking the victim with
his hand. The victim left
the scene and returned
later with a pole before
t he f ight wa s broken
up. T he a lterc at ion
occurred because one
man believed the other
was not work ing hard
enough.

Police were dispatched
to t he Un iversit y
of Sout h Carolina
At h let ic Field Hou se
Aug. 10 due to a report
of larceny. The victim
s t at e d t h at s o me o ne
stole a Digital Medical
Scale worth $400 from
an unlocked drawer in
the training area. Other
medical supplies in the
room were out of place,
however none were
taken. A n outside card
access pad, which allows
authorized personnel to
enter the building, was
loose f rom it s mou nt
but not damaged a nd
f u nct ioning properly.
There was no sig n of
forced entry.
— W hile on patrol,
an officer stopped a car
for a broken headlight.

He approached the car
a nd not ic e d a he a v y
smell of marijuana from
t he d r i v e r ’s w i nd o w
and smoke in the
vehicle. When asked to
produce identification,
registration and
insurance, he could not
produce any of t hem.
The ofﬁcer searched the
car and found a rolled
cigarette containing a
green, leaf y substance
believed to be marijuana
crumpled between the
front passenger seat and
the rear passenger door.
The driver was arrested
for Driving Under the
Inf luence 1st Of fense
and Simple Possession
of Ma r ijua na. The
passenger of the vehicle
was released on scene.

W h ile on pat rol,
a n of f icer not iced a n
individual asleep in front
of the Williams Brice
N u r si ng bu i ld i ng on
Aug. 2. When the ofﬁcer
woke up the subject, he
was “visibly confused,
d i s o r ie nt e d a n d h a d
urinated on himself.”
The subject adm it ted
to being in Five Points
and having drank several
beers. When searched,
he was in possession of
both a South Carolina
I D a nd h i s p er s o n a l
Ohio license. He was
transferred to Bapt ist
Ho s pit a l for f u r t her
evaluation and was issued
citations for possession of
a Fake ID and possession
of beer by a minor.

—Compiled by Collyn
Taylor
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Welcome back Gamecocks!
Wishing you a geat semester
om the sisters of
Go Cocks!

Although the
fun in the sun
has come to
an end,

OPPA has orientation
for you to attend!

Join the office of Pre-Professional
Advising on Wednesday, August 20 for:
Pre-Med Orientation at 9:15 a.m. in the new Darla Moore
School of business room 101
Pre-Law Orientation at 2:15 p.m. in Callcott room 011

Office of Pre-Professional Advising
Sumwalt College, Room 208
803-777-5581

Tobacco Free
To promote the health and well-being of
all Gamecocks,
our entire campus
is tobacco-free.
Thank you for
your compliance
and support.
Are you ready to quit?
Tobacco treatment programs are
available on campus and in the
community.
Not ready to quit? We’ll help you assess
options and ﬁgure out the next steps.

GET INVOLVED

MEET PEOPLE

HAVE FUN

treatment resources:
Students: 803-576-9393

For information on the
campus-wide policy and
treatment options:
www.sc.edu/tobaccofreeusc

In support of Healthy Carolina
Improving student success through healthy living
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Student Government to hit the ground running
Several events already
planned for new year
Collyn Taylor

NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

St udent gover n ment welcomes
students back to campus
Although the new semester is just
beginning, student government has
already been pla n n ing event s to
welcome students back on campus.
The new administration has been
planning Safety Week, a partnership
with the USC Police Department to
encourage student safety on campus.
Events will range from bike safety
to transportation and will include an
alcohol-free tailgate with Substance
Abuse and Prevention Education club.
“We’re changing it up with the idea
that if you choose not to drink or if
you’re not of legal age to drink, there
could still be a place for you in the
game day environment,” President
Pro Tempore of the Senate Jonathan
Holt said. “It’s more inclusive for
every type of student.”
St ude nt B o d y V ic e P re s ide nt
Donnie Iorio said that Safety Week
was born af ter safet y on campus
became a top priority last year.
Io r io s a id t h at w h at s t u d e nt
government is planning to do is to
promote and encourage a partnership
with the USCPD.
“A l o t o f w h at w e c a n d o i s
awareness. You want to see people
understanding that there are options
so they don’t have to walk alone,” Iorio
said. “We can’t get rid of bad guys.
I think the big thing is awareness,
especially for ﬁrst-year students.”
Along with Safety Week, Iorio and
the Student Body President Lindsay
Richardson, are planning on getting a
syllabus bank for students.
The syllabus bank would provide
students with syllabi for classes before
they register, so students can see
which classes ﬁt their learning style.
While in its early stages, Richardson
says that she hopes to test run the
syllabus bank in the spring.
“We don’t want to launch something
we don’t have faculty support on,”
Richardson said. “The goal is to start

Richard Lipkin / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Student Government leaders look forward to new programs and projects, including a Safety Week to promote awareness of
campus resources, the continuation of efforts to produce a syllabus bank and increased community outreach.
getting a test run in the spring. We
still have to go through department
channels and if we don’t have faculty
support, it’s going to make t hat
process go a little bit longer.”
The administration is also planning
umbrella checkout and they hope
t o b r i n g b o t h S o u t h C a r ol i n a
g uber nator ia l ca nd idates to t he
university for a debate.
Richardson said the project that
she is most excited about is Carolina
Closet, a program that lends out
professional attire for students that
cannot afford it.
“As a student who is trying to get
to the next part of your career, of
your future, that you should have all
of the necessities to get you there,”
Richardson said. “Regardless of your
f inancial sit uat ion, whatever t he
university could do to help you, it

should.”
Student government also plans to
work with the Sorority Council in
order to put on another event.
Last year, the Sororit y Council
help e d put o n N ot S o T h i r s t y
Thursday to beneﬁt Martha Childress
and Student Body Treasurer Ryan
Harmann said that he hopes for a
lasting partnership between student
government and the Sorority Council.
“Their abilit y to rally a group
of people together is awesome. I’m
excited to see what we can plan.
It’s really endless,” Harmann said.
“I would like to see whatever we do
become sustaining. If we force it, it’s
not going to happen. Something that
makes sense that everyone could get
on board with would be the goal.”
Judicially, new programs are being
put in place too. The Constitutional

Council is implementing a guidebook
to inform students in how to bring a
case in front of the council, including
what evidence they could use.
“It g ives us t he abil it y to add
structure to a process that was ruled
on a case-to-case basis,” Chief Justice
Ross Abbott said. “This will help
add clarity for myself and the other
justices and for other people.”
As projects get underway and as
classes start, student government says
they hope that students get involved in
all of their events and in community
outreach.
“I encourage st udents to care,”
Richardson said. “That’s so important
in college: to one, be a friend to those
who need it, and to t wo, help the
people around you who need it.”
DG
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UNIVERSITY OAKS

GARNET RIVER WALK

WELCOME BACK USC STUDENTS

YOUR HOUSING SEARCH
STARTS HERE

columbiastudentliving.com
UNIVERSITY OAKS
close to the stadium + 2 private shuttles to campus
private bedrooms & bathrooms available
fully furnished with leather-style furniture
ﬁtness center + computer center + free tanning
sand volleyball & basketball courts + swimming pool
all utilities included (up to a monthly cap)

GARNET RIVER WALK
close to campus + private shuttle to campus
private bedrooms & bathrooms
fully furnished with leather-style furniture
upgraded 24-hr ﬁtness center + new tanning bed
computer center + basketball courts + swimming pool
all utilities included (electricity up to a monthly cap)

APPLY ONLINE TODAY FOR FALL 2015

amenities & utilities included are subject to change.
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Living in Columbia
Local events,
entertainment, advice
in the Soda City

Jeremy Marshall Harkness / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Brian Almond / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
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Summer movie wrap-up
“Chef”

Sci-ﬁ blockbusters and sentimental
smaller ﬁlms made up a lot of the ﬁlms
this summer. Here is a wide range of
what came out between May and July.

Jon Favreau (“Iron Man”) wrote, directed, and starred in this charming
comedy about a chef who gets fed up with being creatively stiﬂed at the
restaurant he works for and takes his talent on the road in a food truck with
his son. The plot is too tidy at times and the cast (Scarlett Johansson, Dustin
Hoﬀman, Robert Downey, Jr.) feels more star-studded than a personal ﬁlm
like this needs to be, but it all goes down quite nicely.

Jonathan Winchell

MIX@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

“Ida”

Pawel Pawlikowski’s 80-minute black-and-white Polish film set in the
1960s is about a young nun on the verge of taking her vows who ﬁnds
out she is Jewish. What she and her aunt learn about her past during the
Nazi occupation is haunting and powerful, directed with brilliant simplicity
and precision. The old-fashioned full frame format and the nearly always
stationary camera capture the past with stark realism. The ﬁlm is shot with
such clarity in black and white, but what the ﬁlm has to say is not so black
and white.

“God’s Pocket”

One of Philip Seymour Hoﬀman’s ﬁnal ﬁlms is a tragic tale of a bunch of
lowlifes stuck in a rundown town. Hoﬀman and Christina Hendricks are
stuck in a passionless marriage when their scuzzy son is killed at his job by
a co-worker. Things only get more desperate and violent. First time director
John Slattery (Roger on “Mad Men”) does not always have the right balance
of tone, and the ﬁlm, based on the novel by Peter Dexter (“The Paperboy”),
contains some dialogue that surely works better read in print than spoken
out loud. The lead performances are all ﬁrst-rate and the cinematography
appropriately captures the brownish/greenish grunginess of the town.

Courtesy of Aldamisa Entertainment

“Godzilla”

The newest remake of the 1954 monster film classic has a wonderful
international cast, but the big, bad creatures are the real star. Gareth
Edwards does a good job of not fully showing the monsters and teasing the
audience for the longest time (perhaps even too long) and then ﬁnally having
an awesome smackdown ﬁnal. He also manages to contrast the massive
scope with intimate human perspective to give the audience a true sense of
the grandeur.

“Maleﬁcent”

The worst ﬁlm of the summer and whole year. Sleeping Beauty’s villain, one
of Disney’s greatest, is given a backstory to prove that she wasn’t all that
bad, thus neutering the character and taking away her evilness. The CGI
world is so artiﬁcial that nothing has any weight or substance. Angelina Jolie
is ﬁne in the lead role, but it is mostly because of how well she looks in the
costume and make-up. The ﬁlm resorts to loud, violent battle scenes with
Jolie ﬂying around in what looks like a gimp suit. Sadly this has become the
Oscar-winner’s highest grossing ﬁlm to date.

Courtesy of Point Grey Pictures

“Neighbors”

A formally hip couple played by Seth Rogen and Rose Byrne begin to settle
down because of their baby daughter when a raucous frat house moves
right next door, led by Zac Efron. Antics ensue. There are scattershot laughs
throughout, but the ﬁlm is lazy and lacks momentum and consistency. It is
nothing more than a collection of set pieces and gags which never come
together as a whole.

Courtesy of Marvel Entertainment

“X-Men: Days of Future Past”

Mutant superheroes travel back and forth in time, show oﬀ their unique
powers and hit each other. It is bright and lively, well-acted and fun while
one is watching it but evaporates from the mind almost immediately.

“We Are the Best!”

The passion, energy, pain and uncertainty of childhood are explored
when three girls in 1980s Stockholm start a punk band in this rousing and
perceptive dramedy. One does not have to have any interest or knowledge
of punk music to be won over by this gem.

bar none
620 HARDEN ST.

FIVEPOINTS.COLUMBIA, SC.29205

A staple of Five Points

Serving LowCo Barbecue
(the best kept secret in Columbia)

wings, pizza and 5 points specials!

Monday through Friday
Open: 3pm to 6am

Saturday & Sunday 3pm to 2am

Food from: 4:30pm to 4:30am
Saturday & Sunday 4:30pm-1am
If you are under the age of 21, it is against the law to buy alcoholic beverages.
All ABC regulations enforced.

Courtesy of Village Roadshow Pictures

“Edge of Tomorrow”

A diverting, decent sci-ﬁ action ﬁlm. In the future, Tom Cruise stars as a
poster boy for the military who gets sent to actually ﬁght and realizes he is
stuck in a time loop where he is able to relive the same day over and over
again after dying. The totally preposterous premise is handled with more
intelligence and wit than is usual for a ﬁlm of this ilk. Still, it is a loud, violent
blockbuster that is like a video game where human life means nothing.
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“The Fault in Our Stars”

One of the pleasant surprises of the summer is the adaption of the
bestselling young adult novel about two teenagers, one who beat cancer
and one who is dying from it, who fall in love. For the most part, the ﬁlm
avoids false emotions and cloying sentiment. The two leads, especially
Shailene Woodley, light up the screen and make an irresistible pair.

Courtesy of GK Films

“Jersey Boys”
Courtesy of 20th Century Fox

It looks great, with ﬂawless production design and costumes, and sounds
great, with finger-snapping tunes and electrifying singing, but Clint
Eastwood’s ﬁlm of the hit Broadway musical about the Frankie Valli and his
band The Four Seasons is stiﬀ and dull, embalmed in nostalgia.

“Obvious Child”

The best comedy of the year about abortion is awkward but honest,
vulgar but funny and painful but disarmingly sweet. The ﬁlm at times tries
but misses, but what holds the ﬁlm together is Jenny Slate, a wonderfully
charismatic leading lady. Even though the ﬁlm is a comedy, it is one of the
most realistic and honest ﬁlms about abortion.

“Venus in Fur”

Based on the play of the same name, this sexually charged drama set
entirely within a theater is directed by now 80-year-old Roman Polanski
(“Rosemary’s Baby,” “Chinatown”) and stars only two actors: Emmanuelle
Seigner, his wife, and Mathieu Amalric, who looks strikingly similar to a
young Polanski. Amalric plays a theater director who auditions a voluptuous
actress for his newest play based on the scandalous French novella about
S&M, “Venus in Furs,” from 1870. Who is controlling who and who is playing
what role is frequently twisted and reversed with devilish glee. Polanski is
still a master at distilling great tension from the barest of elements.

Courtesy of Exclusive Media

“Begin Again”
Mark Ruﬀalo plays a down-and-out music producer who has not hit it big
in years when he stumbles late one night upon a British songwriter, played
by Keira Knightley, performing at a bar in New York City. In her modest
voice and simple guitar strokes, he hears a talent waiting to be shown to the
world. This romantic comedy/music ﬁlm could have gone wrong in so many
ways but manages to hit almost all the right notes. Knightley has never been
better or more warm on screen, and Ruﬀalo is scruﬀ y and delightful.

“They Came Together”

Paul Rudd and Amy Poehler star in a very silly spoof of romantic comedies
in the vein of “Airplane!” that skewers the genre’s worn-out tropes and
clichés. No gag is too stupid or vulgar to leave out. Not all of them work,
but they come so fast that the laugh ratio is high, even if the ﬁlm loses some
of its spark after 45 minutes. Comedies this absurd and devoid of real
character development or narrative struggle to sustain laughs for feature
length. Still, there is a lot of funny material here.
DG

“Life Itself”

Gotta
love a
good
combo

An expansive, funny, tragic, and deeply moving and humane documentary
about ﬁlm critic Roger Ebert. The Chicago Sun-Times ﬁlm critic for over
40 years died of cancer in 2013 after many years of painful surgeries and
recoveries. Steve James, who directed one of Ebert’s favorite ﬁlms of all
time, “Hoop Dreams,” documents the ﬁnal weeks of Ebert in the hospital
and at home. It is not easy to watch his suﬀering, but it is an honest portrait,
the way Ebert wanted it. It makes all the reﬂecting on his life and work just
that much more powerful.

“Boyhood”
Richard Linklater shot this ﬁlm in only 39 days, but it was over a 12-year
period. It chronicles the life of a young boy, played by Ellar Coltrane, from
age six to 18 in real time. A truly landmark ﬁlm in the history of cinema, the
ﬁlm also happens to be an absolutely stunning work regardless of how it
was ﬁlmed. The 165-minute ﬁlm ﬂies by, ﬂawlessly directed and edited so
that one never stops and thinks about the years and method of shooting.
The entire cast is outstanding, including Patricia Arquette, playing the boy’s
mother, Ethan Hawke, playing the father, and Lorelei Linklater, the director’s
daughter, playing the sister. The ﬁlm feels spontaneous and improvised
when it was actually tightly scripted. Rarely has a ﬁlm said so much, with so
much heart and with so much humanity, while seeming so eﬀortless.

Larry Lucas Ins Agcy Inc
Larry Lucas, President
2100 Gervais Street
Columbia, SC 29204
Bus: 803-799-1998

… especially when it
saves you money.
I can help you save an
average of $600*. Talk to me
about combining your renters
and auto insurance today.
Get to a better State .
Get State Farm.
CALL ME TODAY.
®

*Average annual per household savings based on a national 2010 survey of new policyholders who
reported savings by switching to State Farm.

@thegamecock

Ofﬁce of Parents Programs
University of South Carolina

September

Parents
Weekend
2014

26-28

An unforgettable Gamecock weekend!

The deadline to
register for Parents
Weekend is Sept.
5 at 4 p.m. (ET).
Space is limited, so
register early!

www.sa.sc.edu/parents

Registration is
required!

For more
information, visit
www.sa.sc.edu/
parents.

State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company, State Farm Indemnity Company, Bloomington, IL
State Farm Fire and Casualty Company, State Farm General Insurance Company, Bloomington, IL

1201143
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nancy

Find your place
in a Student Organization

BUY / SELL / TRADE

ΣΦE
COME
WITH US

@bglsa

Tuesdays, 8pm in LOOK FOR US
AT THE STUDENT
Currell Rm. 107 ORG FAIR!

WELCOME
BACK FROM
USC’S NAACP

join the

Latin
Dance
Club
at usc

Join us for our
1st meeting
September 3
Learn Salsa, Bachata,
in RH Room
Merengue & more!
303 at 5pm

solatdc@mailbox.sc.edu

EcoReps
Peer Leaders
working to
educate and
inspire students
to live an
environmentally
friendly lifestyle.

new & recycled clothing & more
733 saluda ave 5 points shopsidnancy.com
@shopsidnancy

SOECOREP@mailbox.sc.edu

FRIDAY, AUGUST 22 ND
9 P.M. - 1 A.M.
RUSSELL HOUSE

Free FOOD!

{

Carolina After Dark
University of South Carolina Student Life

Take a break, relax, and
meet new people over a
fun and friendly night of
board games, arcarde
games, and more.

Both events free to USC students, faculty and staff with a valid CarolinaCard.

FREE FOOD
LOCAL MUSIC

CONNECT2COLA FEST
Featuring:
Come see what the local
music and business scene
has to offer! Great bands
from the Midlands and
local vendors from right
around campus.

REPTAR

newSC
FKMT
Concord America
She Returns From War

Off-Campus Student Services
University of South Carolina Student Life

VENDORS
SATURDAY

AUGUST 23
GREENE ST

RUSSELL HOUSE
3:30 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
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Books to read
this fall (that
you won’t be
graded on)
Although summer is over, now is as good a time as
any to pick back up on your reading.
Arthur Braswell

MIX@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

So, another semester at college means an end to another
relaxing summer without a summer reading list. However, for
those select few who hold a bit of nostalgia for joggling the sand
out of your paperbacks, fall classes are no reason to stop reading
for leisure. Here is a quick list to get you back in the habit.

The Nimrod Flipout by Etgar
Keret (2006)

Courtesy of Arcade Publishing

Life and Death Are Wearing
Me Out by Mo Yan (2006)

Mo Yan, winner of the 2012 Nobel
Prize for Literature, is a lot like a
curmudgeon. His writing is cynical,
irreverent of some Chinese traditions,
but also ver y positive and curious,
especially about his characters, who
are clear representations of childhood
friends and fellow villagers.
In this particular novel, “Life and
Death A re Wearing Me Out,” the
main character has been dead for some
years and is on a path of continuous
animal reincarnations. He is tasked with
watching over a peasant tenant farmer
who refuses to conform with Mao’s
collectivized agriculture. The events in
the book align with much of China’s
history since communism. The farmer
endures the clash of stoic individualism
against a changing popular tide. Each
chapter is painted like a folk tale, stocked
with animals and ancestors. The author
inserts himself as a character in this
work and relentlessly self-deprecates.
He describes the character Mo Yan as
“almost unbelievably ugly.”
“Mo Yan, who always wanted to be a
part of everything and was a real pain
most of the time, someone who was
not easily shamed could not care less,”
is one of the first introductions of his
young, childhood self. He continues,
“Even members of his family called him
a moron.” The author’s folksy wit makes
even the many dark events in the book
seem comical.

Courtesy of Farrar Straus and Giroux

This is a book of short stories by an
Israeli writer. The stories are equally
humorous and incredulous. Keret’s
writing st yle can be as crass as his
often-lewd subject matter, but you feel
tricked after every story. You get going
on a story, really committed to it and,
all of a sudden, in a single moment you
realize he’s talking about something
much funnier or sadder than whichever
mood you thought he projected. This is
all done in very simple language.
Keret writes, “If life is one big party,
Sinai is definitely the chill-out room.
And even Miron and I, who hardly did
anything in regular life anyway, could
appreciate the ultimate nothingness of
this place. Everywhere you looked on
our beach, you saw dozens of spaced-out
hippie chicks, and Miron kept hitting
on them, going on about all the time
he’d spent in the East. It even worked,
sometimes.”
Keret’s stories focus a lot of attention
on insanity. His candid understatements
pull you along through easy tales that
have a lot of demons below the surface.

Courtesy of Holt Rinehart, Winston

Cat’s Cradle by Kurt Vonnegut
(1963)

A not her w r iter w ield i ng a n
understated st yle, Vonneg ut is an
icon in both American literature and
postmodern literature. He uses science
ﬁction to explore the ethics of the atomic
age. The chapters are shockingly concise
(many between one and three pages),
which allows a hallmark to be such a
quick and easy read. This introduced the
world to Vonnegut’s made-up religion
Bokonoism which trips over itself in
paradoxes. Its followers in the book utter
the quasi-lamentable phrase “and so it
goes,” when a death has occurred.
Vonnegut’s humor is famous and this
book is vital for those interested in the
cross between science and spirituality.
This book forces the reader not only
to question what is true but also the
necessity of truth itself. After interacting
with a woman who thinks, “I don’t
know whether I agree or not. I just have
trouble understanding how truth, all
by itself, could be enough for a person.”
the narrator concludes “Miss Faust was
ripe for Bokononism.” While the main
characters are in a mess of uncertain
worldviews, Cat’s Cradle sits at the
crossroads between fun and insightful.

Courtesy of Simon & Schuster
Courtesy of Villard

Catch-22 by Joseph Heller
Into The Wild by Jon Krakauer
(1955)
(1996)
Frank ly, ever yone should read
This one is for your inner hippie.

Krakauer’s book follows Christopher
McCandles’ journey across America
and into the A laskan wilderness. It
is a non-fiction account of a college
graduate seeking something other than
a family or a career. There are plenty of
eccentric characters and it has the feel
of a wild road trip. For those who are
looking to get away to the west but are
tight on gas money, this book is your
best free option.
The focus of this book, McCandles
is tragically ideological. A man he
met along his way remembered, “...
[M]aybe part of what got him into
so much trouble was that he did too
much thinking. Sometimes he tried
too hard to make sense of the world,
to figure out why people were bad to
each other so often.” Maybe this book
won’t inspire you to abandon all your
material possessions and live out in the
wilderness, but it would certainly give
you perspective on the type of person
that is often seen as crazy or egg-headed
or too smart for his own good. So if
you don’t have mountain trips planned
and music festival season is too far away
then nose-dive into this one.

t h i s b o o k . I t ’s i n c i s i v e , d a r k
a n d h y s t e r i c a l l y f u n n y. T h e
contradictions that riddle this book
don’t make any sense on paper but
anyone can relate to what Heller
is t r y i ng to say. H is ch a r ac ter
descriptions are spot on, portraying
many people you likely know. He
writes, “The Texan turned out to be
good-natured, generous and likable.
In three days no one could stand
him.”
The tension of the book is that
t he main character doesn’t want
to fight and thus must prove he is
insane, the only way out. However,
only a sane person would not want
to ﬁght and therefore he cannot exit
the war. Sanity becomes a laughing
stock in Heller’s dark comedy. If
your high school English teacher
unfortunately couldn’t get this one
to you then go ahead and grab this
American classic.
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In the Heart
of Five Points

(803)
799-3730

Welcome back from

Tri Delta
and best of luck to
the class of 2018!

RETREATCOLUMBIA.COM

®
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Get along with your freshman year roommate

Jeremy Marshall Harkness / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

USC students are getting settled in with a week off to get the hang of campus life. This is a time to make the right first impression with your first year roommate.

Coinhabitance shapes first social
experiences of college life

Take out the trash.

Arthur Braswell

MIX@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

M ov i n g i n to a d o r m yo u r
freshman year can be an
enriching, exciting experience.
You likely have a roommate for
the ﬁrst time in your life, someone
who you get to confide in and
share very limited space with.
Moving out of your dorm can
be even more exciting if your
roommate situation didn’t go as
planned. Here’s to hoping the
former is more exciting than the
latter.

Honestly, it’s the easiest chore and
even easier if you don’t forget about it
too often. Plus, it can give you some
old-fashioned, chore leverage when
everything else falls apart. The dishes
aren’t done, but the trash can is empty?
Looks like you’re the good roommate
today. Accept his or her apologies and
commence recreation. You’ve earned it.

Take advantage of any and all
snack oﬀerings.

If you’re lucky, your roommate will
have awesome snacks. If you’re even
luckier, your roommate’s parents will
provide most of the snacks, lessening
the guilt of monetary consumption
because everyone knows parents’ money
doesn’t count. Eat every last one, not
to be a pig or a slob, but to start off the
semester with the notion of sharing.

Wear headphones.

You will very likely listen to more
music in college than you have or

PIZZA LIKE YOU’VE NEVER SEEN.
MADE RIGHT BEFORE YOUR EYES.
Pick your dough.
White, wheat, gluten-free.
Pick your sauce.
We have 6 different kinds.
Pick your toppings.
Over 45 to choose from.
We make it right in front of
you, put it in the oven & it’s
ready to eat in 6 minutes!

will at any other period of your life.
Along this journey, you will explore,
experiment and go through some
phases. This can be a beautiful thing
and a vital part of your education.
Your roommate might not see it that
way. Blast ing experimental deat h
pop on your record player might
indicate a broadened palette, but it
could engender some bad vibrations
between you, your associate and your
neighbors. It’d be much better to keep
those vibrations between your Bose
and your cochlea.

Be bad influences on each
other (to an extent).

College is seen by many as t he
gateway to the real world. However,
that maxim still insists that college is
not the real world. If your roommate
decides to blow off that freshman
year reading experience lecture, why
don’t both of you sleep in? If he/she
decides to eat ice cream past midnight
every night, who’s to say you’re above
the habit? Join in on that as well. It
will only bring the two of you closer
together.

Accept colds.

I n t h is new, t ight space you’re
sharing, illnesses will come. Wash
your hands often, cough or sneeze into
your elbow or sacriﬁce a swine on the
altar but when a cold contaminates the
both of you, don’t fret. No one wants
to live with the roommate who points
snotty ﬁ ngers claiming that “you got
me sick.” So follow your hygienic
routines, but when your immunities
prove to be inefﬁcient, suck it up and
sneeze without sadness.

Play the Resident Mentor right.
Your RM is there to help you, no
question. It’s a bit of an uneasy job
and if you can at least portray to that
person that you and your roommate
are mature and responsible, then he
or she will stay out of your conﬂ icts.
W h i le a med iator ’s pre s ence i s
certainly necessary in uncomfortable
situations, an RM’s interference in a
mundane conflict will make it seem
bigger than it really is, blowing the
argument out of proportion. If the
RM trusts you, then you gain a lot of
discretion with handling your petty
dramas, which you may have plenty of.

Above all, avoid being passive
aggressive.

If an issue is particularly distressful,
make it k nown. Find the fine line
between direct and confrontational.
Sitt ing problems will arise again
and again if unaddressed and their
handling will only get trickier.

L i v i n g w i th s o m e o n e i n a
freshman year dorm is not always
such a breeze, but when else in
your life have you had such an
opportunity to know someone
so well? The excitements that
await both of you are the start
of your immersion into life as a
Gamecock. Hopefully you had the
brains not to room with someone
from your high school. If that’s
the case, even this guide may not
help you.

Fight respectably.

A rg u ment s w i l l be i nev it able.
A nytime you feel like you should
hold something back, go ahead and
do that. Fortunately, most conflicts
with your roommate sweep right over
because you know you’ll have to live
with him or her. Therefore, keep your
roommate’s feelings in mind when you
tell him or her off for eating all the
snacks you had just bought.
DG

Maddio Mondays

9” 3 topping pizzas $5.55

Thursday Night is Team Trivia
8pm - 10pm and $1 Pint Night

Gamecock Football and Uncle Maddio’s
are a winning combination
HOMEMADE PIZZAS • GOURMET SALADS • TOASTED PANINIS

601 Main Street

126

ST
VAIS
GER

USC

Y ST
EMBL
ASS

M ST
SSO
BLO

(803) 256-0033
www.unclemaddios.com
/UncleMaddiosUSC
@unclemaddiosusc

If you are under the age of 21, it is against the law to buy alcoholic
beverages. All South Carolina regulations enforced.

Biggest selection of Cowgirl
boots in Columbia
2 G’s Clothing Company
723 Saluda Avenue
Columbia, SC 29205
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Quiz: What Five Points bar are you?

Katie Cole

MIX@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

What are you planning on doing tonight?
Pound shots like they’re water

Go to bed

Casually drink

What will you pregame with?

No bar.
Taaka and Natty. Gets
the job done.

Few Beers

What do you order
when you get to
the bar?

Of course.

Do you make it to Five Points?

You are no
b a r i n F i ve
Points. In
fact, do you
even know
w h e re F i ve
Po i nts i s?
Live a lit tle
and go make
memories
you’ll be
telling your
grandkids
about.

No...
Shots. Probably Fireball, but it’s whatever is
on sale.

Beer.

PAVLOV’S BAR

Mixed Drink. It’s the
perfect balance.

You are Pavlov’s Bar. Going
almost too hard every night,
not remembering anything past
9:30, and the one that passes
out in public places. But hey,
you’re always a good time.

How many shots do you
order?
Will you be bar hopping?

Absolutely!

How many
bars?

A round for my
friends.

Nah.

1 or 2.

Two or three. I
have an end goal.

All the bars.

GROUP THERAPY

Are you at the
bar for a speciﬁc
activity?
Do you tip your
bartender well?

While Group is a great dive bar that
provides ample amounts of fun, you
probably didn’t know that it existed,
and you probably won’t remember
it the nex t time you’re downtown
either. You bar hopped so much that
you blacked out two stops ago, and
probably don’t remember tipping the
cute bartender ten dollars on a four
dollar drink because he ﬂirted with you
(or that you left your number for him).

Yes.

Of course, he knows
me well.

You’re probably not in the
younger college set, and you
like being around people who
like to get reckless but feel as if
you’re being classy at the same
time. You never have to worry
about 18-year-olds vomiting
all over the ﬂoor, and you can
always trust the bartenders to
recommend something good.
You like the comfort of a place
where they know your face and
you’ll be able to get the most
out of your drinking experience:
they do stay open till 4 a.m.,
you know.

What time are you going
home?

PINCH

If they’re hot, yeah.

bar none

No.

MooseHead
Saloon

You like to bar hop, but you
have a destination and
Mooseheads has quickly
climbed to the top of your hot
spot list. The bartenders are
great, and if you’re a male,
they’re the perfect eye candy
while you sip on your bourbon
on the rocks and try to tell them
how good you look in flannel
and how much better they’d
look in your flannel. You like
to explore Five Points and see
what else is out there, but at
the end of the day you take
comfort in a place big enough
to hold all your friends and for
the bartenders to remember
who you are.

You like drinking while doing
activities, and Bingo is the night
for you. $5 all you can drink tall
boys, it’s a good deal and if you
get there early enough to snag
a table, you’re getting way more
than your money’s worth, which
is great for you. You like being
a regular somewhere, and Ryan
probably knows your full name
by now.

Jake’s
You have money to spend and
scoff at the idea of drinking
any thing other than Purple
Haze. You also probably love
the li ve music that Jake’s
provides, as well as the cornhole and mini golf setup. You’re
either a pretty casual drinker, or
you love the selection of beers
that Jake’s oﬀers; oh, and you
live for Yappy Hour. Puppies
and alcohol? It doesn’t get
much better than that.

After I know
I’ve had
enough.

Whenever they
kick me out. Or
when it closes.

The

BIRD

DOG

Tuesdays are what you
look for ward to; $6 all
you can drink bottomless
wine (for girls). You’ll buy
a shot here or there, but
this bar is probably where
all your girlfriends want
to go on Tuesday night,
not only because there’s
wine, but because it is also
“T-Shirt Tuesday,” meaning
it’s perfectly acceptable
to go from your going to
class look of Norts and a
t-shirt straight downtown.
The eclectic menu of shots
helps as well, along with
the happy hour deals.
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A guide to Five Points and The Vista
Katie Cole

MIX@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Best Dinner Spot
Pawley’s Front Porch
Featured on “Diners, Drive-Ins and Dives,” Pawley’s
has some of the most incredible burgers you will
ﬁ nd in Columbia, as well as other great selections
like their famous fried pickles.

Best Late-Night Food
Fast Eddie’s Calzones
A new calzone place located on Harden Street, Fast Eddie’s
is open every single night of the week until 4 a.m. They offer
a $5 special on a different calzone every day, and their curly
fries will deﬁnitely cure your cravings late at night.
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Best Bar
Pinch
Not only does Pinch host Bingo every Wednesday
night with $5 all you can drink tall boys (without a
doubt the best deal in Five Points), but every night
they also have $1 Natty Light. Pinch offers a great
way to save money and enjoy your evening, and they
also offer some of the best music selections on the bar
scene. Not to mention their staff is stellar and never
disappoints.
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Best Happy Hour Spot
Salty Nut Café
Salty Nut offers $5.50 pitchers during their
happy hour, with the exception of their $6 Coors
Light pitcher. You can choose to sit on the porch
and watch TV outside, or simply enjoy the
Carolina sunshine.
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Best Bar
World of Beer
If you have ever been skeptical about beer, take
a trip to World of Beer and prepare to have your
mind changed. With a huge variety in selection
and a staff that will help you with any questions
you might have, World of Beer has a fantastic
atmosphere and selection of beer.
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Best Happy Hour Spot
Pearlz
Pearlz offers $3 champagne
and select draft beers, $5
martinis, $3.50 house liquor,
and $2 select canned beers.
Their menu is also great if
you like oysters and
seafood.

Best Dinner Spot
Motor Supply Co.
Boasting farm-to-table cuisine and a menu that
changes every day, Motor Supply offers what could
be called the best food in Columbia. The staff is
extremely knowledgeable about the menu and with
new executive chef Wesley Fulmer at the helm, Motor
Supply is headed for a wonderful future.

Go Anywhere.
Do Anything.

“ONE TAP TO RIDE!”
MOBILE BOOKING & TRACKING APP
AVAILABLE NOW

SEE US AT THE
FOUNTAIN IN 5 POINTS
FOR A FREE RIDE!
We now take VISA, Master
Card & American Express!

631 Harden Street Suite C
Columbia Sc 29205
803.254.9488

USC: Continuing Education
University Test Prep
Enroll Now!
LSAT Prep Courses

GMAT Prep Course

August 26 - September 23 October 1 - 27
(Tues/Thurs) 6:00-9:20 pm (M/W) 6:00-9:00 pm

SAT Prep Course

GRE Prep Course

Recommended for
students currently in high
school.
October 12 - November 2
(Sundays) 1:00-5:00 pm

September 14 - October 19
(Sundays) 1:00 -5:00 pm

View our website for a full course schedule
including online classes. Classes start soon!
Discover.sc.edu • 777-9444 • testprep@mailbox.sc.edu

20
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Come Visit
The Closest Mall
To Campus

Dutch Square Center
www.dutchsquare.com

Home of Columbia’s Best Movie Theatre
and over 40 Stores!

803.772.3864 • 421 Bush River Road • Columbia SC
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Donald Portnoy, Music Director

USC Symphony Orchestra
2014-2015 Season
World-renowned guest artists join USC’s premier ensemble to bring you a
stirring concert season with music by the most dynamic composers.

Koger Center for the Arts 7:30 p.m.

Thurs, Sept 18

Russian Extravaganza!
Guest Artist Zuill Bailey, cello

Tues, Oct 21

Americana:

Zuill Bailey

Music of Leonard Bernstein,
George Gershwin & Duke Ellington

Tues, Nov 18

Rock with Rachmaninoff
Guest Artist Adam Golka, piano

Thurs, Jan 22

A Tribute to Sidney Palmer
Adam Golka

Come to an interest meeting
and see where your
Student Media journey will take you!

Charles Fugo, piano, & the Sandlapper Singers

Tues, Feb 24

A Cole Porter Celebration!
Thurs, March 26

A Prodigy Returns
Guest Artist Zeyu Victor Li, violin

wusc.sc.edu

gandbmagazine.com

@WUSC

@garnetandblack

Zeyu Victor Li

Tues, April 21

Berlioz Requiem

Thursday, August 28
Russell House 205, 7 p.m.

Tuesday, August 26
Russell House 315, 7 p.m.

Guest Artist Christian Sebek, tenor
With USC Concert Choir, University Chorus, &
Coker College Singers

Tuesday, September 2
Russell House 205, 7 p.m.

Thursday, August 28
Russell House 315, 7 p.m.

$30 general public $25 seniors, USC faculty & staff;

Monday, September 8
Russell House 205, 7 p.m.

Wednesday, September 3
Russell House 204, 7 p.m.

Tuesday, September 9
Russell House 205, 7 p.m.

Monday, September 8
Russell House 204, 7 p.m.

$8 students. SAVE with a season subscription: $150 general
Christian Sebek

public $110 seniors, USC faculty & staff $45 students.
Call 803.251.2222 or online at capitoltickets.com.

Student Media

Russell House 343 • 803-777-3888
www.sa.sc.edu/studentmedia

University of South Carolina Student Life

www.sc.edu/music/orchestra-season

The University of South Carolina is
an equal opportunity insitution.
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Tips for your first year as a Gamecock
After all the graduation parties, senior week and saying a few goodbyes, move-in day is over and it’s time
to settle in. But there’s no need to be nervous! With a little help from your new friends here at the Daily
Gamecock, the transition to college will be a breeze.
Erika Ryan

MIX@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

—

Get to know your residence hall: These buildings are called what to do in your spare time and keep an eye out for interest events (maybe

“residence halls” and not “dorms” because they oﬀer so much more than just

even the Daily Gamecock!).

a place to sleep.

*** The student organization fair is on August 28.

Did you know that McBryde has a small grocery store called Market 101 in

Talk to your Resident Mentor: Believe it or not, Resident Mentors

building A, or that Columbia Hall has a wellness center on the lower level?

—

These are just a couple of examples of assets that University housing oﬀers

didn’t go through weeks of training and make cute door decorations just to

— and is why we think it’s highly beneﬁcial to learn about what resources your

ignore their residents.

building provides.

RMs are there to help each and every person on their hall with moving and
adjusting to college. As former ﬁrst years and experienced Gamecocks, RMs

— Go to Welcome Week events: Keep in mind this is a huge transition

can give some of the most sound advice about almost anything on campus.

for every freshman on campus, so when you look around you, remember,

They don’t bite, we promise.

everyone is going through the same thing. The University hosts plenty of
Welcome Week events to meet fellow ﬁrst year students, which makes it easier
— Drink in the Cola culture: No matter where you’re from, every student

to overcome shyness and make some new friends from the get go.

is a local now. Columbia is the Soda City, and there are plenty of things every
—

Getting Involved: There are hundreds of student organizations on student will catch on to. Here are a few examples:

USC’s campus, so there’s something for anyone and everyone. We’ve got

It’s “Hugh-gee” street, not “Hugger” street.

everything from the skydiving Flying Gamecocks to the Latin Dance Club. This

Pawley’s Front Porch is the best burger in town.

is open season for recruiting new club members, so now’s the time to pick

This is not Tiger territory.

Columbia’s a big city, so keep in mind there are a lot of cool things worth checking
out around town.
For the readers: The Richland Library on Main Street is open to any student living on campus during the school year.

For the art enthusiasts: The Columbia Art Museum is free to the public on Sundays.

For the music lovers: The New Brookland Tavern is the best dive bar in Columbia, having $5-$10 dollar shows almost
every night of the week.

For the film connoisseurs:

The Nickelodeon Theatre on Main Street is the only nonproﬁt movie theatre in the state,

screening independent and foreign ﬁlms.

For the explorers: Congaree National Park is about 18 miles from campus and is a great change of pace from the stress of
school and city life.

Explore

Stay healthy

The University of South Carolina is a massive

Even though Chick-Fil-A for every meal may seem

campus (you’re going to feel those walks to class

glamorous at ﬁrst, the “Freshman Fifteen” will sneak

in your calves, believe us), smack dab in the

up when you’re not paying attention. Being in college

middle of a state capital, so why not get to know

doesn’t mean giving up veggies or a workout routine

your new home?

— a healthy Gamecock is a happy Gamecock.

While you’ll become familiar with the classroom

But staying in shape isn’t the only way to stay healthy

buildings through out the semester, walking

— the Thomson Student Health Center behind Russell

through Five Points, exploring The Vista, poking

House is there to help you with any of your medical

around the State House or hanging out in Finlay

needs and has a full functioning pharmacy to fill

Park are all great ways to spend the afternoon.

prescriptions. The Counseling center also oﬀers 10

Have fun
There are countless fun things to do around
campus, but Carolina Productions is who we have
to thank for most of our fantastic events.
Aside from having free movies screened every
weekend in the Russell House Theatre, this student
run organization hosts all of USC’s concerts, open
mic nights, comedy shows and so much more.
Keep a look out for this Fall’s upcoming CP events.

free counseling sessions to any full time USC student a
year. If you didn’t know already, your university is really
looking out for you.

Deep breaths, folks — USC may be a place to further your education, but living here is a blast. Go out and enjoy
yourself, it’s too early to be stressing.
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Main Spots
on Main
Key places for students to visit at the
center of Columbia

South Carolina State House
Gervais St

2

Assembly St

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Bourbon
Price Point: $$
Menu: Cajun-Creole

1

Main St

Sumter St

Katie Cole

MIX@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Lady St

4

3

5

The Oak Table
Price Point: $$$
Menu: Modern American cuisine
Washington St

Cantina 76
Price Point: $
Menu: Mexican
Roof Top Lounge
& The Vault Martini Bar
at The Sheraton

6
Hampton St

Zoës Kitchen
Price Point: $
Menu: Mediterranean
Drip
Price Point: $
Menu: Café style
Columbia Museum of Art
Art Museum
Sundays free for students

7
Taylor St

8
9

10

Blanding St

Finlay Park

The Nickelodeon Theater
Independent Movie Theater
www.nickelodeon.org
Michael’s Cafe & Catering
Price Point: $$
Menu: American

Laurel St

Salina Café
Price Point: $
Menu: Ethiopian

Learn how you can:
• Present workshops
• Promote healthy behaviors
• Support responsible party
strategies
• Participate in campus
initiatives
• Gain leadership experience
• Develop effective
communication skills
• Become a nationally
certiﬁed peer leader
• Attend national/regional
conferences

Practicum in Health
Education - HPEB 301
Fall 2014
Meeting Times:
MW 3:55-5:10
Where:
Darla Moore School of
Business RM 135
Instructor:
Krishma Naik

For more information and application:

www.sa.sc.edu/sape/peers

AlcoholEdu & Haven
Remember: all new, incoming students under the age of 23
must complete both online courses by the following dates:

Part 1 by August 16th
Part 2 by October 17th
Login to Self Service Carolina for details. Failure to
complete will result in a registration hold placed on the
student’s account.
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Five Points Hot Spots
While most college students have rotated in and out of the doors of the same ﬁve retail stores in Five Points, there are some phenomenal untapped stores
brimming with potential on Harden Street. Walk around, take a look and ﬁnd something incredible at each stop.

Katie Cole

MIX@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Vestique
Vestique has a great changing rotation of clothes every few weeks, as
well as shoes, bags and jewelry. Currently there is a selection of game
day dresses that vary in style and print so you don’t have to go to the ﬁrst
football game without a great outﬁt. Don’t miss the sale rack upstairs either,
where you can ﬁnd amazing deals on pieces you may have been eyeing for
a bit.

Good for the Sole
Need a pair of Jack Rogers for game day? Or maybe for your next sorority
function? Good for the Sole carries a wide variety of Jack Rogers at a great
price, as well as other footwear for the school year. And if you ﬁnd yourself

Jeremy Marshall Harkness/ THE DAILY GAMECOCK

in need of a pair of Sperry boat shoes, you will have no trouble here. What’s
even better is they sell them in garnet. And if none of that sold you, there is

Copper Penny

a resident puppy greeting you as you walk in. Great service, selection and

New to the Columbia area, Copper Penny also oﬀers a myriad of pieces;

a puppy: you know it will be a good trip.

you can pick up an outﬁt to wear downtown as well as a smart dress to

Steel Garden

wear for an interview. The spacious area makes for a great outlet, and help

Do you have a love for bohemian chic style? This store is perfect for you

is always oﬀered if you need it.

if that is the case. Beautifully set up, Steel Garden has everything for your
bohemian needs, whether that’s a black Panama hat, delicate jewelry or
a sheer maxi dress. The staﬀ is always willing to help you ﬁnd what you’re
looking for, and as always, make sure you stop by the sale rack.

OOPS! Clothing
OOPS! is great because they oﬀer a wide selection of clothing from your
favorite brands in catalogs, but at half of the price you would normally pay.
You can browse bow ties, button-down shirts, shift dresses, dog collars
and more at the store, located on the corner of Harden and Blossom Street.

Jeremy Marshall Harkness/ THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Student
Health
Services
University of South Carolina

Hours
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. M-F,
2-8 p.m. Sundays*
fall/spring
Learn more about
our services &
programs at
www.sa.sc.edu/shs

Like us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/UofSCshs
Follow us on Twitter: www.twitter.com/UofSCshs

Medical Services:

General Medicine Center*
Women’s Care*
Lab & Radiology*
Sports Medicine &
Physical Therapy
Pharmacy*

Allergy, Immunization & Travel Clinic
Administers allergy shots, provides immunizations and gives
travelers info about countries they’ll visit.
Jeremy Marshall Harkness/ THE DAILY GAMECOCK

First Responders*
24/7 urgent care response unit of nationally-registered EMTs

Mental Health Services:

Roadtrip to Savings!

Counseling & Human
Development Center*
Psychiatric Services
Psychotherapy, medication
management & referrals.

Prevention &
Advocacy Services:
Campus Wellness

90 Days
No Payment

Refinance your
auto and save!

$100
Cash Back*

*Approval is based on credit worthiness; existing AllSouth auto loans are not eligible for this promotion. 2010 and newer vehicles only;
minimum loan amount of $5,000. Interest will continue to accrue during the 90 days with no payment. $100 will be deposited into your
savings account when the loan is established. Savings account required for membership.
Federally insured by NCUA

Includes nutrition appointments,
exercise consultations, tobacco
treatment programming and more.

Sexual Assault and Violence
Intervention & Prevention
Victim advocacy, prevention programming and more. If you
experience sexual assault, sexual misconduct or dating violence
and need support services, go to the SAVIP office during business
hours 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. M-F, or if after hours, call USC police at
803-777-4215 and let them know you need to reach the advocate.

2012 Harden Street

(803) 736-3110
Online at

www.allsouth.org

In support of Healthy Carolina. Improving student success through healthy living.
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What major are you?
Quit switching between majors and figure out what you should be once and for all.
Alex Buscemi

MIX@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

icking a major isn’t all that big of a deal -- aside from the fact
that whatever field of study you select pigeonholes you into a
predetermined career path broken only by a change in majors and
four extra semesters your family can’t aﬀord. So don’t sweat it. It’s
not like your job deﬁnes who you are anyway, right? But if you’re still freaking
out, don’t worry -- I’ve compiled this nifty little quizlet (based on broad,
shallow generalizations) that will choose a major for you. Just circle your
answers and follow the key at the end. Give it the good ole college try, will
ya?

P

Hottie across the bar makes eye contact. What do you do?
A) Oﬀer to buy them a drink.
B) Ask them what their astrological sign is – I’m looking for something serious, not
just another ﬂing with some Scorpio
C) Look away.
D) Oh no they’re wearing the same – never mind, just a mirror.
E) Hit on their friend in front of them
What are you listening to?

How did you wear your hair today?

What is the last picture you put online?
A) My friends and I with red eyes holding red solo cups.
B) Black and white snapshot of an old building.
C) My parents and I at high school graduation.
D) Picture of a burger with the caption “OMG so fat lol #nom #nom”
E) My latest project with a local charity.

A) Let’s be honest, it’s all about physical appeal.
B) Clothes from a thrift shop. And glasses.
C) The natural spectacle of the North American cicada, which only appears once
every 17 years.
D) Money.
E) Telling people what to do.
Pick a superhero
A) Superman.
B) No. Superhero cliches are ruining modern ﬁlm.
C) Captain Planet.
D) Chris Hemsworth.
E) Captain America.
You just won $1,000. What do you do ﬁrst?
A) To the bars!
B) Give it away. I don’t need empty materials to be happy.
C) Save it.
D) Shoes. Shoes. Shoes.
E) Get ahead on the race for student body president by buying a pile of posters
with my face on them.
A:
B:
C:
D:
E:

What do you want to do when you graduate?
A) Make BANK son.
B) Something that will freak out society.
C) Harness the power of cells as healing tools in order to cure rare diseases
through gene therapy.
D) Nothing.
E) Have power.

What turns you on?

mostly
mostly
mostly
mostly
mostly

Pick something to watch.
A) The Wolf of Wall Street
B) Tim’s Vermeer – you probably haven’t heard of it *closes eyes while
answering*
C) Dawn of the Planet of the Apes
D) If I Stay
E) House of Cards

A) Rap
B) Something with a crowd of people shouting “Hey! Ho!” … or EDM.
C) TED Talks
D) “I’m so fancy – you already know!”
E) NPR

Chose
Chose
Chose
Chose
Chose

A) Short and tight.
B) The Skrillex cut.
C) However it was when I woke up.
D) I’m still deciding, do you think pigtails make me look promiscuous?
E) Neat hair part or a bob

Business — Play it safe and make some cheddar. You’ll have a better shot at making it big than the rest.
Art — Take a chance and follow your passion. And go easy with the foam on that latte.
Biology — Become a doctor and save lives. Or do research and look through microscopes and stuﬀ.
Communications — Write snarky quizzes for the school paper. After graduation, who knows?
Political Science — Run for oﬃce. Change your stances on pretty much everything as you climb to the top.
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Discover how to design ﬁrst day outﬁts
Instead of wearing a
t-shirt,leggings to class, dress up.
Katie Cole

MIX@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

The f irst day of class is always
i nt i m i d at i n g. N o m at t e r w h at
situation, you want to make a good
ﬁrst impression on everyone you could
potentially be meeting that day. So
what happens when you enter college,
and you’re suddenly allowed to show
up to class in just about anything you
want? Even if your high school had a
normal dress code, there are almost no
restrictions when you get to a college

campus.
Wearing t he best and f lashiest
dress you own with your five-inch
heels you just bought is not going to
be the best route. There are quite a
few bricks on this campus, and if 90
percent of students trip over them
wearing flat shoes, there is a pretty
high chance you’re going to take a
couple tumbles before you even make
it to the building you’re supposed to
be in. However, if you’re really set
on wearing heels, keep the heel a bit
lower, at least until you get used to all
the bricks.
It’s a well-known fact that Columbia
is, “famously hot and cocky.” So yes,

that means on the first day of class
it will probably be in the upper 90s,
with humidity through the roof. You
will show up to your class drenched in
sweat even if you walked twenty feet.
This doesn’t mean you have to wear
gym clothes (unless you’re really into
it.) Fabrics that allow breathing room
are your friends, specifically cotton
and linen.
When dressing for your first day,
make that great impression. If you’re
going through sorority recruitment
and have to wear the recruitment
t-shirt, pair it with cute shorts and
sandals or a high-waisted skirt. If you
don’t have to wear a t-shirt, take a risk

and put on a top you feel great in and
some shorts or a skirt. Maybe you’re
more of a dress person. Throw on the
dress you feel like you can take on the
world in.
At the end of the day, remember
that to put your best foot forward,
you have to be comfortable in the
clothes you wear. If you’re not a dress
or skirt person, don’t wear one just
because you think it will impress your
professors. Wear some killer skinny
jeans and a top you love. As long as
it’s styled well, and you feel great in it,
others will notice.
DG
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Stay cool in a laid back tank and patterned highwaisted shorts.

Throw on an easy maxi dress and look like you
put in way more effort than you probably did.

Dress up a little more and pair a cute tank with a
dressy skirt.

Top: J.Crew

Dress: Macy’s

Top: Macy’s
Skirt: Unknown
Sandals: Jack Rogers

Shorts: Anthropologie

Come to an interest meeting
and see where your
Student Media journey will take you!

sgtv.sc.edu
@SGTVatUSC

dailygamecock.com
@thegamecock

Wednesday, August 27
Russell House 205, 8 p.m.

Tuesday, August 26
Russell House 201, 7 p.m.

Wednesday, August 27
Russell House 205, 8:30 p.m.

Tuesday, September 2
Russell House 201, 7 p.m.

Thursday, August 28
Russell House 205, 8 p.m.

Wednesday, September 3
Russell House 201, 7 p.m.

Thursday, August 28
Russell House 205, 8:30 p.m.

Tuesday, September 9
Russell House 201, 7 p.m.

Monday, September 1
Russell House 205, 7 p.m.

Wednesday, August 27
Russell House 201, 7 p.m.

Monday, September 1
Russell House 205, 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday, September 10
Russell House 201, 7 p.m.

Student Media

Russell House 343 • 803-777-3888
www.sa.sc.edu/studentmedia

University of South Carolina Student Life

The University of South Carolina is
an equal opportunity insitution.
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EMPLOYMENT

Telecounseling Positions
Available
The Office of Undergraduate
Admissions is looking for
enthusiastic, dedicated
undergraduate students to
assist with recruitment this
year by calling prospective
students, admitted students
and their parents. Applicants
should possess strong
communication skills,
enthusiasm for USC, good
work ethic, professionalism,
and basic computer and
telephone skills. Students are
required to work a minimum
of two nights per week during
the hours of 5:00 to 9:00pm
Monday through Thursday
throughout the school year,
except on University holidays.
Telecounseling pays $7.50/
hr, and training begins on
Monday September 8th.
Applications are available in
the Office of Undergraduate
Admissions located on the
Horseshoe in Lieber College
starting Friday August 15.
Application deadline: Friday
August 29th at 5:00 pm.
For more information,
please call Alexandra Scovel
at 803-777-9106.

Why USC?
Gamecock Connection
Positions Available
Tell us why you love USC!
The Office of Undergraduate
Admissions is looking for
enthusiastic, dedicated
students to assist with
recruiting prospective students
at Admissions special events.
In this role you can share your
love for USC with prospective
students, admitted
students and their parents.
Applicants should possess
strong communication
skills, enthusiasm for USC,
good work ethic, and
professionalism. We are
selecting both volunteers and
paid recruiters to assist with
Admissions events this fall.
There will be a mandatory
training meeting for new
members. Applications
will be available in the
Office of Undergraduate
Admissions located on the
Horseshoe in Lieber College
beginning Friday August 15th.
Application deadline: Friday,
August 29th at 5:00 pm. For
more information,
please call Alexandra Scovel
at 803-777-9106.

EMPLOYMENT
Best Job on Campus! Be
a Carolina Caller! Flexible
Schedule, Work Nights
and Weekends, earn up to
$8.75/hr, Fall and Spring
Positions. Apply Online
sc.thecallingcenter.com
Preschool Teacher and
substitutes
Eastminster Day School
@ 3200 Trenholm Road,
Columbia,is now accepting
applications for part-time
teachers & substitutesmornings and afternoons.
Interested applicants, please
call 771-1512

Aries

Taurus

Say yes to a fun, proﬁtable
ide a . C a r i n g ac t ion s
garner support. Absent
members phone in. Listen
to all considerations. You
have what you need. Visit
an art museum. Love is
the answer.

Gemini

You're on a creative roll.
Issue press releases, post
to your blog, and connect
with your social peeps.
Share t he i nterest i ng
news you find. Increase
t he eff icienc y of your
distribution. Speak from
your heart.

Cancer

Keep costs down. Make
l ist s. Let fam ily help
you streamline routines
and share chores.
Don't provide frills or
extra treats. Take the
philosophical path less
traveled. Ask for feedback.
Trim the fluff. Consider
the larger perspective.

Part Time Merchandiser
Earn $100-150 per day
working part-time. Beverage
distributor needs reliable,
part-time personnel to
stock shelves in grocery
and large format stores on
weekends. Applicants must
be 21 and possess reliable
transportation.
Email chris@bsaiken.us

MISC

OPPORTUNITIES
Do you order shirts for your
Club or Greek Organization?
Want to become a campus rep
& get paid doing it?
Email us at Reps@
TheNeonSouth.com

ANNOUNCEMENTS
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
Welcome Banquet, Aug 29
Free meal, entertainment, &
door prizes www.ifmusa.org

Parking Spaces
Pickens at Blossom. $340 per
semester. 799-3452

Email lcorley@
eastminsterpres.org
Gymnastics Coach
All Star Gymnastics is
now hiring gymnastics
and tumbling instructors.
Prior coaching experience
or previous competitive
gymnast preferred. Located
at 4046 Fernandina Road,
Columbia, SC 29212. Please
call (803)561-9682 or email
allstargymcola@gmail.com!

wusc.sc.edu

THE SCENE

HOROSCOPES
Hold onto your money.
Do the work yourself, and
save. Communications
are back on track now.
Record you r ideas.
Discuss collaborations
a nd let ot hers lead.
Postpone romance and
f ol low y ou r c r e at i v e
muse.

EMPLOYMENT
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Virgo

N et work i ng b enef it s
your career status today.
Creative communications
come easily... dive into
a writing or recording
projec t w it h passion.
Take time to work out
d isag reement s a nd to
align on the vision.

Libra

L i m it e nt er t a i n me nt
spending, unless workrelated. E x pa nd you r
hor iz ons a nd get out
there. St udy, research
and v isit an object of
fascination, virtually or in
person.

Scorpio

Chart the road map to
a f uture you envision,
and plot t he f inancial
requirements. Friends and
your mate are full of ideas.
Someone shows his or her
true colors. Together, you
can realize a dream.

Sagittarius

Communicate to resolve
d isag reement s i n a
pa r t ner sh ip. Wa it to
see what develops. Keep
track of earnings. You're
lear n i ng how to do
without something you
once thought essential.
Friends help build your
conﬁdence. Be adaptable.

Capricorn

Prov ide excellent
service, to others and
y o u r s e l f . Wr it i n g
and research produce
results. Think before
you speak. Correspond
a nd d i s c u s s p r oje c t
details. You don't need
to be there physically.
Conser ve resou rces.
Recharge with natural
beauty.

Aquarius

T he g e a r s b eg i n t o
turn on an interesting
ne w p r oje c t . Joi n a
good team. Take care.
Dress for success.
Invest in your business.
Post pone a romant ic
out i ng for af ter t he
game. Keep a secret.

THIS WEEK
BOYHOOD
8:30 p.m., $8
The Nickelodeon, 1607 Main St.
Friday, Aug. 15
UP ALL NITE VOL. 2: LIVE HIP-HOP,
R&B, JAZZ, SOUL, ELECTRONIC, ROCK
9 p.m. to 1 a.m., $10
Conundrum Music Hall
626 Meeting St.
Friday, Aug. 15

PLANETARIUM: SEVEN WONDERS
GRAND OPENING
9 a.m. to 7 p.m. $8.95
South Carolina State Museum
301 Gervais St.
Saturday, Aug. 16
RELENTLESS GYPSY
10 p.m., Free
Tin Roof
1022 Senate St.
Tuesday, Aug. 19

08/15/14

Pisces

Discuss home
i m p r o v e m e nt s w it h
your part ner and
f a m i l y. L e t f r ie n d s
help. A bar r ier to
your objectives could
arise... patiently work
a rou nd it. Confer
with a sensible
person. Delegate to a
perfectionist. Act for
love.

Leo

Resist the temptation to
buy something expensive.
Hold out for t he best
dea l. A sk f r iends for
recommendat ions and
reviews. You may find a
suitable alternative for
much less. Celebrate with
people you adore.

8/15/14

1 2 3 4

For solutions to
today’s puzzle,
go to
dailygamecock.com

or download our
app!

ACROSS
1 Salon chorus
6 Modern wall
hanging
10 Grilling
occasions, brieﬂy
14 White-and-yellow
lily
15 Requiem Mass
hymn word
16 Riga resident
17 Spanish waters
18 *Handycam
project
20 Maritime special
ops force
member
22 Suez Canal
locale
23 *Graduates’
burdens
26 Ames sch.
27 Mao’s gp.
28 “Boardwalk
Empire” airer
31 Picture problem
34 *Marshall Plan
subject
38 Vital artery
40 “Let __ Cry”:
Hootie & the
Blowﬁsh hit
41 Word with bald or
sea
42 *Frustrating call
response
45 Sounds of
disapproval
46 LAX calculation
47 Jeanne d’Arc,
e.g.: Abbr.
48 Pick, with “for”
50 *Cornerback’s
responsibility
56 Cover
59 React to an
unreasonable
boss, perhaps
60 Physiques, and
what the starts of
the answers to
starred clues are
63 Varnish
ingredient
64 “__ further
reﬂection ...”
65 Kaneohe Bay
locale
66 “__ a Letter to
My Love”: 1980
ﬁlm
67 Marketing preﬁx
68 M.’s counterpart
69 Hauling team

DOWN
1 Some hospital
procedures
2 Bedevil
3 Candy heart
message
4 Be
unsportsmanlike
5 Talks back to
6 Drummer’s pair
of cymbals
7 Waggish
8 Skye cap
9 Sign of a winner
10 They may involve
rants
11 Flock of quail
12 Aural hygiene
item
13 Editor’s mark
19 __ à trois
21 Sufﬁcient, in
slang
24 “Lohengrin,” for
one
25 “The Louisville
Lip”
28 Fairy tale baddies
29 Con
30 Horace works
31 Woods denizen?
32 Ill-mannered sort
33 Celestial bear
35 “Golly!”
36 Friend of
Stimpson J. Cat

For solutions to
today’s puzzle,
go to
dailygamecock.com

or download our
app!

37 Fop’s
characteristic
39 Court statistic
43 “__ be an honor”
44 Sets of points, in
math
49 Illinois county or
its seat
50 Revolutionary
general known
as Mad Anthony
51 Oscar winner
Mercedes
52 Come after
53 Carpentry
tools

54 Cybermag
55 Lets out
56 Border on
57 Easy gait
58 Hollywood
favorite
61 Hebrew day
62 Bud
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1022 SENATE STREET ɷ COLUMBIA, SC 29201
MUSICFARM.COM
Music Farm Productions and Tin Roof are proud to bring Charleston’s celebrated
venue, the Music Farm, to the Congaree Vista. Catch a show, grab a drink and be a
part of “Growing Great Music” in Greater Columbia!

MUSIC FARM COLUMBIA

GRAND OPENING:

A Second Harvest
Featuring

THE BLUE DOGS, THE OCCASIONAL MILKSHAKE
FEATURING MARK BRYAN OF HOOTIE AND THE
BLOWFISH, THE ARCHETYPES

SEPTEMBER 5
YO MAMA’S BIG
FAT BOOTY
BAND

STOP LIGHT
OBSERVATIONS

WASHED OUT

MARC
BROUSSAND

SEPT 10

SEPT 12

SEPT 16

SEPT 21

THE WOOD
BROTHERS

CHERUB

THE
REVIVALISTS

COREY SMITH

SEPT 24

SEPT 25

OCT 8

OCT 10

PATRICK DAVIS

ATLAS ROAD
CREW

OAR

WHO’S BAD

OCT 17

OCT 31

NOV 17

NOV 21

brought to you by
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Dylan
Thompson

TAKING THE
REIGNS

Jeﬀrey Davis / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Following Connor Shaw’s exit, fifth-year senior Dylan Thompson will be under center in 2014, leading a high-octane offense that includes Heisman-hopeful Mike Davis.

Thompson will play behind 4 returning
starters on oﬀensive line
David Roberts

SPORTS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Down 7-0 to UCF and having the misfortune of starting the drive on
his own three-yard line, quarterback Dylan Thompson lined up in the
shotgun with no one beside him.
Standing three yards deep in South Carolina’s end zone, Thompson
corralled the snap, dropped back three steps and ﬁred a pearl to sophomore
wide receiver Damiere Byrd for 15 yards and a mile of breathing room.
Thompson would eventually lead the Gamecocks to a defeat of the
Knights, which won its ﬁnal nine games, including a 52-42 shootout over
Baylor in the BCS Tostitos Fiesta Bowl.
With plays like that, it’s clear that Thompson is ﬁ nally ready to leave

his own mark on South Carolina’s program. He has shown glimpses of
readiness, including the game-winning pass in the 2013 Outback Bowl
against Michigan.
The only problem is that he was stuck behind the all-time winningest
quarterback in South Carolina, Connor Shaw, on the depth chart.
Thompson expressed his appreciation for being a member of South
Carolina’s historic teams, even though he seldom garnered a start.
“Just being a part of this winning culture,” Thompson said, “that since
we’ve been there has happened. Hopefully [we] just keep it going, you
know. I don’t know what that looks like individually, but as a team, we just
hope to keep that rolling.”
Thompson’s conﬁdence in his abilities is the same conﬁdence that head
coach Steve Spurrier bestowed in the ﬁ fth-year senior when he named
Thompson the starting quarterback for the 2014 season.
“Dylan knows the offense in and out,” Spurrier said at this year’s SEC
THOMPSON • 2
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Thompson is 3-0 in his career as a starter, including a 27-17 win over Clemson in 2012. He completed 23 of 41 passes for 310 yards in the victory, adding three touchdowns.
THOMPSON • Continued from 1
Media Days. “He’s a wonderful young man; a natural
leader. He does everything the coaches ask and then
a little bit more. So, we have tremendous conﬁdence
that he’s going to have a big year.”
A big year could indeed be on t he horizon
for Thompson, who is surrounded by offensive
ﬁrepower.
The Gamecocks return four starters on their
offensive line, including redshirt senior left guard
A.J. Cann. Over the offseason, Cann was named
ﬁ rst-team All-America and ﬁ rst-team All-SEC by
Phil Steele and Athlon.
This year, t wo seniors in Cann and Corey
Robinson on the left side will protect Thompson,
while two juniors Mike Matulis and Brandon Shell
will man the right side. Sophomore centers Cody
Waldrop and Clayton Stadnik are ﬁghting to earn

the starting spot at the position.
“It’s a huge blessing to be behind those guys,”
Thompson said of his offensive line. “We work out
in the morning, and then I’ll go in the afternoon and
get something in and our offensive line is in there
grinding on their own time, just putting in extra
work. Just seeing that, knowing the guys care about
what they do, and they want to be great themselves
is something that’s really encouraging.”
Thompson will also line up with Heisman hopeful
Mike Davis at his disposal this season. Thompson
leaned on Davis heavily in South Carolina’s win over
UCF, when the running back racked up 178 total
yards and three touchdowns.
Redshirt juniors Brandon Wilds and Shon Carson
will factor in the position, too, when Davis is off the
field. Redshirt freshman David Williams figures
receive a portion of carries this year after impressing
in the spring game. The second year back out

of Philadelphia, Pa. notched 51 yards and two
touchdowns on nine touches in this spring’s garnet
and black game.
There is a bevy of talent at the wide receiver and
tight end positions for South Carolina.
Junior Shaq Roland, senior Damiere By rd,
sophomore Pharoh Cooper and senior Nick Jones
each will play key parts in Thompson’s aerial raid,
with Roland expected to be the primary receiver.
Spu r r ier a nd compa ny have been work i ng
sophomore quarterback Brendan Nosovitch into the
tight end position at the beginning of fall practice,
hinting that he could play into the wildcat package.
Whoever surrounds Thompson on the offensive
side of the ball, one position will remained fixed
throughout the season.
Dylan Thompson is your starting quarterback.
DG

Jeffrey looking to build own legacy

Jeﬀrey Davis / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Shamier Jeffrey enjoyed a career day against Arkansas last season, reeling in five catches for 32 yards. He is the younger brother of former Gamecock Alshon Jeffery.

Redshirt junior looking for
playing time at crowded position
David Roberts

SPORTS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

W hen w ide receiver Sha m ier
Je f f e r y f i r s t a r r i v e d at S o u t h
Carolina, his brother, Alshon, had
already entrenched himself atop the
depth chart, cemented by a breakout
1,517-yard 2010 season.
I n 2011 t he elder Jef fer y once
again led Gamecocks wide receivers

in virtually every statistical category,
and while Shamier used the year to
redshirt, Alshon made his break to
the NFL after the conclusion of the
season.
With the Chicago Bears selecting
t he si x-foot-fou r Jef fer y i n t he
second rou nd of t he 2012 N F L
Draft, Shamier was left behind to
build his own legacy, now out of the
shadow of his older brother.
“There’s certain things that he
does like him, but we tr y not to
compare t hem too much,” w ide

receivers coach Steve Spurrier Jr.
said. “He certainly has very strong
hands … like A lshon did. A lshon
was a great one, but that’s going to
happen; you’re going to get those
comparisons both ways, good and
bad.”
Shamier struggled to find room
o n a c r o wd e d 2012 t e a m t h at
f e at u re d s t a ndout pl a y e r s l i k e
Bruce Ellington and Ace Sanders.
He played in games against East
Carolina, Arkansas and Michigan,
but did not log a catch in any contest.

As a redshirt sophomore, Shamier
caught his f irst career pass in a
52-7 rout of A rkansas, ultimately
m a n a g i n g f i v e c a t c h e s f o r 32
yards. He finished the year with
six catches, which was the ninthhighest reception total on a team
where 20 players caught at least one
pass.
“W hat’s interesting too, is the
better your team gets, t he more
d e p t h y o u h a v e ,” S p u r r ie r Jr.
added. “You know, you just don’t
JEFFREY • 7
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Players to look out for in 2014
Gamecocks oﬀense
poised for record season
David Roberts

SPORTS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

1. Redshirt senior Dylan
Thompson
Thompson has been waiting for
this time for what I’m sure feels like
forever. The reins of the offense are
ﬁ nally all his, but he would be wise to
light up the scoreboard at WilliamsBrice. The Head Ball Coach has
a penchant for pulling his QB1—
heck, he even did it to the eventual
winningest quarterback in school
history Connor Shaw. Regardless,
the South Carolina coaching staff is
confident in Thompson’s abilities.
The ﬁ fth-year senior has an arsenal
for a n of fen se, too. A Heism a n
hopeful in the backﬁeld paired with
a bevy of talented receivers and an
experienced offensive line should have
Spurrier drooling at the possibilities.

2. Senior defensive back
Brison Williams
Williams will likely be the most
experienced player whichever position
he ends up at this year. He has been
practicing as a cornerback during
t he of f season to compensate for
South Carolina’s lack of bodies at
the position. Although he’s penciled
i n a t s t r o n g s a f e t y, W i l l i a m s
admitted that he’s leaning toward
cornerback in terms of his positional
preference. He c u r rent ly has 24
starts to his name, and has played in
33 contests. Williams’ place in the
defensive backﬁeld will ultimately be
determined by the speed at which the
Gamecocks’ freshman corners can
pick up the playbook.

3. Redshirt senior left
guard A.J. Cann
Often times you’ll hear a member
of the offensive line referred to as
an “anchor.” Well, if that’s the case,
A.J. Cann is the anchor, chain and

Jeﬀrey Davis / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Junior running back Mike Davis said during South Carolina’s media day that he may leave for the 2015 NFL Draft if he has a
breakout season similar to last season’s.
the ship. The six-foot-four 311-pound
captain will be the key to opening
up running lanes for teammate Mike
Davis and keeping Dylan Thompson
upr ight. Ca n n recent ly received
recog n it ion f rom E SPN , wh ic h
ranked the fifth-year senior as the
54th-best player in college football
heading into the 2014 season.

4. Sophomore linebacker
Skai Moore
Moore’s 2013 season embodied
what most ot her Sout h Carolina
linebackers went through last year.
The sophomore from Cooper City,
Fla. was thrown into the fire last
season, as t he G a mecock s had a
monumental hole to fill with their
linebacking core. He played in all
13 games and garnered a Freshman
All-SEC selection from the coaches.
Moore had two interceptions in South

Carolina’s 34-24 win over Wisconsin
in the 2014 Capital One Bowl. He has
the ability to play the pass and the
run exceptionally well, and is poised
for a solid sophomore season.

5. Junior running back
Mike Davis
Following a season where he rushed
for a team-high 1,183 yards, Davis’
spot on this list is well deserved. His
2013 season was the fourth-best by
a South Carolina running back if
we only look at rushing yards. Only
two other Gamecocks have rushed
f or mor e t h a n 1,183 y a rd s i n a
season: George Rogers (1979, 80) and
Marcus Lattimore (2010). The job
has belonged to Davis ever since he
burst onto the scene against North
Carolina last year, rushing 12 times
for 115 yards and a touchdown. He
was hobbled by a minor hamstring

injury at the beginning of fall camp,
but is expected to be ready for Texas
A&M on Aug. 28.

6. Junior wide receiver
Shaq Roland
H is ex per ience shou ld help
Thompson’s transition into a starting
qu a r terb ac k b e a sea m le s s one.
Roland came to Columbia as a highly
touted wide receiver. He won South
Carolina’s M r. Football in 2012,
but has failed to live up to the hype
thus far. Roland has shown f lashes
of becoming the wide receiver he is
capable of being, but this season, he
must become a go-to, reliable receiver
for Thompson lest he be phased out
by another young, talented receiver,
of which t here are plent y on t he
Gamecock roster.
GAMECOCKS • 5
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Junior wide receiver Shaq Roland caught 25 passes for 455 yads and five
touchdowns, but was suspended for three games.
GAMECOCKS • Continued from 4

7. Freshman cornerback
D.J. Smith
Smith, along with fellow freshman
corner Al Harris Jr., has been working
out and familiarizing himself with the
playbook all summer. Immediately,
that puts him at an advantage over the
talented incoming freshmen Chris
Lammons and Wesley Green, who
were granted eligibility in the final
days of July. Smith has outstanding
playmaking potential, and is a sure
tackler. He made the transition to
safety his senior year of high school
after playing cornerback the previous
two years, so he has the football IQ
to come in and make an immediate
impact, which is exactly what South

Carolina’s defensive secondary needs.

8. Freshman linebacker
Bryson Allen-Williams
Allen-Williams may not make much
of an impact on the South Carolina
defense, especially during the first
half of the season. And the reasoning
for that is simple: South Carolina
doesn’t need him to. The Gamecocks’
linebacking core is battle-tested, and
is no longer seen as a weakness going
into the season as it was last year.
Allen-Williams is clearly the future of
this defense; maybe not to the extent
of another Jadeveon Clowney, but
close.
DG
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GRAND OPENING
Friday September 5
THURSDAYS
$1 BEERS
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Jeffrey called his brother, Alshon, special, and said that it’s hard to compare the two.
Alshon Jeffrey amassed over 3,000 receiving yards in his time at South Carolina.
JEFFREY • Continued from 1
get a ton of opportunities, and the
opportunities you get, you better
do well.”
Now a redshirt junior, Jeffery has
been hitting the weight room more
frequently this offseason, a step that
he calls “the most important thing.”
A nd although experienced wide
receivers Shaq Roland, Damiere
Byrd and Nick Jones are still around,
Spu rrier Jr. noted t hat Jef fer y’s
offseason bodes well for a potential
breakout season.
“ H e l o o k s l i g ht e r, h e l o o k s
quicker,” Spurrier Jr. said. “I think
he was the fastest guy on our team
in our shuttle run. So, his quickness
and h is change of direct ion are
extremely, extremely quick.”
While Shamier ﬁ nished his 2013
c a mpa ig n w it h si x c atche s, h is
brother averaged over five catches
per game with the Bears on the way
to his ﬁ rst Pro Bowl season.
A l s hon c au g ht 89 p a s s e s f or
1,421 yards, while adding seven

touchdowns as well as 105 yards on
the ground. He ﬁ nished sixth in the
N FL in receiving—second in the
NFC—and was the leading receiver
on a team that featured perennial
Pro-Bowler Brandon Marshall.
Comparisons of the two brothers
do sometimes arise, but Shamier
says it is not fair to compare the two.
“My brother,” Shamier said,” he
was always special. He was like a
[ Jade ve on] C low ne y — a lw a y s
special.”
But now with the exit of tenured
wide receiver Bruce Ellington and
the transition into a more traditional
passing offense, the possibility of
t he you nger Jef fer y becoming a
special player is more likely than
before.
“We’re certainly a staff that gives
people the chance to go play and see
how they do,” Spurrier Jr. said. “I
think he wants his shot to go play a
little bit. We’ll send him out there
and see how he does.”
DG

FRIDAYS
BEER PONG & CORNHOLE
WITH BAR ATHLETES
SELECT SATURDAYS
LIVE MUSIC
BAND SCHEDULE ONLINE
PRIVATE PARTY RENTAL AVAILABLE
OUTDOOR DECK AND BACK BAR

DAILY DRINK SPECIALS
POSTED ONLINE, ON
FACEBOOK AND ON TWITTER

Tues. to Sat. from 5 p.m. until 2 a.m.

812 Harden Street • Five Points
Next to Rite Aid
If you are under the age of 21 it is against the law to buy alcoholic
beverages. All South Carolina regulations enforced

-Runs on money
-Makes you fat
-No affordable parking

w
es
M a ke t h

it c

h!

3223 Devine Street,
Columbia, SC 29205
803-254-9797

- Runs on fat
- Saves you money
- No parking tickets
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Volleyball prepares for successful 2014 season
Gamecocks are excited about depth,
experience in its 2014 roster
David Roberts

SPORTS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Live it.
it.
Live

South Carolina’s volleyball roster is top heavy with
players who have one or less years of collegiate playing
experience.
Most got their ﬁrst taste of SEC volleyball last season
in the midst of a 12-19 (3-15 SEC) effort, while others
were still in high school.
On top of that, the Gamecocks lost senior outside
hitter Juliette Thevenin to graduation. Thevenin,
one of the most decorated players in South Carolina
volleyball history, left Columbia as only the second
player to ever record 1,000 kills and 1,000 digs in a
career.
But head coach Scott Swanson isn’t worried. In fact,
the fourth-year coach is excited to see the players whom
he recruited take the court.
“We’re as athletic as we’ve ever been here, if not
more,” Swanson said. “We have more skill players, and
we’re turning some of those people who are not quite
there yet into better skill players. And now it’s just a
matter of putting it all together.”
After injury crippled his team at the setter position
last season, Swanson has brought in Allie Monserez, a
freshman setter from Windermere, Fla.
Monserez helped lead Bishop Moore Catholic to the
2013 Florida Class AAAAA state title as well as the
2012 Florida Class AAAA state title on her way to a
2013 Florida Volleyball AAAAA Player of the Year nod.
Right away, Monserez will provide the depth
Swanson was looking for last season when starting
setter Kellie McNeil injured her foot against Coastal
Carolina.
“It was definitely really hard to lose Kellie just
because she’s such a great player,” senior libero Mikaela
Christiaansen said. “You know, we had been practicing
with her all season, so to kind of just change the lineup
was kind of difﬁcult.”
Swanson noted that their team could feature a system
where both McNeil and Monserez factor in at the setter
position.
It’s also very likely that there will be two McNeils on
the court at the same time this year for the Gamecocks.
Taylr McNeil, who was a part of Swanson’s highly
regarded 2014 recruiting class, is the sister of setter
Kellie McNeil. Like Kellie, Taylr also pulled in
Minnesota’s Gatorade Player of the Year award on her
way to a Class AAA state title.
McNeil arrived on campus in January and has been
able to train all spring.
Swanson had high praise for the freshman, even
considering her monumental task of replacing
Thevenin as an outside hitter.
“She can do things that Juliette couldn’t do,” he said.
“I’m not going to go out on a limb right now and say

Olivia Barthel / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Kellie McNeil will rebound from her foot injury she got against Coastal Carolina, and help lead the Gamecocks.
she’s better than Juliette right now because she hasn’t
played in the SEC, but as a freshman, she’s probably
better than Juliette was as a freshman.”
Aside from Thevenin, the Gamecocks return all
of their big names from a year ago. Six-foot-two
sophomore Jacqy Angermiller will be a force to be
reckoned with in the middle, as will six-foot-one junior
Darian Dozier.

Career Center
University of South Carolina

Career Fest &
the S.E.T. Fair
Held concurrently, Career Fest is for non-technical
positions and the S.E.T. Fair is for science, engineering,
& technology positions. Employers will be hiring for
internships and full-time jobs that are available.

Christiaansen, one of two seniors on the roster, will
return at libero, a position where she averaged over
three digs per set. Her 386 digs placed her at the top of
the team in that category, as well as 10th in the SEC.
Junior Sarah Blomgren returns after registering 214
kills last season, a mark bested only by Thevenin’s 466.
DG
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ﬁtness

sport clubs

outdoor recreation

aquatics

TUESDAY

September

16

12 p.m. – 4 p.m.
Columbia Metropolitan
Convention Center
Shuttle service is provided with
stops at Capstone, Thomas
Cooper Library (Sumter Street
stop), and Swearingen (north of
building on Main Street). Look for
“Job Fair Shuttle” signs.

Visit each job fair website on our homepage or scan the
QR code with your smart phone.
Need help getting ready for the job fairs? Visit
September Success on our homepage.
www.sc.edu/career
facebook.com/UofSCCareers
twitter.com/UofSCCareers

intramural sports

803.576.9375
803.777.5261

campusrec.sc.edu
University of South Carolina Campus Recreation
@UofSC_CampusRec
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Standout athletes to watch
Sports stars to watch in 2014
David Roberts

SPORTS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

1 23
456
78
Justine Dreher

Sabrina D’Angelo

Kayla Lampe

Senior

Senior

Redshirt Junior

Golf

Soccer

Cross Country

Although she is a redshirt junior, Lampe has only
one year of cross country experience under her belt.
She did not compete her freshman year in 2011, and
was forced to sit out last season due to a lingering
heel injury. However, as a redshirt freshman in 2012,
Lampe ranked as the team’s top ﬁ nisher in every
event she competed in. She ﬁ nished eighth at the
2012 NCAA Southeast Regional Championships in
Charlotte, N.C. Lampe also placed 13th that same
year at the Southeastern Conference Championship.
If she can avoid the injury bug, Lampe should have a
very productive year for South Carolina.

Goalkeeper

During her offseason this summer, Justine
Dreher returned to her native home in Europe
to compete in the European Ladies A mateur
Team Championship. Dreher led France to a win
over Finland in the ﬁ nal, and was undefeated in
match play. Coming off a season where she cut
down her average by two strokes and garnered a
ﬁ rst team All-SEC selection, Dreher seems to be
poised for a dominating run in her ﬁ nal year. She
has competed in three NCAA championships in
her three years at South Carolina; with her 2012
ﬁ nish (T-48) being the best.

A season after earning the 2013 SEC Defensive
Player of t he Year award, D’A ngelo will be
playing in the final season of her illustrious
career at South Carolina. D’A ngelo was also
named to the ﬁ rst team All-SEC as well as the
SEC A ll-Tournament team. Her 12 shutouts
last season were the second highest mark in any
South Carolina season, falling just shy of Mollie
Patton’s 15 in 2009. No matter how the 2014
season plays out, D’Angelo will likely go down as
one of the best keepers to ever guard the net at
South Carolina.

Kellie McNeil
Junior

Volleyball
Setter

Braeden

Will Starke

Troyer

Junior

Senior

Golf

Soccer

Center back

After a bittersweet victory over Coastal Carolina,
South Carolina dropped its remaining eight games
in brutal fashion to close the 2013 season. It’s likely
that losing setter Kellie McNeil to a foot injury was
an ingredient in the Gamecocks’ collapse, and it’s
even more likely that head coach Scott Swanson will
be able to breathe a little easier now that McNeil
is healthy. Before being shut down for the season,
McNeil was at the top of her game, averaging over
10 assists per set. Despite missing eight matches,
McNeil ﬁ nished 10th in the SEC with 834 assists.
She managed to ﬁnish sixth in the conference with
her 10.17 average assists per set.

Finished in the top five four times during fall,
and led the Gamecocks down the stretch, taking
home the top spot at the Seahawk Intercollegiate.
Starke shot six strokes (64) under par (70) in one
round at the NCAA championship, helping him to
a T-55 ﬁ nish after ﬁ nishing T-116 at the event one
year prior. He set the low individual score ﬁve times
in South Carolina’s 12 tournaments last season.
The Chapin, S.C. native was also able to shave his
average down to 72.20 in his sophomore campaign,
compared to a 74.11 mark his freshman year. Starke
should use last season’s momentum to catch ﬁre early
this year, helping a talented squad to a strong start.

Marwan El

Sarah Blomgren

Kamash

Junior

Junior

Volleyball

Swimming

Outside hitter

Middle dist.
Freestyle

Blomgren finished second in kills on head
coach Scott Swanson’s 2013 squad, trailing
senior outside hitter Juliette Thevenin. With
Theven in and Lindsey Craf t’s subsequent
graduation, the Gamecocks will have to make up
for a large portion of kills—34 percent, in fact.
Blomgren is one of only seven upperclassmen
on the roster this season, but look for her and
teammate Darian Dozier to rack up most of the
Gamecocks’ kills in 2014.

Earned All-American recognition as a member
of the Gamecocks’ 800 freestyle relay. The team
finished 12th (6:21:98) in the event at the NCAA
championships, which was El Kamash’s second trip to
the tournament. El Kamash also competed in three
individual events at NCAA championships, and was
the only Gamecock to do so. In addition to the 800
freestyle relay, El Kamash competed in the 100, 200
and 500 freestyle events. Took down previous school
records at the SEC championships as a part of the
400-medley relay team. Two of the four members
of the 400-medley relay team have since graduated,
passing El Kamash the torch of experience.

Senior who switched from midfielder to center
back to help the team, which was in need of defenders
last year. Named to the All-Conference USA second
team for the second year in a row despite the change
in position. Scored on the team’s only penalty kick
attempt of the season, ultimately leading to a 2-1
victory over Florida Atlantic. Four of Troyer’s ﬁve
shots were on goal last season, and was tied for ﬁfth
place on the team with two goals.

Check out these
athletes and cheer
on Gamecock
sports this year!
Turn to the sports
schedule on
page 11 for more
information about
when games are.
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South Carolina football
2014
USC

Aug. 28 – vs. Texas A&M
Sept. 6 – vs. East Carolina
Sept. 13 – vs. Georgia
Sept. 20 – at Vanderbilt
Sept. 27 – vs. Missouri
Oct. 4 – at Kentucky
Oct. 18 – vs. Furman
Oct. 25 – at Auburn
Nov. 1 – vs. Tennessee
Nov. 15 – at Florida
Nov. 22 – vs. South Alabama
Nov. 29 - at Clemson
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Men’s soccer:
8/16
8/19
8/23
8/29
9/2
9/7
9/12
9/16
9/20
9/23
9/26
9/30
10/04
10/08
10/11
10/17
10/21
10/25
10/29
11/07

vs. USC Upstate *
Columbia, S.C.
vs. Elon *
Columbia, S.C.
at Furman *
Greenville, S.C.
vs. Belmont
Columbia, S.C.
vs. Clemson
Columbia, S.C.
vs. Mercer
Columbia, S.C.
vs. UNC-Wilmington
Columbia, S.C.
at Coastal Carolina
Conway, S.C.
at ETSU
Johnson City, Tenn.
vs. UNC Greensbor
Columbia, S.C.
vs. Marshall #
Columbia, S.C.
vs. Georgia State
Columbia, S.C.
vs. Charlotte #
Columbia, S.C.
at Florida International # Miami, Fla.
vs. UAB #
Columbia, S.C.
at Florida Atlantic #
Boca Raton, Fla.
vs. NC State
Columbia, S.C.
vs. Kentucky #
Columbia, S.C.
at Old Dominion #
Norfolk, Va.
at New Mexico #
Albuquerque, N.M.

Women’s soccer:
7:00 p.m. ET
7:00 p.m. ET
7:00 p.m. ET
8:30 p.m. ET
7:00 p.m. ET
7:00 p.m. ET
7:00 p.m. ET
7:00 p.m. ET
7:00 p.m. ET
7:00 p.m. ET
8:30 p.m. ET
7:00 p.m. ET
7:00 p.m. ET
7:30 p.m. ET
7:00 p.m. ET
8:30 p.m. ET
7:00 p.m. ET
7:00 p.m. ET
7:00 p.m. ET
9:00 p.m. ET

Men’s Golf:
8/29 - 8/31 The Carmel Cup
Pebble Beach, Calif. (Pebble Beach Golf Links)

8/14
8/22
8/24

at Duke #
at East Carolina
vs. Samford

Durham, N.C.
Greenville, N.C.
Columbia, S.C.

7:00 p.m. ET
7:00 p.m. ET
6:00 p.m. ET

Garnet & Black Classic
8/29
8/31
9/05
9/07

vs. Boston University
vs. Milwaukee
vs. Clemson
vs. High Point

Columbia, S.C.
Columbia, S.C.
Columbia, S.C.
Columbia, S.C.

6:30 p.m. ET
2:30 p.m. ET
7:00 p.m. ET
1:00 p.m. ET

USF Soccer Classic
9/12
9/14
9/21
9/26
9/28
10/03
10/05
10/10
10/16
10/19
10/24
10/26
10/30

at USF
vs. Florida Gulf Coast
at Auburn *
vs. Missouri *
vs. Georgia *
at Alabama *
vs. LSU *
at Kentucky *
vs. Florida *
vs. Ole Miss *
at Vanderbilt *
at Texas A&M *
vs. Mississippi State *

Tampa, Fla.
Tampa, Fla.
Auburn, Ala.
Columbia, S.C.
Columbia, S.C.
Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Columbia, S.C.
Lexington, Ky.
Columbia, S.C.
Columbia, S.C.
Nashville, Tenn.
College Station, Texas
Columbia, S.C.

7:00 p.m. ET
2:00 p.m. ET
1:00 p.m. ET
6:00 p.m. ET
1:00 p.m. ET
8:00 p.m. ET
1:00 p.m. ET
7:30 p.m. ET
7:00 p.m. ET
1:00 p.m. ET
7:00 p.m. ET
5:00 p.m. ET
7:00 p.m. ET

SEC Tournament
All Day
11/03
11/05
11/07
11/09

First Round
Quarterfinals
Semifinals
Championship

Orange Beach, Ala.
Orange Beach, Ala.
Orange Beach, Ala.
Orange Beach, Ala.

TBA
TBA
TBA
3:00 p.m. ET

9/5 - 9/7 Carpet Capital Collegiate
Rocky Face, Ga. (The Farm Golf Club)

All Day

9/19 - 9/21 DICK’S Collegiate Challenge Cup
Kingston Springs, Tenn. (The Golf Club of Tennessee)

All Day

10/18 - 10/19 Camden Collegiate Invitational
Camden, S.C. (Camden Country Club)

All Day

2/20 - 2/22 Bayou City Collegiate Championships
Humble, Texas (Golf Club of Houston)

All Day

9/28 - 9/30
ANNIKA Intercollegiate
Reunion, Fla. (Reunion Resort Watson Course)

All Day

3/09 - 3/10 Palmetto Intercollegiate
Aiken, S.C. (Palmetto Golf Club)

All Day

10/10 - 10/12 Tar Heel Invitational
Chapel Hill, N.C. (UNC Finley Golf Course)

All Day

3/13 - 3/15 Seminole Intercollegiate
Tallahassee, Fla. (Southwood Golf Club)

All Day

10/17 - 10/19 Mercedes-Benz Collegiate Championship
Knoxville, Tenn. (Cherokee Golf Club)
All Day

3/23 - 3/24 Valspar Collegiate Invitational
Palm City, Fla. (Floridian)

All Day

10/24 - 10/26 The Landfall Tradition
Wilmington, N.C. (Country Club of Landfall)

All Day

2/13 - 2/15
Florida State Match-Up
Tallahassee, Fla. (SouthWood Golf Club)

All Day

3/06 - 3/08
Darius Rucker Intercollegiate
Hilton Head Island, S.C. (Long Cove Club)

All Day

3/27 - 3/29
Liz Murphey Intercollegiate
Athens, Ga. (University of Georgia Golf Course)

All Day

4/10 - 4/12
PING ASU Invitational
Tempe, Ariz. (ASU Karsten Golf Course)

All Day

4/17 - 4/19
SEC Championship
Birmingham, Ala. (Greystone Golf Club)

All Day

5/07 - 5/09

TBA

All Day

5ww/22 - 5/27 NCAA Championship
Bradenton, Fla. (The Concession Golf Club)

All Day

3/29 - 3/31 Hootie at Bulls Bay Intercollegiate
Awendaw, S.C. (Bulls Bay Golf Club)
4/17 - 4/19 SEC Championship
St. Simons Island, Ga. (Sea Island Golf Club)
05/14 - 6/03 NCAA Championship
Bradenton, Fla. (The Concession Golf Club)

8/23

Volleyball:

Garnet & Black Scrimmage

Columbia, S.C.

Gamecock Invitational pres. by Courtyard Marriott
8/29 vs. Gardner-Webb
Columbia, S.C.
8/30 vs. Jacksonville
Columbia, S.C.
vs. Georgia Tech
Columbia, S.C.
Winthrop Invitational
9/05 vs. Clemson
9/06 vs. Furman
at Winthrop
Campbell Invitational
9/12 at Campbell
9/13 vs. Elon Buies Creek, N.C.
vs. North Florida

Rock Hill, S.C.
Rock Hill, S.C.
Rock Hill, S.C.

All Day

All Day

All Day

Women’s Golf:

3:00 p.m. ET

7:00 p.m. ET
1:00 p.m. ET
7:00 p.m. ET

4:00 p.m. ET
10:00 a.m. ET
7:00 p.m. ET

Buies Creek, N.C. 7:00 p.m. ET
Buies Creek, N.C. 10:00 a.m. ET
Buies Creek, N.C. 4:30 p.m. ET

Carolina Classic presented by Courtyard Marriott
9/19 vs. Norfolk State
Columbia, S.C.
vs. Eastern Kentucky
Columbia, S.C.
9/20 vs. The Citadel
Columbia, S.C.
9/26 vs. Ole Miss *
Columbia, S.C.
9/28 vs. Kentucky *
Columbia, S.C.
10/03 at Mississippi State *
Starkville, Miss.
10/05 at Auburn *
Auburn, Ala.
10/12 at Alabama *
Tuscaloosa, Ala.
10/15 vs. Florida *
Columbia, S.C.
10/19 vs. Texas A&M *
Columbia, S.C.
10/21 at Coastal Carolina
Conway, S.C.
10/24 vs. Mississippi State *
Columbia, S.C.
10/26 vs. Missouri *
Columbia, S.C.
10/31 at LSU *
Baton Rouge, La.
11/02 at Ole Miss *
Oxford, Miss.
11/09 vs. Alabama *
Columbia, S.C.
11/14 at Arkansas *
Fayetteville, Ark.
11/16 vs. Auburn *
Columbia, S.C.
11/19 at Tennessee *
Knoxville, Tenn.
11/23 at Georgia *
Athens, Ga.
11/26 at Florida *
Gainesville, Fla.
11/29 vs. LSU *
Columbia, S.C.
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10:00 a.m. ET
7:00 p.m. ET
3:00 p.m. ET
7:00 p.m. ET
1:30 p.m. ET
8:00 p.m. ET
2:30 p.m. ET
4:00 p.m. ET
6:00 p.m. ET
1:30 p.m. ET
6:00 p.m. ET
7:00 p.m. ET
1:30 p.m. ET
8:00 p.m. ET
2:00 p.m. ET
4:00 p.m. ET
8:00 p.m. ET
1:30 p.m. ET
6:00 p.m. ET
1:30 p.m. ET
TBA
1:30 p.m. ET

NCAA Regionals

Equestrian:
9/19
10/03
10/10
10/31
11/07
11/21
1/31
2/07

at Kansas State
Manhattan, Kan.
vs. Georgia *
Blythewood, S.C.
at Auburn *
Auburn, Ala
vs. Texas A&M *
Blythewood, S.C.
at Fresno StateFresno, Calif.
at Oklahoma State
Stillwater, Okla.
vs. SMU
Blythewood, S.C.
at Georgia *
Bishop, Ga.
vs. Delaware State
Bishop, Ga.
2/21 at Texas A&M *
College Station, Texas
2/28 vs. Auburn *
Blythewood, S.C.
3/06 vs. Baylor
Blythewood, S.C.
2015 SEC Championship
3/27 TBD
College Station, Texas
3/28 TBD
College Station, Texas
2015 NCEA National Championship
4/16 TBA
Waco, Texas
4/17 TBD
Waco, Texas
4/18 TBD
Waco, Texas

TBA
2:00 p.m. ET
TBA
2:00 p.m. ET
TBA
TBA
10:00 a.m. ET
10:00 a.m. ET
TBA
12:00 p.m. ET
10:00 a.m. ET
2:00 p.m. ET
TBA
TBA

TBA
TBA
TBA
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SPORTS
TRIVIA
MEN’S SOCCER
2013
7-7-5 (4-2-3) – 4th in SEC
Finished season with an even goal
diﬀerential.
2012
5-11-2 (2-5-1) – 7th in SEC
Allowed 33 goals in over 1,681 minutes
through 18 games.
2011
9-7-3 (6-1-1) – 2nd in SEC
Led C-USA in attendance, averaging 1,437
fans per contest.

CROSS COUNTRY
2013
Finished 14th at NCAA Southeast Regionals (6K)
Registered three ﬁrst-place ﬁnishes.
2012
Claimed 10th-place at NCAA Southeast Regionals (6K)
Best ﬁnish at region championship since 1994.
2011
Finished 24th at NCAA Southeast Regionals (6K)
Opened up the season with back-to-back ﬁrst-place ﬁnishes.

Student leadership
in the workplace

FOOTBALL
2013
11-2 (6-2) – 2nd in SEC East
Beat Wisconsin 34-24 in Capital One Bowl
2012
11-2 (6-2) – 3rd in SEC East
Beat Michigan 33-28 in Outback Bowl
2011
11-2 (6-2) – 1st in SEC East
Beat Nebraska 30-13 in Capital One Bowl

WOMEN’S SOCCER
2013
17-4-2 (8-2-1) – 3rd in SEC
Keeper Sabrina D’Angelo led SEC with 12
shutouts in 23 matches.
2012
7-10-4 (3-7-3) – 10th in SEC
Averaged 0.69 goals per match, scoring
nine times in 13 matches.
2011
16-7-0 (9-2) – 1st in SEC
Lost to No. 1 Stanford 2-0 in the second
round of the NCAA Tournament.

VOLLEYBALL
2013
12-19 (3-15) – 6th in SEC East
Juliette Thevenin scored 1,000 career kills and 1,000 career digs.
2012
18-14 (6-14) – 6th in SEC East
Taylor Bruns ﬁnished sixth in school history with 2,858 assists.
2011
14-16 (5-14) – 5th in SEC East
Eight of South Carolina’s 14 wins came in straight sets (3-0).
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!(+)!ƫ0+ƫHealthy Carolina!
Making Healthy Choices Simple

The Dimensions of Wellness

Welcome Home

At USC, wellness is deﬁned as a holistic, well-balanced
approach to living that involves the mind, body and
spirit. USC supports personal
wellness because
of its documented,
direct impact on work,
academic success and
quality of life.
Visit our website for
a list of resources
at USC and in the
local community
you can use to start
developing a more
balanced and healthy
life.

Healthy Carolina Vision
A healthy campus environment in which to
live, learn, work and play.
Policies đƫ.+#.)/ƫđƫ *%0%0%2!/ƫđƫ!.2%!/
Healthy Dining Initiative

Tobacco Free USC

FitWalk Paths

Lactation Support Initiative

Healthy Carolina Farmers
Market

Health Education
Communication

On-Campus Produce Delivery

USC Health Assessments

Healthy Carolina Wellness
Community

Healthy Carolina Coalition of
Councils

to Carolina.
www.sa.sc.edu/sg
University of South Carolina
Student Government
@UofSCSG

sc.edu/HealthyCarolina
803-777-1650
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Bring your USC ID and prescription
insurance card with you as well as
any discount cards you want to use.
You will need a valid governmentissued photo ID for all controlledsubstance prescriptions

@UofSCStudentGovernment

Stress Free Student Checking from
Carolina Collegiate makes it easy to

BANK IN YOUR BOXERS!

Use the PocketRx app to easily
y re
eﬁll
prescriiptions
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TouchBanking® Mobile App

StressFree eDeposit

FREE download for Apple and Android devices

Deposit checks right from your smartphone

Park in the Bull Street Garage
for free while you pick up your
prescriptions
Park
Pa
rk fre
ree
e fo
forr 30 minut
utes
ut
es and sho
h w the attendant your receipt
p

The Thomson Student Health Center
Pharmacy is the only pharmacy
that offers Lo Loestrin Fe birth
control pills for just $15 for a
month's supply
Get up to three months* of birth
control & other prescriptions
*Certain insurance companies will only cover one month at a time
Check with the Pharmacy for more details

Reﬁlls: www.sc.edu/myrxspace,
803-777-4890 or download the PocketRx app.
Hours: M-F 8 a.m. - 5 p.m., Sun. 2-8 p.m., fall & spring;
M-F 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m., summer & breaks

StressFree BillPay

Person-to-Person Transfers

Stop licking stamps – pay your bills online

Send money via text & email with TouchBanking

 Free Gamecock Debit Card
 Over 30,000 surcharge free ATMs
 Over 5,000 Shared Branches
nationwide
 Discounts at dozens of local
restaurants, gyms, & retail stores
www.BankingInYourBoxers.com
   
RUSSELL HOUSE, SUITE 227U
'(9,1(67526(:22''5

In support of Healthy Carolina
Improving student success through healthy living

This credit union is federally insured by the National Credit
Union Administration and is an Equal Housing Lender.
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Fall 2014 intramural sports cheat sheet
4v4 Sand Volleyball League
Deadline: Aug. 27
Cost: $20/team

4v4 Bowling League
Deadline: Sept. 23
Cost: $24/students, $36/nonstudents

1-Pitch Softball Tournament
Deadline: Aug. 27
Cost: $10/team

Racquetball Tournament
Deadline: Sept. 23
Cost: $10/person

7v7 Flag Football League
Deadline: Sept. 2
Cost: $30/team

6v6 Indoor Volleyball League
Deadline: Sept. 23
Cost: $30/team

10v10 Softball League
Deadline: Sept. 9
Cost: $30/team

3v3 Basketball League
Deadline: Oct. 14
Cost: $20/team

5v5 Indoor Soccer League
Deadline: Sept. 9
Cost: $30/team

4-person Golf Scramble
Deadline: Oct. 28
Cost: $100/team ($25/person)

Tennis Tournament
Deadline: Sept. 16
Cost: $10/person

6v6 Dodgeball Tournament
Deadline: Nov. 25
Cost: $10/team

Courtesy of Wesley Cooler

USC offers a variety of diverse sports and clubs for students to join. Some clubs
even offer students with a competitive spirit a place to push them past their limits.

To sign up, visit Strom or contact:
Lauren Martini Olson – Intramural Sports Director
Office: Strom Thurmond Wellness & Fitness Center 306
Phone: 803-576-9378
Email: intramurals@sc.edu
Don Mills III – Intramural Sports Coordinator
Office: Strom Thurmond Wellness & Fitness Center 201D
Phone: 803-777-4593
Email: intramurals@sc.edu
John Sawvel / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

@thegamecock

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA

SAVINGS!

The new owners of Jiﬀy Lube are proud to support USC and invite
you to visit us and let us show you how good change can be!
JIFFY LUBE SIGNATURE SERVICE® OIL CHANGE
(conventional oil only)

TIRE ROTATION & ONESTEP FUEL SYSTEM CLEANER

30

All services for only

$
code: 2014USC exp: 5/30/15

69

$

VALUE

Valid at participating Jiﬀy Lube service centers. Must present coupon at time of service. Up to 5qts conventional oil. Not valid with any other oﬀers for same service.
Jiﬀy Lube, the Jiﬀy Lube design mark and Jiﬀy Lube Signature Service® are registered trademarks of Jiﬀy Lube International, Inc. © 2014 Jiﬀy Lube International, Inc.

Fall 2014 intramurals are also hiring flag football, indoor soccer, indoor
volleyball and softball officials. No experience is needed, but sport
knowledge is preferred. Training is provided, flexible scheduling and
starting pay of $8.25/hour.

The Jiﬀy Lube Signature
Service® Oil Change helps
maintain the value of your
vehicle investment
It’s important for the fuel in the
vehicle to be as clean as possible.
Performing fuel system
cleaning service:
• Helps remove fuel varnish build-up
• Helps remove intake valve deposits
• Helps reduce cylinder head deposits
• Cleans the fuel system
Tire Rotation Service
• Helps maximize the life of your tires

Find your nearest location at
jiﬀylubecolumbia.com
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2014 offseason headlined by arrests of football players

Courtesy of MCT Campus

Dorial Green-Beckham headlines a long list of Division I football players who were arrested in the 2014 offseason. Green-Beckham has since transferred to Oklahoma.

23 arrests came in
connection to violent
crimes.
David Roberts

SPORTS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

I

love college football. I really
do.
Wa k i n g u p t o w a t c h
College Gameday and spending the
afternoon watching football with my
dad are some of the best memories I
have from my childhood.
Maybe it’s the love of the sport
that compels me to write this. Over
the years, I’ve noticed something.
T here’s somet h i ng w rong w it h
college football.
Maybe it’s always been like this
and it’s just becoming more apparent
now that I’m older. But too many
student-athletes are getting arrested.
I k now Division I at hletes are
subjec t to more at tent ion t ha n
your average Joe, and rightfully so.
They are in the public eye, and they
represent something bigger than
themselves. They represent their
community, their university, their
team, etc. Perhaps it’s unfair, but it
goes with the territory.
Wit h all t hat said, t hings are
getting a little out of hand.
As of Aug. 8, there have been 62
Division I football players arrested
s i n c e t h e b e g i n n i n g o f 2 014 ,
according to Arrest Nation. Of the
62 arrests, 23 were in connection to
violent crimes.
New Mexico’s projected starting
r u n ning back Cr usoe Gongbay,
senior cornerback SaQwan Edwards
and a former UNM student allegedly
k idnapped a girl at a u niversit y
parking lot in April and forced her to
perform oral sex before raping her.
After Gongbay and Edwards were
dropped off, the other accomplice
held a gun to the girl’s head, forcing
her to perform oral sex on him again.
Incoming Texas Tech freshman
Nigel Bethel was initially dismissed
from t he program for punching
women’s basketball player Amber
Battle in the face during a pick-up
basketball game. The force from
Bethel’s blow was so strong that it
reportedly broke a bone in Battle’s
f ace , c au s i ng t he Red R a ider s
basketball player to undergo surgery.
Lubbock attorney Tray Pay ne
claimed that the grand jury found
t hat t here was no “ev idence to

substantiate assault nor probable
cause to pursue charges.” The grand
jury then wrote a letter speciﬁcally
asking for Bethel’s reinstatement.
A day after the surveillance video
of Bethel dropping Battle surfaced,
he was readmitted to the program
and practicing with the team before
too long.
Bethel’s punishment? A threegame suspension. He will miss key
games against U TEP, A rk ansas
and perennial powerhouse Central
Arkansas.
Don’t worry; he’ll be back in time
for Oklahoma State week four.
Then there’s Oklahoma freshman
running back Joe Mixon, who is
being investigated in connection
with an alleged aggravated assault
charge.
The alleged victim Amelia Molitor
told The Oklahoman that Mixon
punched her, breaking her face in

As of Aug. 8, there
have been 62 Division
I football players
arrested since the
beginning of 2014,
according to Arrest
Nation. Of the 62
arrests, 23 were in
connection to violent
crimes.
four places and also said that Mixon
had been harassing her friends.
That lands Ok lahoma in some
pretty hot water, especially after they
welcomed troubled wide receiver
Dorial Green-Beckham with open
arms after he was dismissed from
Missouri’s program.
What did Green-Beckham do? Just
allegedly broke into an apartment
and threw a woman down a f light
of stairs. In the transcript of the
text messages sent and received by
the victim, it is clear that the thing
preventing her from pressing charges
is the fear of backlash against her.
N ow it is being reported t hat
Oklahoma is “very confident” that
Green-Beckham will be approved
for immediate eligibility after ﬁ ling
a run-off waiver—a waiver meant to
protect players from circumstances
GREEN-BECKHAM • 16

16
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thlete arrests by the numbers
2013 statistics by Arrestnation

408

student athlete arrests,
citations, and charges
in 2013

175 of those
were football
players.

football
players
other
athletes

2 citations given at the University of
South Carolina in 2013
compared to 8 arrests at Middle Tennessee State University.
Only 1 has been given this year.

Most college athletes are arrested
during the summer - the period
between the end of spring practice
and the start of pre-season camps
in August.

62 23
Division I
football players
arrested since
the beginning
of 2014.

of the arrests
w e r e
i n
connection to
violent crimes.

GREEN-BECKHAM • Cont. from 15
beyond their control.
S o, re a l l y no pu n i s h me nt f or
Green-Beckham. Yes, he has to switch
schools, but barring signiﬁcant injury,
he will likely be a ﬁ rst-round pick in
the NFL Draft.
Things aren’t much better in the
NFL right now. We’ve all seen the Ray
Rice video. Personally, I felt duped.
Rice was one of the players who was
always in the news for trying to make
his communit y a better place. His
admirable stance against bullying now
seems like smoke and mirrors, and it’s
going to take a long time for him to
rebuild that trust, unfortunately.
If you take nothing else away from
this, take this. Student-athletes need
to be held personally accountable.
Only a very, very small amount in
the grand scheme of NCAA athletes
actually get in trouble. Still, it only
takes one bad decision to give your
program a black eye.
A nd, dep end i n g on how you r
athletic program handles the situation,
you could have two.

308 college athlete arrests, citations, and charges so far in 2014

DG

Student Legal Services
Meet with an attorney for a FREE consultation.
Current USC students can schedule
appointments on Monday, Tuesday,
Thursday and Friday from 8:30 a.m.
to 5 p.m. by calling:

803-777-6611
When meeting with the attorney,
students must bring their CarolinaCard.

For more information:

Issues including:
• Landlord-Tenant
• Housing
• Consumer Protection
• Probate Law
• Domestic Relations
• Employment Law

Russell House West Wing
Lower Level 044
www.sa.sc.edu/student-legal-services

This service is provided in partnership with
South Carolina Legal Services and funded
through the Campus Activity Fee.
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2014 schedule loaded with top-25 football battles
DAVID ROBERTS

SPORTS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

s much as
we would like
to believe it,
Carolina isn’t the
only team out there.
Here are some other
games every college
football fan should
watch this season.

A

Courtesy of the Associated Press

This season will see classic rivalries, and epic rematches to give Carolina and sports fans plenty of drama and action to see on the field.
Aug. 30
Clemson @ Georgia
This game is important for a lot of reasons, but here are two: ﬁrst, South Carolina
fans already despise both teams and if there was a way both teams could lose, that’s
what Gamecock Nation would be rooting for. A game ending in that fashion isn’t
plausible, but you can still bet on the better half of the Palmetto State tuning in to
see the outcome. If this game has half the ﬁreworks of last year’s 38-35 Clemson
victory, it will be a great game. During the offseason, ﬁve Clemson football players
were suspended — including starting left guard David Beasley and starting defensive
end Corey Crawford — a number rivaled only by a resounding seven Georgia players
arrested this offseason. The second reason this game is important deals more with
South Carolina’s matchup with Georgia. If the Bulldogs can sneak by Clemson and
go an entire bye week without an arrest, there’s a very strong chance that ESPN’s
College Gameday will be setting up on The Horseshoe again. For that to happen,
South Carolina must take care of business against Texas A&M and East Carolina,
too.
Sept. 6
Michigan @ Notre Dame
This is the final time these two historic teams will meet — at least for the
foreseeable future. In conjunction with the athletic program’s move to the ACC,
Notre Dame must schedule as many as ﬁve ACC opponents every year. Since the
Fighting Irish have ties to traditional rivalries like Navy, Stanford and Southern
Cal, games against Big 10 opponents are sliding off the schedule. A season ago,
this matchup drew the largest crowd the Big House has ever seen. A record 115,109
people packed Michigan Stadium to see the Wolverines best the Irish 41-30, which
was the fourth time in ﬁve years Michigan claimed a victory in the rivalry. The
last time Notre Dame beat Michigan, the Fighting Irish went on to an undefeated
regular season before being pummeled in the BCS National Championship Game
by Alabama. With Everett Golson’s return along with a resurgence in the running
game, Notre Dame has a good chance of going out of this rivalry on top.

Oct. 25
Ohio State @ Penn State
A year ago, true freshman quarterback Christian Hackenberg was mutilated by the
Ohio State defense, forcing the Nittany Lion’s golden boy to throw two interceptions,
while only completing 12 of 23 for 112 yards. The Buckeyes ran for 408 yards, which
was still 51 more yards than Penn State’s entire offense could muster. The brunt of
the work was carried by Carlos Hyde, who collected 147 yards on 16 carries. Hyde is
gone, but Braxton Miller remains, and should be a force to be reckoned with come
fall. This year, the Buckeyes must travel to Happy Valley, where Hackenberg will
seek his revenge in the comfort of his own backyard. Already landing in the Penn
State record books after breaking 13 school records last year, beating Ohio State will
thrust the sophomore signal caller and the program into national prominence. The
matchup will also feature a pair of former SEC head coaches in Penn State’s Franklin
and Ohio State’s Urban Meyer.
Nov. 29
Auburn @ Alabama
Nick Saban is still teeming. Could you imagine the temper tantrum he threw in
the locker room after Chris Davis Jr. ran back that ﬁeld goal attempt? Alabama’s
subsequent loss to Oklahoma that saw Sooner quarterback Trevor Knight carve
up the Crimson Tide defense for 348 yards and four touchdowns has likely cast
Saban into his laboratory, coming out just in time for SEC Media Days. During the
offseason, Alabama hired Lane Kifﬁn — for some reason — to be the new offensive
coordinator. Auburn made headlines in the offseason too when star quarterback Nick
Marshall was cited for possession of marijuana. Tigers head coach Gus Malzahn
declined to reveal how long Marshall will be suspended, but did say the quarterback
will not start week one against Arkansas. Auburn will also be without preseason
all-SEC left guard Alex Kozan against the Razorbacks, only Kozan will not return
after the opening game. In a huge blow to the reigning SEC champs, the sophomore
will miss the entire season due to back surgery.
DG

University Libraries
University of South Carolina

Textbooks On Reserve
Textbooks for classes that have more than 100 students are
available for two-hour check-out at the Circulation Desk.

library.sc.edu
Brought to you by
Student Government and
Thomas Cooper Library.
The University of South Carolina is an equal opportunity institution.

Cheapest textbooks in town! If the books you
are looking for aren’t listed below, stop by and
visit, call or visit out website to check. We are
so sure that we have the lowest textbook
rentals that all titles are backed by our best
price promise! Find it cheaper in town or
online and we will beat it by 10%*!
*Excludes 3p marketplaces like Half and craigslist.

Title
SC Rental Adams Rental RH Rental
General, Organic & Biochemistry
U: 22.99
82.18
97.80
CJ 2014
N: 33.60
80.00 *
53.75
Basics of Web Design: HTML5 & CSS3
U: 32.79
73.50*
79.10
Intro to Geography
N: 86.50
101.22
88.80
Deutsch: Na Klar!
U: 63.39
159.00*
96.00
College Algebra Concepts & Context w/Web Code
N: 216.93
227.25*
244.65*
Contemporary College Physics (Vols I & II - Custom USC) U: 99.99
211.50*
170.80*
Survey of Historic Costume
N: 69.31
91.00
84.50
Breves Cuentos Hispanos
U: 25.39
53.75*
32.50
Public Speaking Bundle w/ Speechbuilder
N: 45.68
110.50*
84.30*
I-Clicker 2nd Generation
U: 22
26.76
30.65
* selling price listed, competitors do not rent this title

801 Main Street • Columbia • 803-799-7406
scbookstore.com
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Career Center Fall 2014 Events
sc.edu/career
August
18

Opportunity Knocks Part-Time Job Fair

September
2-15
16
29

Drop

September Success Workshops
Career Fest & S.E.T. Job Fairs
Pharmacy Day

-In Ho
1-4pm urs
M-F

October
8
11
16

Etiquette Dinner
How I Met My Major
Secrets of Job Search Success
(Careers in business, retail and hospitality)

21

Health Professions Fair

November
7

EmpowHer Conference
(Women in science, technology,
engineering and math disciplines)

11

Secrets of Job Search Success
(Careers in government, non-profit
and helping professions)

Semester Long Opportunities
Externships
Engage in group
shadowing
opportunities with
employers such as:
TQL
Blackbaud
Gulfstream

Information
Sessions

On-Campus
Interviews

Learn more about top
companies at these
events with employers
such as:

Request an employer
interview through
Jobmate with
employers such as:

PepsiCo
Exxon Mobil
CSX Transportation

Boeing
International Paper
Kohl’s
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Visit us at our new location in Thomas Cooper Library starting August 25th!

Trademark Subs
and Salads served with
Groucho’s Famous 45
Sauce since 1941

DELI/SUB/
SANDWICH SHOP

COLUMBIA AREA
LOCATIONS

Photo courtesy:
Historic Columbia Foundation

611 Harden Street • Columbia
111 Sparkleberry Crossing Road #8 • Columbia
Columbia Metro Airport • 1000 Aviation Way
West Columbia
2265 Sunset Blvd. • West Columbia
4717 Forest Drive • Forest Acres
117 1/2 E. Main Street • Lexington
730 University Village Drive • Blythewood
800 Lake Murray Blvd. • Irmo
138-B Amicks Ferry Road • Chapin
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Women look to build on historic 2013 season
Soccer team lost 2 players from last
year’s team that went 17-4-2
David Roberts

SPORTS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

The demeanor of t he women’s soccer team
immediately shifts when any mention of the Stanford
game occurs.
Their positivity and pep gives way to a shudder
and look of regret when they recount how close they
were to advancing in the tournament just one year
ago.
For the rising seniors, it was the second time in
three years the team had suffered defeat at the hands
of the Cardinal in the second round of the NCAA
Tournament.
The 1-0 overtime loss capped an impressive year
for the Gamecocks — one that began with an upset
of then-No. 7 Duke in just the second game of the
season.
This year, South Carolina is scheduled to begin
the season with an exhibition match against the Blue
Devils. This time, it’s at Duke.
“It’s going to be extremely tough especially
because this year they’re going to [be] coming for
our throats; especially because we upset them last
year,” junior midﬁelder/forward Raina Johnson said.
“But we’re out to get them too because we want to
start our year off even stronger than we did last
year.”
If the Gamecocks plan a repeat performance
against Duke, they must do so without the player
who netted the game’s only goal last year. Danielle
Au has graduated, and with her she takes her 16
career goals, a mark that is tied for eighth place in
school history.
South Carolina must also replace midfielder
Elizabeth Sinclair, who started all 23 matches for
the team a year ago. Sinclair led all ﬁeld players with
2,026 minutes logged last season.
“I think that Danielle [Au] and Liz [Sinclair] were
both losses for us because both of them started and
played for us pretty much through their four years,”
head coach Shelley Smith said. “And Liz never really
came out of a game. She played a role where people
maybe don’t notice her as much, but, to the team,
she dictated a lot of our play, and without her it was
a little bit unorganized at times.”
Smith admits that replacing Sinclair will be no
simple task, but asserts that she’s found something
special in freshman midﬁelder Savannah McCaskill.

Olivia Barthel / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Incoming freshmen like midfielder Savannah McCaskill are expected to contribute this season for South Carolina.
McCaskill, who is a graduate of Irmo High School,
was one of four four-star prospects in Smith’s 2014
recruiting class. She was one of the top soccer
players in the state a year ago, and was presented
with the Irmo Golden Boot Award in 2012 when she
tallied 33 goals.
“Savannah has already shown the difference that
she can make on the ﬁeld offensively, but also just
how she organizes,” Smith said. “A lot of times, as
a freshman, they’re afraid to speak up and organize
and be direct because that’s what you need out of
your players. And she jumps right in there and has
the conﬁdence to do that. So, that’s very comforting
to see, and I know she’ll make a big difference for
us.”
Along with Smith’s recruiting class came Kaleigh
Kurtz, who decided to transfer after starting 18
games for the Richmond Spiders.
Accord i ng to Sm it h, Ku r t z w i l l have t he
opportunity to play in rotation with returning

players like junior defender Carly Ray and junior
defender Caroline Gray.
Perhaps one of the most notable names returning
for the Gamecocks is senior goalkeeper Sabrina
D’Angelo.
D’Angelo added to her list of accolades last season,
picking up SEC Defensive Player of the Year honors,
as well as an NSCAA ﬁ rst-team All-America nod.
She is currently third in career saves with 130.
Although the attention sometimes causes players
to lose focus, D’Angelo maintains that she is more
ﬁ xated on team-oriented accomplishments.
“I speak for the team when I say we want to
win the SEC,” she said. “We want to win the
tournament, and we want to make history in the
NCAA Tournament.”
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Experienced young players to contribute to team
Head coach Mark Berson
confident in growing team
David Roberts

SPORTS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

If the Gamecocks’ 7-7-5 record
f rom a yea r ago st r i ke s you a s
u n impressive, head coach Mark
Berson thinks you should look again.
A quartet of road losses to open up

the season paired with a number of
key injuries threw much of Berson’s
freshman class into the ﬁ re early in
the year.
But he thinks the team is better
for it.
“We got off to a slow start, but I
think what I was most pleased about
with the group last year was their
mental tough ness,” Berson said.
Berson has been the Gamecocks’
men’s soccer coach since 1978. “As
a team, t hey just showed steady

growth. It was diff icult because,
when you don’t have success in the
beginning, you can doubt yourself.
And they didn’t.”
South Carolina lost its starting
goalkeeper in the fourth match of
the season last year, redshirt junior
midfielder Dan Traxler broke his
leg a nd ju n ior m idf ielder Rya n
Arambula was forced to miss nearly
half the season due to a foot injury.
Losses at key posit ions on t he
pitch forced green, inexperienced

f r e s h m e n t o m a t u r e q u i c k l y,
something that will behoove the
squad as they move into the 2014
season.
But despite the injuries, South
C a r o l i n a m a n a g e d a 4 -2-3
conference record down the stretch,
which landed them in fourth place.
Berson highlighted the play of
freshmen—now sophomores—Koty
Millard, Ive Burnett, Kurtis Turner
and Eli Dent who were able to earn
valuable playing time last season.
Burnett and Millard manned a
Gamecocks defense that posted six
shutouts a year ago, a number that
was good enough to tie the team for
fourth place in the Conference USA
for shutouts.
Not to be outdone, sen ior
defenders Ma ha moudou K aba
and Braeden Troyer both received
spots on the Conference USA 2014
Preseason A ll-Conference team,
with Kaba obtaining the Preseason
Defensive Player of the Year award.
Kaba’s recognition comes on the
heels of a 2013 season where he was
named to the conference’s ﬁ rst team.
Troyer, who made the switch from
midﬁelder to center back to bolster
the team’s back line, was named to
the All-Conference third team his
freshman year, and was a recipient of
All-Conference second team honors
in both his sophomore and junior
year.
W it h a h a nd f u l of ret u r n i ng
players, South Carolina’s defense
will likely be its anchor yet again.
The Gamecocks conceded 10 goals
in nine conference games last season,
but if you take away the team’s 4-3
win over UAB late in the season, that
statistic moves to a more impressive
seven goals in eight games.
South Carolina’s victories over
top conference teams New Mexico
and UAB have the team poised for
a successful run in 2014—a run that
Berson expects.
“I expect us to be a team that will
be in contention for the conference
championship. I expect us to be a
team in contention for an NCA A
bid,” Berson said. “I think we just
have to build upon where we were
last year. As long as we move forward
f rom last year, we’ll be in g reat
shape.”

Olivia Barthel / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Senior midfielder landed on the Conference USA 2014 All-Conference team, along with teammate Mahamoudou Kaba.
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NOW LEASING!

Rooftop Sand Volleyball Court

FALL 2015

Hub At Columbia
2,200 SF Fitness Center

Game Room

Fully Furnished with Custom Furniture

Fitness on Request

On-Site Tanning

Sauna

It’s Different Up Here!

Steam Room

www.HubatColumbia.com
(803) 369-8274 • leasing@hubatcolumbia.com

